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history of Camden. Forty-five new dwelling
houses. Including summer residences, were
built in Camden and Rockport villages, three
new stores in Camden village, the new woolen mill of the Camden Woolen Company, a
building 54x100 feet, three stories high, and
costing *100,000: also the Knox Woolen Company’s addition, 40x100 feet, aDd three stories
high. Twenty-five hundred tons of shipping
were built, six steam yachts rebuilt, the sidewheel steamer Sorrento and a steamer for
the United States Consul at Curacoa, seventeen pontoon boats for the same place, and
sail yachts by difsome fifty row boats and
More land changed hands
ferent builders.
and the prospects
last year than ever before,
Considerable
building is
1888.
for
are good
already under contract.

Rough

Times at Rockland.

Rockland,

2.—There

Jan.

was

another

rough night in the harbor last night. The
schooner Surf, of Harpswell, drifted into the
schooner Thomas Benton of this port. The
Surf’s bow was stove in, and her headgear
The Benton’s mainsail was
carried away.
torn.

POWDER

Kennebec Farmers.Winthhou, Jan. 2.—The Kennebec Agricultural Society held its fifty-seventh annual
It was largely
meeting at Readfield today.

Absolutely Pure.

attended,

Tills powder never varies. A marvel of purity
and wliolesomeuess. More economical
strength
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold.
ou\) in
cans.
Koval hakims Fowpek Co., 106 Wall
iy2d&wtf
gt N. Y

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
GENEBAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
fiitablinhed in 1843.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
4)1 kinds of property insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
sntf
oct20

following

and the

officers were

elected:
President—J. Henry Moore. Winthrop.
Vice Presidents—J. K. Brainard, Winthrop;
George Keith, Fayette; John K. Yeaton, Mt, Ver-

non.

Secretary—If. O. Nickerson, Readlleld.

Treasurer—C. H. Stevens, Keadtiold.
Agent and Collector—Samuel Holley, Readfleld.
Trustees—Geo. K. Minot, Belgrade; B. F. Maxim, Wayne; M. T. Jones,Payette ; Horace K.Carson, Ml. Vernon; George Coney, Augusta.
The family ticket system was abolished.
Tlie erection of a new grand stand and

better accommodations for hotses are probaThe
ble improvements of the coming year.
society is free from debt.
For the Soldiers’ Orphans.

Bath, Jan. 2.—The annual meeting of the
Military and Naval Orphan Asylum
Association was held this afternoon. Seth
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Watson of Bath, were reelected trustees.
The board of lady visitors of last year was
reelected. President Merrill’s report shows
80 children in the home now, and a total of
110 during the year.
Thirty-four were provided with homes and one died. The treasurer’s report shows an expenditure of $10,244. The average cost to support each child
BEPains, External and Internal.
LKEVKB Swellings, contractions of the MusIIKALM
Bruises,
Stiffness
of
the
Joints.
cles,
Scalds, Burns, Cuts, Cracks and Scratches. (Best
CUKES RheumaStable Remedy in the world.)
tism, Neuralgia. Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
aud all kindred afllctious.

last year was $123.92.

CIJKBM

A Lnrgc Bottle. A Pownful Remedy*
Iff oat economical, an it cmIm but 43 rente
pet bottle.

All Druggists.
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IT'WASN’T THAT KIND.
‘Mertilda. Is you in lub with me?”
way, Sam Jolmsing, cose I isn’t.”
’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart burns”
“Hold onJMister Jolmsing, ef you lias the heartburn, jest jo go and get a box er them
“81m’

WOODBURY'S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
cure yo heartburn Immediately at once,
and ef you suffer from water-brash, Sam, they will
cue that too.”
“But Tilda, it ain’t that kind.”
"Never yo mind, Sain; it must bo indigestion
then what makes j-ou look so glum, and the

they will

D. K.’S
will cue Dyspepsia and Indlgestlsu quicker and
cleaner than you can rob a lieu roost, Mister
Jolmsing.—Good day.
Doolittle & Smith, 24 and 20 Tremont St.. Bos
ton. will send a box of Dr. Mark K. Woodbury’
Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part ot the U. S
on receipt of 60 cents; or a (rial box for 26 cen l
uTh&Slst2dor4tkpnrm
Jau 20

BEESWAX,

Crude, Imported aud domestic, by the cask
Price 22Vfec. to 24c. per lb. Also,

or

bbl

only.

Refined
WAX

PARAFFINE

thin cakes in cases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
and white M. P. 13u°. Price 10c. per lb. by the
In

case

only.
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A Post Office Burned.

Ellsworth, Jan. 2—Tlie post office building in Surry, owned by Frank Morgan, was
consumed by fire early Saturday morning.
Loss and origin unThe mail9 were saved.
known.

Frank C. IWcKenney’s Loss.
Frank C. McKenney’s
Saco, Jan. 2.
farm buildings, eight miles from this city,
The propwere burned yesterday morning.
e.ty was valued at $3,000; partially insured.
—

Dropped Dead.
Watervii.le, Jan. 2.—Hon. J. G. Soule,
attorney-at-law, and a prominent citizen of
Waterville, dropped dead at his residence
night. lie was 01 years old, and iiad for
many years been prominent in educational
las:

circles. He held the office of superintendent
He leaves a wife
of schools• for ten years.
and two sons.
Fire at Ellsworth.

Ellsworth, Jan. 2.—Early Sunday morning, the house of Stephen B. Woodward was
burned. The contents were nearly all saved.
The origin of the fire is unknown. Almost
the entire loss is covered by an insurance of

$1200.
Secretary Cilbert’s Report.
Augusta, Jan. 2.—The thirteenth annual
report of the Secretary of the Maine Board
of Agriculture for the year ending J une 1,
1887, ia now being distributed among the
farmers and the several agricultural societies by Secretary Gilbert’s clerk, Mr. E. O.
Faught of Belgrade. The report is bound in
cloth and contains 400 pages, with an appendix of nearly 200 pages of the annual report
of the State Fomological Society, and appendix II, containing the biennial report of the
commissioners on contagious diseases of cattle for 1885-0, the whole being a book of
much interest to the farmers of Maine and
others.
_
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THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at *2.60
year; 11 paid in advauce, *2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every
part or the State) for *1.00 per square for first insertion. aud 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertiou.
Address all communications to
a

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
THE

WEATHER.

Washington, Jan. 3.
The indications for New England and
Eastern New York are warmer fair weather,
followed by rain; light to fresh southerly
wind.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Jan. 2, 1887.
,7 A M 1 3 P M 110 P M

Barometer.;29.69
ijjj.68
iS?’72
128.
37.
!•*&.
Thermometer.
DewPoint. .!38.

20.

20.

8
14
Velocity. 1
Tlue’t Cloudy iC'lear
Weather
Mean dally bar...29.66 iMaximum liter....40.0
Minimum ther....27.6
Mean dally tlier..33.8
Mean dally d’wpt.25.8
(Max. vel. wind....36
Menu dally bum. .74.0
I Total prectp.22
..

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Jan. 2,1887,10.C0 P.M.)
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Hebron
Academy-Stevenson’s
Tramp—Ice Crop Prospects.

the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 2.—Some time ago E. F.
Sturtevant of Boston, pledged $10,000 toward
a fund for the erection of a new school building and dormitory for Hebron Academy at

[Special

to

Hebron, on condition that $30,000 additional
should be raised for the same purpose, making the entire fund $40,000. A lady, Mrs.
Wording, by a*.bequest in her will, gaye
$5000, but a former pupil of the school, Mr.
Milliken, of Chicago, has just forwarded his
This with
Cbristmast present of $2500.
$8000, which has been secured by an agent
brings the amount thus far received up to.
about $26,000, and the remainder will be
BpiCUliJ

lUlOCUI

next season,
of the three
The trial of “Swift,”
tramps, whom it was alleged burned Constable Stevenson’s buildings, opened in the
one

He was tried for
today.
Superior
simply being a tramp, and not for arson.
Two lady witnesses of this city were called,
who testiged that he begged food. One testified that she saw “Swift” in Augusta after 6
o’clock on the Monday night that the fire ocIf convicted of being a tramp, the
curred.
maximum sentence in State prison is 75
months. There is doubt whether the tramps
will be convicted of a very serious crime.
The girl witness who travelled with them, is
kept under lock and key at the jail, as she
has made several attempts to escape.
The ice on the Kennebec is from 7 to 9
the freeze is a
lDches in thickness and
splendid one, so ice men say. The operators
are watching the weather.wlth a gealous eye
and should the winter continue open will
look for a shortage in the Hudson river crop
and a bonanza for the Kennebec.
Mary Hayes, the most notorious rumseller
in Augusta, is just out of Jail after serving a
four months sentence and paying $350 fine.
Court

THE STATE PRISON.
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Bath's Creat Industry.
New England ShipBath, Jan. 2.—The
this afternoon a
building Company launched
centre-board
deck,
double
four-masted,
of 1,150 tons
schooner, the Blanche M. King,
is the two hundred
gross and 1,098 net. This
Theand fifteenth vessel built at this yard.

What Mr. Hunt Learned In HI* Visits
to the Institution.

Augusta, Jan. 2.—Mr. W. II Hunt, the
visiting committee of the Council to the
State Prison has rendered his annual report.
Mr. Hunt finds the convicts generally satisfied with their treatment and the affairs of
Few comthe prison in good condition.
of these the majority
and
heard
are
plaints
The report
come from chronic grumblers.
contains the following in regard to the con“The harness shop
dition of the premises:
has received, the past season, much needed
repairs and improvements, so that it is novv
in good condition and the lower story has
been fitted up for storage and various purbroom business.
poses conneted with the
The lower story of the trimming shop has
been strengthened and repaired, lathed and
plastered, and is now a commodious and convenient shop for the manufacture of brooms
for which the requisite tools and fixtures
Of the wash house,
have been provided.
It is discredit“the least said the better.”
avle to the State and institution, and very

answers the purposes for which
it is used. The harness and trimming shops
in
are each
the upper or third, story of these
respective buildings, the other stories are beIn the
low the level of tlio prison yard.
quarry, the dampness of the location must
is
the
cause rapid decay and frequent and expenodore F. Anderson of Port Richmond,
It is probable
sive repairs are unavoidable.
her, the
principal owner, and will command
that these buildings would long since have
New Enghome port being New York. The
been removed but for the quarry with its
to
land Company lias secured a contract
twenty to thirty feet of water, and which
absorbs so much of the territory that no
build a steamer for the Eastern Steamboat
to take t room remains suitable for the buildings
and
Boothbay,
Batli
between
line,
wanted.
New
“The remedy in my judgment is to drain
the place of the boat lately sold to
fithe
will
the quarry, fill up its easterly end including
Yurk parties. The new steamer
space caused by the buildings now therethe
ted with a triple expansion engine, and will J
on, thus giving one or two acres of good and
be first-class throughout.
I accessible building lots, improving the sanii tary condition of the Institution and furnishCamden’s Prosperity.
! jng employment for any surplus of labor
lots
Camden, Jan. 2.—The year just closed
caused by the change now about to be
made.”
been the most prosperous ever known in the

imperfectly

What

Commissioner

Morton

Has

Found Out About Shipping.

Congressional Cossip on the Railway Commissioners’ Report.
Senator

Col. Fellows assumed the office of district
attorney and promptly invited his friends to
the Astor House to take something. Many
Democratic politicians accepted. The new
board of aldermen in this city organized and
tlie police justices held overflowing receptions. The immigrants at Castle Garden
enjoyed a holiday dinner furnished by the
All employes
commissioners of emigration.
of the Vanderbilt lines, in the city were entertained with a dinner at the West Side
Rooms by Cornelius Vanderbilt.

Reagan Hunting lUp Objec-

GENERAL FOREICN NEWS.

after another, each having an excuse to
The
urge, and finally the darkey appeared.
ofhcer was about to open on him, but Cfesar

Princess Clementine Accused of Pro-

protested:
.,
“Doan’ say one word! Disar de fust time
I ever got ahead of a white man, an’ it s
gwine to be de werry last! De nex’fout we
nev Ize gwine to let de white man hev de
hull log to hisself, an’ l’lllook fur a hole
in de ground!’’—[Detroit Free Press.

ON THE READINC.
Trains

Moving Regularly but

More

Trouble Promised.

moting

Miners Resolve to Join Cause With
the Railroad Strikers.

Cardinal

ACeneral Strike

nations, and says that unless Ameriships in foreign ports, or in our own,
can take cargoes as cheaply or more cheaply
than the English, Norwegian, German or
Spanish vessels, merchandise will ho transof all

can

ported by foreign vessels.
The commissioner sets forth in detail the
various aids and advantages enjoyed by the
shipping of other nations and concludes that
it is impossible without a change of tbe present conditions for our navigation to letain
its lost supremacy in foreign trade. He says
our vessels must be put on an equality with
foreign ships or they must be gradually
forced out of the contest.
Mr. Morton recommends that tbe coasting
trade be relieved of its burden as to pilotage
fees, on the ground that in many cases

where pilotage was formerly essential the
government has expended millions of dollars in improving channels, in placing beacons and
buoys, in making measurements
and accurately noting them on charts, and
He thinks shipping
erecting lighthouses.
should receive the benefits of these improvements in reduced charges for pilotage, and
that Congress should abolish the compulsory
features of the State laws imposing pilotage
so that the practice may be uniform in all
States. He speaks of the impolicy of local
taxation of vessels and its tendency to
drive the ownership of vessels from a place
where they are taxed to places where they
are not taxed, as well as the fact that it
weights them in their contest with foreign
ships, which are not only not taxed but are

The Railway Commission.
The publication of the report of the Pacific
Railway Commission has stimulated a good
deal of Congressional gossip as to the action
which may be taken by Congress in the
event that the President may not deem it
cause a suit to be instituted
against the men who have systematically
robbed the government.
It is stated on excellent authority that the

advisable to

transmitting
the reports of the Pacific Railway Commissioners to Congress, and to recommend
strongly the line of policy laid down in the
minority report made by ex-Governor PatPresident has determined on

tison. It is said that the reports will be
accompanied by a long communication devoted exclusively to the subject of the violation of law, of which he believes the management of the roads to have been guilty.
There seems to be little doubt that the President would have preferred the majority to
have reported as the minority has.
A prominent Representative, who took au
active interest in securing the investigation
which has been so fruitful, said today: “It
is possible that the President may prefer not
to make any special recommendation to
Congress in transmitting the two reports,
lie may conclude to send them in without
comment, leaving Congress unhampered in
any action it may choose to take. If this
course is followed the country may rest assured that measures will be promptly taken
to punish the men who have committed
these gigantic robberies, and who by virtue
of prominent positions in the comuiudity,
united with great wealth, have thus far secured immunity.

Reagan

on

the Constitution.

Senator Reagan, of Texas, is industriously engaged in preparing an argument against
the Blair Educational bill, which he will
take au early opportunity to deliver upon the
tlie Senate.
With regard to the
measure he said tonight: “lam opposed to
the passage of this bill for several reasons.
In the first place, there is no power vested in
Congress to levy taxes for the purpose of
supporting the public schools. Congress is
authorized by the Constitution to lay and
collect taxes, to pay debts, to provide for the
common defence and for the general welfare
The ablest commentators
of the country.
upon the Constitution have held, and the
highest courts have sustained them, that the
general welfare clause was distinctly not a
grant of power. In these days of loose construction of the Constitution l may seem a
little old-fashioned, but I believe wo have
not outgrown that instrument yet. It Is a
generally accepted truth that a government
cannot levy a tax for any purpose for which
it was not organized. I do not think that
any one will hold that the government was
organized for the purpose of running public
schools in the States. The education of the
people is purely a State affair and should be
solely under the supervision of the States.
It is often urged that because the government may grant lands for educational purThere is aoso
poses, it may grant money.
The Constitution
lutely no analogy here.
gives Congress plenary and absolute power
over the public lands, and when that body
grants them for any puipose all control of
them is (relinquished, the Government reIf it
tains no supervisory power over them.
is desired to make grants of land for the
purpose of encouraging education I will
cheerfully support such a measure.”
floor of

Lawmakers,

Diplomats,

and the Public at the White House.

Washington, Jan. 2.—The second day of
the New Year came in with a bright and
beautiful day in Washington. The White
House was the main point of interest to the
official world amd the public today, and long

before the beginning of the President’s annual reception the great iron gates closing

Pennsylvania

the

avenue

entrances

to the

grounds were surrounded by people who
gazed with curiosity at the brilliantlycostumed throng of diplomats and officers as
it filed through into the Executive Mansion.
The interior was tastefully but not lavishly
decorated with potted plants, flowers and
Tines. The vestibule was almost filled with
the scarlet-coated Marine Band, under the
direction of Professor Soussa, whl.-h dis-

pleasing music as the ceremonies
progressed. A few minutes after 11 o’clock
the band began to play “Hail to tne Chief,”
and the reception party descended the
staircase and entered the blue parlor.
Marshal Wilson and Lieut. Duval, U. S. N.,
led the party, followed by the President and
Miss Bayard, Secretary Bayard and Mrs.
Cleveland, Secretary Fairchild and Mrs.
Whitney, Secretary Endicott and Mrs. Faircoursed

child, Postmaster General Vilas and Col. Lament. Secretary Whitney came later and
Joined the

party

in the blue

parlor.

Marshal

Wilson took a position at the west door of
the room and introduced the officials and
public to the President, who stood at his
right hand. Lieut. Duval performed a like
service for the officers of the army and navy.
Mrs. Cleveland stood near to the President
and was assisted by Miss Bavard, Mrs. Fair..lma_.a ir_..
iiTi.ii-._
mi'
*1.
of the reception party was filled with
persons prominent in Washington official sorear

ciety, among them being Miss Endicott, Mrs.
Lament, Miss Vilas, Miss Garland, Mrs.
Sheridan, Mrs. George Bancroft and Mrs.
Stebbins. When the party had taken up its
position and exchanged greetings with
tlie members of the Cabinet,
dithe
plomatic corps was received. All of the
foreign ministers were present except the
representatives from Portugal and Italy.
Senor Preston of Hayti, the dean of the
corps, led the party, which made a brilliant
picture in the lavishly embroidered diplomatic costumes. The Chinese Minister and his
suite, clad iu richly decorated silk, oriental

gain, attracted much attention. The Supreme
Court next paid its respect to the president,
all the members being present. It was followed by Judges of the Court of Claims and
the members of the District Judiciary. Then
came the Senators and Kepresentatives in
Congress, with their ladies, ratiier more iu
number than is usual upon New Year’s Day.
Speaker Carlisle did not enter with the
members of the Douse, but came nearly half
an hour late.
The officers of the army and
navy, who had assembled at their respective
departments, reached the doorway ju3t as
the last of
the Kepresentatives
passed
Lieutenant
through the Blue Room.
General
P.
H.
Sheridan
headed
the
while
Admiral
Rear
officers,
army
Jouett led the naval contingent.
All of the
officers in Washington, active and retired,
were in line, making a pretty picture with
their dark blue uniforms. The Grand Army
of the Republic with a large number of members, and the Oldest Inhabitants’ Association of the District of Columbia were the
last organized bodies to exchange greetings
with the Presidential party, and it was half
the western gate
past; twelve before
was thrown open and the
general public admitted.
Although the people were
in large numbers, the crowd was
ardly equal to those of previous years, presumably for the reason that most of the citizens have been able to gratify their desire to
meet the President at his weekly receptions
The reception
during the fall and winter.
terminated at two o’clock, having passed elf
in
every
successfully
particulay, and without
incident.
Five of the seven Cabinet officers kept
open house today. At noon the diplomatic
corps was entertained at breakfast at the
residence of the Secretary of State. In the
dining room the table was adorned with
smilax, and a substantial hot and cold
luncheon, with wines, punches and ices, was
served. After 2 o’clock, a general reception
was held, lusting until late in the afternoon.
Secretary .and Mrs. Fairchild's reception
began upon their return from the President's
reception. Mrs. Fairchild was assisted by a
number of lady friends.
Mrs. Endicott was
unable to go to the White Douse with Secreand
Miss Endicott on account of a retary
cent sprain, which prevents her standing for
of time. She received, however,
length
any
at her home after 2 o’clock, assisted by Secand
Miss
retary
Endicott, and Miss Gardner
of Boston.
Secretary and Mrs. Whitney were at home
at 1.30 p. iu., when they received the Navy
Department officials, who breakfasted with
them by special ihvitation. Mrs. Whitney
was assisted by the wives and daughters of
the Navy Department bureau chiefs and
other ladies. Postmaster General and Miss
Vilas received informally for an hour upon
returning from the White Douse. There
was also no
reception at the residence of
Attorney General Garland. Mrs. Carlisle
received her friends in the Riggs parlors
from 2 o’clock.
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Sandwich Class Workers Awaiting
Settlement of Their Troubles.
Sandwich,

Mass.,

a

Jau. 2.—The glass

workers employed at the glass factory here
did not return to work today, and Saturday
afternoon many of them removed their tools
from the factory. The work iu decorating,

etching and some of the other departments
will continue until the stock is used up,
when, if the difficulties are not settled, a
general suspension will undoubtedly aoccur.
The diil'ereuces are to be settled by committee of the American Flint Glass Manufacturers’ Association and a committee from
the Union, their decision to be final in all
factories in the East and West.
Could Reduces His Force.

Sedalia, Mo., Jan. 2.—An order has been
sent over the entire Gould railroad system
requesting that the force of employes in all
departments be reduced 10 per cent, at once-

employed on the sysmeans the enforced idleof 1,400. The company states that that
order will remain In effect until March, but
the employes feel that it is permanent.
There are 14,000 men

tem, and tlie order
ness

No Trouble at Fort Pitt.

Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 2.—The Fort Pitt
glass factory resumed operations this morning. One of the proprietors, Paul Zimmerman, was present at the manufacturers’
meetings when the objectionable rules were
formulated against which the men struck,

not presented them in his own
factory,aid the men resumed work this
morning. The factory was idle a week, the
regular New Year’s shut down.
Factories at Brooklyn and New Bedford
refused to present the new rules.

J et

he

has

Dissatisfied Knights.
DovEll, N. H., Jan. 2.—A special meeting
of Garrison Hill Assembly, No. 4,810,Knights
of Labor, was held tonight, to vote to disband and distribute among the 08 members
in good standing the treasury funds, amountThere were present 110 pering to $4,145.
sons, 42 more than those in good standing.
One of the officers, in favor of disbanding,
violated his obligation, and gave the password to members in arrears in favor of
breaking up the organization. It was moved
to disband and distribute the money. The
Master Workman then refused to entertain
This
the motion, it being unconstitutional.
position was endorsed by District Master
Workman Rich, of District Assembly No.
140, who was present. After exciting scenes
those w ho wanted to disband left the hall in
a

body.

__

The Railroad

War.

Concord, N. H., Jan. 2.—The taking of
the testimony' in the case of the stockholder*
of the Boston, Concord & Montreal railroad
against the Boston & Lowell to recover possession of the former line was resumed before Commissioner Hackett in this city to-

day.

_

The Knickerbocker Holiday.

New York, Jau. 2.—Comparatively little
was done in this city and Brooklyn
to-day. The observance of the day, though
quiet, was universal. Mayors Ilewitt and
Chapin, of the two cities, received many
“Happy New Years,” at their respective
Other city officials followed suit.
offices.

calling

Nogales, A. T., Jan. 2—Strange and
startling news has beenMeveloped !the past
few days in the Yaqui River campaign which
has been carried on with the understanding
that at the close, the land along the Yaqu1
and Mayo rivers was to be divided in severalty among the Indians, and by making the
Yaquis and Mayos believe this, a majority
surrendered. Now it comes to light that the
Mexican gunboat Democrats has secretly removed at various times over 1500 Indians
from tlie river,and they have been taken to the
State of Colima, where Chief Cajand is said
to have been assassinated. He was taken
aboard a gunboat at Guaymas at dead of
night and the vesselsteamed down to the
mouth of Yavui river, where he was given a
horse and escort to return to his village, as
But it is charged that while
was thought.
the chief was leading the party, one of the
escort rodq up behind him and shot him in
the back. After he fell several other balls
The land grabwere fired into the body.
bers, said to be very near the Federal government, are gradually absorbing all the tillable land in the valley. The remainder of
the Yaquis are disaffected, and two or three
light skirmishes have taken place the past
month. It is expected that open war will
follow.
The Indians are destitute, and the
militia patrol the river to protect the interests of the land grabbers.

The Ohio Legislature.
Columbus, O., Jan. 2.—The Legislature
organized this morning, the House electing
E. L. Lampson speaker and the rest of the
Republican caucus nominees. Certain Rehad been
publican Senators, claiming they
ignored in caucus, combined with the Democrats to defeat the leading Republican cauT. F. Davis was made presicus nominees.
dent pro tern. The Governor’s message was
read to both branches this afternoon.
concludes
Governor Foraker’s message
with a reference to the President’s message,
in which he argues that if the President’s
propositions prevail, the consequences will
be disastrous to every industry of every section of the country, and to no class more
surely than to the farmers and laboring people. Other and better ways can be provided
for disposing of the surplus revauue than by
breaking down home industry and exposing
labor to foreign competition.
They should
stand firmlv together in support of the protective tariff policy which has |been pursued
35 years.
__

Quarantine.
New Yobk, Jan. 2.—Mayor Hewitt
letter to the Governor today stating
Inefficient

sent
that
neither the city nor the State nor any other
portion of the Union is free from danger of
the spread of contagious Idiseases, under the
at this port.
present quarantine regulations
The opinion is based on the report of the
Board of Health of this city, which ho also
transmits to the Governor. The Mayor recommends that the Governor submit the report to the legislature for action with a view
to improving the arrangements at quarantine. The report of the Board of Health
says there is a want of accommodations at
Hoffman Island while the sanitary arrangements are inefficient.
a

Today.

The Accustomed

Reading, Pa., Jan. 2.—Tlie Reading
Railroad Company handled on its main line
during Sunday and Sunday night, 3172 loaded and 3073 light coal cars, besides 1242 loaded freight cars. The trains were all moving
slowly. This virtually cleansed the coal regions of all loaded coal cars. From now on,
shipments will be very light.
President Anthony Lally, of the Miners
and Laborers Amalgamated
Association,
says that all the miners

will

strike tomor-

The feeling throughout Schuvlkill
county is decidedly gloomy and coal is geteverywhere.
scarce
Only about 5000
ting
tons are in stock here.
Reports from Mahanoy City. Mahanoy
Plain, Garden and Shamokin this morning
said the situation was unchanged and the
At Gordor,
strikers were getting ugly.
Mahanoy Plain end Shamokin non-union
hands were being guarded by the company’s
police force. There has been considerable
stone throwing in the vicinity of Locorst
The
Summit, but no one was injured.
strike is not over by any means £nd serious
trouble is not unlikely before many days.
The strikers’ places at Fressona were promptly filled this morning.
Threatening Trouble.
Shamokin, Pa., Jan. 2.—A meeting of
Knights and railroaders was held today, androw.

a

general

strike of miners

and

railroaders

will be made tomorrow throughout the anthracite region, except in the Wyoming Valley. The miners strongly condemned the
course of the railroad company and the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, and
made an appeal to the men who contemplate
coming into'the region to seek woik to remain aw ay until the strike is settled. They
also advised hotel and boarding house keepers not to entertain “scabs," and-declared
their intention to fight to a finish. The entire coal region was represented at the meeting, ana tne seuument was unanimously in
favor of a lockout.
Everything is quiet and
The miners
business greatly depressed.
declare they can stay out six months.
interior
to arns
Advices tonight from the
in the coal regions say that the coal miners
will probably strike tomorrow morning,
when all coal traffic will be suspended.
Potthville, Pa., Jan. 2.—At 10 o’clock tonight Chairman Lee said the strike was on
and not a company colliery would be working to-inorrow. A few individuals offered to
give the advance but they dare not ship by
This only
the lteading or Lehigh roads.
leaves them the Pennsylvania with which
Lee
line scarcely any have connection.
leaves at noon to-morrow for Scranton to
have a conference with Powderly by special
arrangement. A mass meeting of 1500
miners at Mount Carmel to-day decided not
to mine a pound of coal unless they get an
advance. No shipment, in any event, will
be made on scab railroads.
Out of the Receivers’ Hands,
Philadelphia, Jan. 2.—The Reading
railroad today passed out of the hands of the
receivers and the officers of the road assumed
full control in accordance with the order
The receivfrom the United States Court.
ers have not yet finished all to be done beand
are
hard
at work
fore they really retire,
upon the settlement of accounts, and the report which will be submitted to the annual
meeting of the stockholders Monday. President Corbin will also have a report.

CHAMBERLAIN’S PREDICTIONS.
A

Speech

Naturally

Pleasing

to

British Free Traders.
Globe today highly
Chamberlain’s speech before the
Board *bf Trade. The Globe thinks that
Chamberlain is in such a position that his
political fortunes must seriously suffer if be
fails to bring au amicable and satisfactory
settlement out of the Washington confer-

Tokonto, Jan. 2.—The

approves

In the course of his speech Chamberlain said that he was an Englishman, proud
of the glorious traditions and institutions of
his country. But all patriotism would be
stunted indeed if it did not embrace Great
Britain beyond the seas. He refused to

ence.

Commercial Union from
Standpoint-

News of Troubles

Unhappy

Ireland.

London, Jan. 2.—The publication of

a

forged documents and correspondence designed to place the Czar and
Prince Bismarck in false positions has had a
beneficial effect, aud the suspicion is rapidly
growing that Princess Clementine, the mothresume

er

of the

of Prince Ferdinand, is at the

bottom

of

plot. Prince Ferdinand’s tenure,

precarious from the moment he first set foot in
Bulgaria, has at no time been as critical as
Ilis own ministers, several of whom
now.
were with difficulty persuaded to accept office, and at the last moment agreed to do so
upon being assured that Ferdinand had been
promised the support the forged letters purported to show, are fast turning against him,
indignant and exasperated at the trick of
Should
which they have been the victims.
the suspicious of Princess Clementine’s complicity be confirmed, it is unlikely that
Prince Ferdinand will remain in Bulgaria
long enough to witness the inevitable entry
of Russian troops into Sofia.
The dispatches received at the Foreign
Office with reference to the attitude of Russia were of a most pacific and reassuring
character. A Cabinet council will be held
on Monday, January 9th, for the purpose of
arranging the business of the coming season.
Lord Salisbury is announced to speak at
Liverpool on January 11th, when he will
probably forecast the Government’s programme.
the

Irish Affairs.

Dublin, Jan. 2.—Cullamore, the plan of
the campaign leader on the Kingston estates,
has been arrested charged with Inciting the
tenants to illegal acts.
the Kingston estates at
Mitchellstown, today apopted resolutions
declaring the Land Commission’s reduction
The tenants ion

declare
of judicial rents inadequate and
that they would continue the plan of camrepaign until all the evicted tenants were reinstated and would appeal for greater

ductions.

Sir Wilfred BluDt. Ladv Blunt and MesEvelyn anu MacDermott, members ol
Parliament, were welcomed at Portumna today by 2600 persons. Great excitement was
caused by the simultaneous arrival of Sheehy
The police escorting
in his prison garb.
Sheehy were considerably hustled by the
with the prisoner.
hands
shaking
people
srs.

The Prisoner of the Vatican.

Cardinal Manning preached a sermon yesterday morning in the Cathedral at Kensington. Referring to the unmeaning jokes current about the prisoner of the Vatican, he
asked whether, supposing a hostile power had

possession

of

Castle

Windsor

and

In

your thresholds till we see your backs.

conclusion, he said that the Pope now
reigned over a larger Christendom than was
ever known before, and that it was the duty
of his hearers to think, feel and believe with
the church and pray for the intentions of
His Holiness.
Roumanla's 300,000.
Bucharest, Jan. 2.—A decree has been
published fixing the number of recruits for
the coming year at 44,500. This is a notable
increase and is regarded as proof that
Roumania is preparing for coming events.
The arsenal and State railway factories are
working night and day and the hands have
been doubled. Premier Bratiano states that
Roumania, if obliged to enter the field, can
do so with 300,000 men.

Churchill’s Trip.
2.—The visit of
Lord Randolph Churchill to Russia occasioned a general press advoeacy of an entente with England. The Novoe Vremya argues that British statesmen must admit that
England, during the last 30 years, has lost
more through hostility to Russia than she
has gained by friendship with other powers.
St. Petersburg, Jan.

Foreign

Notes.

The Alhambra Theatre at Antwerp, HolIt was a vast
land, was burned Sunday.
structure.
Ireland papers say that Gladstone will
treat with the Vatican for its support in the
efforts now being made to obtain autonomy
for Ireland. Mgs. Persico having already

Solitical

improvements.
The inaugural of Mayor O’Brien of Boston who was qualified to-day states that the
gross debt of Boston to January 1st is $48,682,400, net debt $27,627,600, an increase of a
mlilion and a quarter over last year. He
takes a rosy view of the city’s condition and
claims that its government Is strictly nonpartisan. He opposes increasing the limit of
He considers that
the city’s indebtedness.
the assessors have made a correct valuation
of property, notwithstanding the protests
which he designates bare-faced. The mayor
ordinance which
the
favors wiping out
prevents preaching uu the curnmon.
James R.

Nichols.

Haverhill, Mass., Jan. 2.—Dr. Jamas
R. Nichols, author of the book, “Whence,
What, Where,” died this afternoon, aged 68.
From 1842 to 1872 he was a wholesale drugHe founded the
gist here and in Boston.
Journal of Chemistry, and edited the same

Mexico, Jan. 2.—A sharp shock
earthquake was felt here this morning.

City
of

of

During the last three months there have
been

throughout

seismic disturbances

Augustus

Lauterbach,

York tobacco merchant,

a

was

wealthy New
thrown from

his horse yesterday and killed.
Ror. Edward T. Milos, of the Church of
the Reformation. New York, is missing, believed to be demented.
Wm. C. Thoms, bookkeeper of an oleomargarine factory at New Haven, Conn., has
been arrested for bigamy.
Robert Hamilton, confidential servant of
A. J. Drexel, has been murdered at Asbury
Park, N. J.
The great objective or 36 inch lens of the
Lick telescope has been successfully mount-

ed.

Joseph Johnston, aged 10, was fatally shot
in a fight in which 30 boys participated, in
Pittsburg, Pa., yesterday.
The founding of a female college at
Worcester, Mass., is made probable by generous offers from Rev. Eli Foy of Los Angeles, Cal., and Jonas O. Clark.
Mr. Cole has been nominated by the Republicans for Speaker of the New Y’ork
Assembly, and Henry R. Low for President

Vice

President

Hendrick’s

Brother.

Siiei.byville, Xnd., Jan. 2.—James Hendricks, brother of the late- Vice I’resident
and the last one remaining. of the family,
died yesterday of lung fever, aged 53 years.
V
%

aged

108.
Oscar Coger, colored, has been
Tuscumbia, Ala., for attempts
dwelling house.

•

lynched
to

at

burn a

principle

that in all

Our infant factories cannot Dear this double
pressure; some few may survive, but the
majority must go down; and our cities and
towns will be the sufferers. They will go
hai'bwaril instead tif forward, and a score of
years from now, should our neighbors again
decide to raise their tariff walls, we will find
ourselves with a greatly increased supply of
farm produce and a much weaker market
than we have now.
It seems to me that commercial union,with
option to dissolve the same, will place Canada in a most precarious condition. A condition for which the prospect and even the
realization of the most brilliant success
while it lasts, will not justify that government which grasps the gilded bait.
Canadian.
Centreville, C. Co., N. B.. Dec. 28,1887.
New Yorkers

Flocking to

the

Country.

[Bostou Transcript.J
Few things are harder to bear than the depression of a holiday in New York. The
proverbial dulness of a Sunday in London is
the only condition of things with which it
With each succeeding
can be compared.
year the custom of going to the country for
the winter holidays becomes more popular
among those who have this rare luxury
The fashionable pilwithin their reach.
grimage to Tuxedo Park for the ten days that
include Christmas and New Year’s draws
many into its train and proves a source of
Tobogganing,
much gay entertainment.
skating, sleighing and pigeon-shooting are
the out-of-door exercises and sports which
the Tuxedo colony effects, while dancing, billiards and bowling are the Indoor amusements. A pleasant life, surely, quite In the

English habit.

Within the last five years there has been
on the part of people of
moderate means to acquire homes fu the not
easily accessible suburbs of New York; and
it is a pleasure for these people to entertain
their bachelor and other friends at their little
country homes at this season of the year.
The increase in the number of these country
homes has had the effect in recent years of
It is
decidedly advancing the price of land.
difficult to get desirable building lots in any
within
twenty
of the pretty towns or villages
miles of the city at a less rate than $4500 an
In most towns, indeed, the price is
acre.
higher yet—between $5000 and $6000 an acre
for good sites. Some shrewd observers think
that in a few years the bottom will fall out
But the
of this boom in suburban land.
rapidity with which the city is growing and
and
constant
the
multiplication
development
of the means of transportation to the suburbs
make it just as likely, in the opinion of other
equally good judges, that one does not risk
anything in paying eveu these high prices
for land.
a

decided tendency

_

THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
who was drowned in a canal in
Lewiston Sunday was John Driscoll of Lowell, Mass.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Captain William Alexander, a well known
citizen of Hallowed, died last week of heart
disease, aged 70 years.
The Winthrop Budget says that there is
talk that the Whitman Agricultural Implement Works will be rebuilt in Augusta.

The

man

UUUI| Ut'itAiw

uauuo)

battle of Fort Donelson.
officer and had a yonng colored
When the Confederates,
man for his ceok.
or the great bulk of1 them, decided after a
hot fight to withdraw from the fort, the captain looked around for his servant, but the
The officer
negro was nowhere to be seen.
mounted a log and called out in loud tones
for his servant, and pretty soon was. answered, but in such faint tones that he could
Ciesar
not for a while locate the cook.
finally made it plain that he was in the log
was
ordered
and
he
under the officer’s feet,
at the

was an

to come out.
"Can’t do it!” he shouted in reply.
"But you must. The fight is over.’’
“But 1 can’t—dar’s fo’ white men in

log behind me!”

And when the officer
that such was the fact.

this

investigated he found
They crawfished out

Years

How Dr.

Not

Training

Torsey

Successful

Ago.

as a

Student Painted

Othor Colors than Red.

Review

of

the

History, Work and

__Seth.
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rnent, 10,360 casks; kerosene oil, 8925 bar-

rels.
A number of men have been engaged in
searching for the body of Mr. Benson Bewail, but although a large territory has been
over with the grapnel Irons their efforts
ave met with no success.

gone

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

Alpbeus W. Davison, son of Rev. Charles
Davison, representative in the Legislature
from Greenville, died in San Diego, Cal.,
December 28, of injuries received by falling
from a building.
YOftK COUNTY.

Death’s Work With the Administration.
[Washington Despatch to the Boston Transcript.]
Deatli has been busy with this Administration. First came Mr. Hendrick's death,
aDd then the loss of Secretary Bayard’s wife
and daughter. In quick succession followed
the deaths of three senators’ wives—MrsMrs.
Beck, Mrs, Voorhees, Mrs. Gi bson.
Pendleton’s had preceded them but a little
while. The members of the Arthur adtuin-

tration, too, have dropped off rapidly since
Ex-President
In.
Mr. Cleveland came
Arthur, ex-Secretary Frelinghuysen, the
wife of ex-Attorney General Brewster; then
Senator Logan’s death. Flags at hall-mast
and the public buildings draped in black
have been unpleasantly frequent in Washington during the last two years. The flag
on the White House is always half-masted
upon occasions like Mr. Manning’s death
a ghastly mistake, as properly the flag should
only be half-masted for the -death of the
President. Whenever the front of the house
has been draped in mourning, the President
and Mrs. Cleveland use the back or south
entrance. It isn’t cheerful to enter one’s
home by a portico with columns swathed In
funeral black and through a door over which
the folds of mourning are draped.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Rcgistrs of Deeds:
Portland—Harriet M. Pope to trustee’s estate of
J. B. Browu. *1 and other considerations.
D. F. Emery et al. to trustee’s estate of J. B,
Browu. *1 and other considerations.
John H. Carroll et al. to Portland Stove Foundry
Co. t756.
A. W. H. Clapp to Fortlaud Stove Foundry Co.
Kllborn to Bertrand F. Dunn. 81.500.
Deertng— Daniel Dole to Daniel Dole, Jr. *1
considerations.
other
and
Scarboro—Rebecca 8. Leavitt to Carrie Leavitt.
*
Crow Island-William V. Littlefleld to Win. T.
Littlefield. *18.
Falmouth—F. M. Lewis et al. to F. F. Halt *1
and other considerations.
Long Island—BeuJ. Cushing to Catherine Cushion. *1 and other considerations.
Freeport-W. A. Payson to Elizabeth Fogg. *1
and other considerations.
Pownal—Moses Plummer et al to H. W. Luring.
*2.000.
Brunswick—F. O. Doughty et al. to G. K.
Tuothalter. $1.

of

Stories

[Correspondence of the Press.]
Readfield, Jan. 2.
Of ali the schools in Maine, of like charae.
ter, none is leaving so lasting an imprint on
the public mind as the seminary at Kent’s
Hill. This opinion is not [the result of impulse, or of denominational pride, for the
writer is not a Methodist, and has had a
more or less intimate acquaintance with the
practical workings and methods in vogue for
While the institution is
a term of years.
controlled by the great body of Methodists,
and is therefore denominational in its character; it is not sectarian, as we usually apply that term. The trustees are selected
from all the denominations because of their
business qualifications and special interest

BODWELL.

in educational matters.
Young men and
women of other forms of belief are here
allowed to bold their views unmolested,
while all the time a higher type of Christian
Thus the school be*
character Is aimed at.

truly catholic, while neglecting none
of its duties to the great body it represents.
The large buildings are located just on .the
western slope of one of the high hills In
Northern Kennebec, in the town of Readfield, and command an extensive view of
the hills and mountains in all directions.
The first endowment was in 1821 by
Luther Sampson, who bought out the private school in Augusta, known under the
name of the Maine Wesleyan Seminary, and
moved it to Kent’s Hill, where it was chartered as the Readtield Religious and Charitable Society. This first gift in land and
buildings amounted to about $10,000, and
was specially given with the desire that chil-

comes

dren of Methodist clergymen and young
men preparing for the ministry should receive alljthe assistance possible.
Soon after the State made an appropriation, conditional on the establishment of a
rnnminl lnhnr ilc*r»firfin»*nf

whpr*»

should be allotted pay for their services and
thus helped in their struggles tor an education. While this was good In theory, it did
not succeed in practice, and gradually the
Institution became embarrassed, and this
feature was dropped.
It could hardly be
considered a failure for it was during these
years that the men graduated who have
since contributed so much to its character.
The muscular training and frugality necessary to cover the actual expenses brought
out all the resources of the man, and gave us
a class of students unexcelled in later years.
When Or. II. P. Torsey first entered the
school he received four cents per hour for
his labors in the paint shops. As he became
proficient, this was increased to eight cents
and a half. Others who had learned trades
before entering the school, received as high
as twelve eents.
Among the young men who took advantage
of this opportunity to support themselves
while fitting for college or life’s work, were
Dr. Edward Cook, afterwards president of
Lawrence University, Appleton. Wis.; Jos.
Cummings, D. D. LL. I)., president North
Western University; Hon.T. O. Howe, afterwards Postmaster General; Hon. Geo. W.
Lakin, Judge of the Superior Court of Wisconsin; Hon. Franklin Mussey, president of
the Maine Senate for several terms; Rev.
Chandler Robbins, president of Emorv and
Henry College. West Virginia; Judge Tuck
P. Weston, presiof Frankfort, Dr. J.
Rev.
dent
of
Westbrook
Seminary;
for years a
Selden Weston,
leading
in
New
York,
rector
Episcopal
lion. E. K. Smart, formerly a leading politician in Maine; Hon. Ellhu Washburne, politician and statesman; Bishop Davis W.
Clark, of the M. E. Church; Rev. Charles
Collins, professor In Carlisle College, Pa.;
Hon. David W. Armstrong, U. S. Senator
from Wisconsin; Wm. U. Allen, LL. D.,
president of Girard College; Prof. John
Johnston, professor of natural sciences in

Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.;

Rev. Thomas Sewall, D. D., Washington, D.
C.; and Rev. II. I’. Torsey, D. D., LL D„
the Nestor of teachers.
Nearly all of these were in attendance in
1835, and eonstitute a part of the memorable
The responsible posiclass of that year.
tions named are those held by each one at

later period, while many have occupied
The list might
others equally responsible.
be still further Increased, but this serves to
illustrate the character of the young men
called together by this self-supporting opportunity. It Is to be regretted that this, and
all similar attempts elsewhere, have proved
disastrous, for it would open the way for
hundreds now unable to avail themselves of
all these advantages.
This department was dropped in 1840, and
the financial embarrassments continued until Dr. Torsey took command in 1844, after
being in attendance two years as a pupil.
The old building wus replaced by a safer
one in 1845, and that abandoned in lsoo for
four-story brick
Sampson Hall, the large
building now used as a boarding house.
Later came Bearce Hall, and in 1883Blethen
Hal), the home of the president.
Dr.Torsey was in charge thirty-four years,
saw the school rise to a high standard, placed
upon a sound financial basis, over twentyfive thousand scholars aided in their efforts
for an education, and the character of the
He Infusinstitution made second to none.
ed his own courage and indomitable will into the school, gave the best work of his life
freely, and left it In splendid condition. ;No
one takes a deeper interest in its welfare today than he, and no one guards It more
some

The
The main work is seminary work.
school was designed and established for the
the people, and the plan and purpose was to
have a school where all the advantages could
In indigent circumbe secured by those
This object never has been lost
stances.
sight of, and today all that is needed is funds
sufficient to build the necessary additional
buildings and offer increased advantages at
reduced expense. The school has outgrown
present limits. New buildings are necessary for the proper accommodation of scholIf the necessary amount
ars and classes.
can be raised, one at least will be erected
to contain rooms for the
season
the coming
music and art departments, the library and
icauiuR

ivuuiai

Another important matter demands attention, that of warming the buildings. These
are now supplied with furnaces and stoves,

but must soon give way to steam, and the
This
sooner the better for all concerned.
much secured, and an adequate water supply provided, and far greater safwy will be
eusured to all.
The total value of the property Is now
about 8150,000, which allows an income sufficient to pay all expenses, yet not enough
to enable the efficient corps of professors
and teachers to carry out all their wishes, or
perfect all their plaus. Here is a grand opportunity for some of the wealth of Maine to
Be bestowed where the greatest possible

good will result.
The library Is large, containing between
five aud six thousand volumes, carefully selected, well classified and systematically

Thai*) U a fail
managed by l'ruf. Mdaiin.
amount of chemical apparatus In charge of
a
competent teacher. Prof.
thoroughly
Strong. The cabinet of minerals and shells
Is good, also the collection of curiosities.
The thoroughness of the work done here
can best be measured when we know that
over nine thousand teachers have been sent
out, and they have proved remarkably suc-

cessful.
Within the past few years a commercial
department has becu added, and the trustees
were very fortunate in securing the services
of Prof. W. A. Barton, a man well qualified
for the position. The success of this feature
fully justifies |the first steps, aud thougli
Prof. Barton has been obliged to sever his
connection on account of ill health, the good
work goes on in charge of one of his pupils,
Prof. A. L. Lyford.
It may be that here, and in the Art department that most marked changes are to be
seen. The commercial class Is large, the
course thorough, yet Intensely practical, aud
the same applies to the class in art under
the direction ol Miss Sara M Maxson, Ph.
M. P. B. It is seldom one finds a person so
peculiarly fitted as to inspire a class with
zeal audeourage to take up the fundamental
work in all departments of art, yet Miss

Maxson seems to be as successful with her
scholars in modeling, as in painting, in free
hand drawing, as in etching, and the work
done in the several branches reflects great
credit on the institution.
The health aud comfort of the students U
in good hands, Mr. Freueh, the steward, and
bis estimable wife being devoted to the work
they have to do.
The corps of professors Is eomposed of
comparatively young men, devoted to their
worx, aud each one carrying forward his other department to the highest possible at-

tainment.
Tho President, Prof. E. M. Smith, who has
been at the head of the school five years, is
one
eminently qualified for the position, a
ripe scholar, Beloved by all.
The future of this Institution is assured if
Its friends outside but realize the greater
libgood that may be accomplished through
eral bequests. While the manual labor feature failed to meet the hopes of its friends,
the time is coming when that or some other
feature will be introduced, by which the

young men aud women all over the State,
hungering for an education in some special
branches denied them iu the common school
system, will be encouraged #nd helped by
the golden opportunities offered. To throw

Kind

His

Heart told
Men.

Many Different

by

To his friends the late Governor [Bodwell
known as a most kind hearted and

was l

le man; but his charity, like every
chari
other trait of his life, was exercised without
ostentation, and It was only as the stories
leaked out through the persons benefited
that the public knew of the good deeds of
the benefactor. A gentleman told a I’bkss
man the other day a story which illustrates

the kindly care Governor Bodwell always
felt for those under him in his employ.
“Last winter,” said the gentleman, “just
after the inauguration of the Governor, I
had business before the Legislature which

took me back and forth between Portland
and Augusta very frequently. Tin one of
my trips to Augusta I occupied a seat with a
youug man. whom I soon found out to be
He was a total
native of Southern France.
stranger in America, having landed at Portsteamer
that very day.
an
land from
English
He had heard that at Hallowell wero large

granite works, and, having an idea that he
should like the employment, was on his way

to and work. The English language he
spoke very Imperfectly; out he was very
intelligent, and I was so much pleased with
his appearance that I felt an interest In him.
When he got off the train at Hallowell I gave
him my address, and told him to let me know
if at any time I could be of service to him in
the strange country. Several weeks passed,
had
and
i
forgotten all about the
one
day he
young Frenchman, when
State
House at
the
in
accosted me

He bad got
with the Hallowell (’mnfte company. But
the work was such that be was not learning
to be a stone-eutter very fast. He had heard

Augusta.

that the head man of

the

company was Gov-

Bodwell; would 1 see the Governor
and ask him to have the boss at the Granite
Works put my caller in a place vhere the
latter could learn the trade more quickly. I
could not do otherwise than accede to the request. But I was a stranger to Governor
Bodwell, and did net expect that such a reaut
fn.ttt
nm ta/eiiilsl
hn»n
T
ernor

told the youug Frenchman so, and he departed. In those days, the first ol his administration, Governor Bodwell'* room at the
State House was overrun with callers, each
with some claim to press or lavor to ask.
New duties and unexpected perplexities kept
him very busy. It was some time before 1
got a favorable opportunity to present the
request of the young Frenchman for promotion in the granite yards. When I did, and
had tsld the story in the fewest werds possible, for Governor Bodwell knew how to
bring one to the point of the story at once,
the Governor smiled and said:
‘A Frenchman is he? I’ll look him up.’
"With this he turned to the next caller,
and I departed, without. I will confess, a
great deal of hope that the young Frenchman’s fortunes would be likely to receive
much attention from a man so busy with so
many greater transactions. Bat I did not
know Governor Bodwell well.
“A few days ago I met the young Frenchman, but dicl not think of the Governor’s
promise until the young man spoke of his
death and of what a good man he was.
Then be told me how one day the boss came
to him in the granlto yard, said that the
Governor had been inquiring about his work
and tiad given direction that be should be
put in a place where he could have every advantage for learning the trade. That young
man is now earning good wages as a granite
cutter, and is becoming a good citizen. And
he firmly believes that a good share of his
prosperity is due to the Governor, who never
forgot a man because he was poor and a

stranger.”

_

instances of Governor Bodwell’s
regard for those around him, especially for
his employes, is told by a writer in the Boston Transcript. Some years ago one of Mr.
Bodwell’s business associates furnished the
granite for the construction of a large life
insurance bnilding in one of the Eastern
Other

cities, and after its completion Mr. Bodwell
was solicited to take out a poller on his life
in the company. Mr. Bodwell had a policy
written for 820,000, and instead of making ft
payable to bis family, he had It made payable, in the event of his death, to sundry
friends, among them several young men who
bad been connected in different capacities
with his business operations, and expressly
stipulated that such selection of payees
should be considered a profound secret.

Upon another occasion a certain business
man, in the presence of Mr. Bodwell and a
few other gentlemen, made the remark,

you get rid of Mr.-? He
has been connected with you a good many
all the
years, and you have always done
work and he has drawn his regular share of
the profits." Mr. Bodwell replied with much
warmth, “I want you to know, sir, thatwas a whole-souled, open-fisted friend of
mine when the road wasn’t as smooth as it is
now, and, sir, as loug as Joe Bodwell has
two dollars, that man shall have one of them
if he wants it."

•‘Why don’t

Himself and another

man

being together

at one time, received news of the wreck of a
vessel in which both were part owners. The
other man asked. “Will she be a total loss?”
Bodwell asked, “Was the crew saved?”
RAILWAY MATTERS.

closely.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Harbor Master John J. Flynn of Bangor,
furnishes the following report of the number of vessel arrivals in Bangor port with
the cargoes during the season of 1887; Whole
number of arrivals, 1906; foreign arrivals,
17; foreign clearances, 44 number of steamers arrived, 37; number of barks and barkThe
entines, 15; number of brigs, 19.
principal imports were nine lumlier, 570,075
bushfeet; corn, 478,411 bushels;oats, 198,091
els; salt, 71,050 bushels; coal, 75,538 tons;

Real Estate Transfers.

How Caesar Cot Ahead.
It was an ex-Confederate soldier at Sheffield, Ala., who was giving some of his ex-

He

result of the

competitions the greater rules the lesser.
Throw down the barriers now existing, and
the same rule obtains. Our market prices
must advance to that of the American markets. The Canadian farmers will no doubt
be greatly benefited, but the measure of
their gain is by no means the measure of ihe
American farmer’s loss; for the American
On
markets will not be materially affected.
the other hand, our manufacturers will be
as
markets
Their
will,
practically ruined.
In the other ease, be ruled by the greater
They must sell at
markets over the line.
lower rates, and at the same time the increased price of farm produce, enhancing vs
it does, the cost of living, will necessitate
th« payment of higher wages to workmen.

—

pro tern, of the Senate.

periences

the natural result of those facts. Our market prices are lower than those of the Mew
England States. Why?.' As I understand It
because we produce more than we can consume. The surplus must be, and is, exported
to the United States, our only available market. The price it commands there, minus
costs of shipping, duty, etc., is the standard
by which our market is ruled. This Is the

Boston.

GENERAL NEWS.

A New York Fire.

An Irreparable Loss.
Quebec, Jan. 2.—The chapel of the Saval
University and Seminary of Quebec, which
was destroyed by fire yesterday, was built
about 1751 and was well known to all Canadian tourists. A large number of valuable
paintings were in the chapel, all of which
Uost of. them were purweie destroyed.
chased in France at the end of the last century. Some of the pictures had a worldwide reputation. The students were all absent for the New Year holidays.

line
flatly contrarespectively, are
dicted
by old residents of Carleton county, N. B., who who live near the
line and know whereof they speak; or, rather, while admitting the truth of Mr. Libby's
statement, they say that is an isolated case,
the reverse being true in the majority of
cases; but admitting, for the sake of argument, all his facts, and his conclusion is not

natural

Manual

open the doors and give an inis ireeiy wouia
tie to east pearls before swine. The class of
'33 never would, probably, have developed
tho manhood of later years but for the physical struggle that put a high value on every
step gained In those years of study.
if Kent’s Uill Is able to help young men to
help themselves, it will do its work In the
future and do it well. The measure in which
this Is now being accomplished is ample evidence of what may be In years to come.

Prosperity of a Model MalneSchool.

The Thornton Academy trustees have accepted the plans of Architect Wadlin of

for many years. Afterwards he was senior
From
editor of the X’opular Science News.
1873 to 1878 he was president of the Vermont
State railroad, was a director of the Boston
& Maine and trustee of the George Peabody
fund. He was a pioneer in chemical discovery in which he acquired great wealth, and
was the author of several valuable works.

New York, Jan. 2.—This evening there
file in five story building, *1 White
street, occupied by Simn & Strelltzer, importers of dry goods; Mapler & Myers, commission merchants, Chicago; the Claxton
Bookbinding Company, and Posner & Co.,
commission merchants. The flames extended to the buildings, 79 and 83, occupied by
Edwin Barr, bookbinder. Ferry & Deal,
cushion manufacturers; Boyd & White, carpets; Bradley, Voorchis <fc Day, manufacturing company, and Robt. Beattie, earpets.
The total loss was $175,000; partly covered.

Canadian

To the Editor of the Press:
In the Fkess of Dee. 19th, I notice an article on Commercial Union, being an opinion
expressed by I. C. Libby, Esq., of Burnham,
Me. As a Canadian, I crave space for a few
observations from a Canadian standpoint.
Mr. Libby’s remarks concerning the comparative value of farms on the Canadian
the
of
sides
States
and
United

the

country.

There were 196 fires reported in New
Hampshire last year, causing a loss of 81,736,540, the heaviest for a long time.
Mrs. Cute, said to be the oldest woman in
Pennsylvania, died at Johnston yesterday,

was a

a

gave

Queen Victoria the enjoyment of Buckingham Paiace and invited her to drive in the
parks and streets, every Englishman would
not reply:
“No, her foot will never pass

speak of the United States as a foreign
power. He would urge good neighborhood
with the great republic which was for one
commenced negotiations.
Senator Pucciani, president of a leading
thousand miles divided from Canada only by
society, presented an address to Mr.
an invisible boundary line.
Any difficulties
ladstone at Florence, yesterday.
which might exist between Canada and her
The Peter’s pence collected at the jubilre
neighbor were to be approached and dealt mass
at St. Peter’s amounted to £80,000. The
with as between friends. The prosiiects of
Shah of Persia sent a congratulatory teleimproved relations with the United States
gram to the Pope.
never looked more hopeful than at present.
The British iron clad Hercules touched on
No doubt the United States would soon
off Ferrol, Spain,
a reef
yesterday and
moderate its tariff against Great Britain. In
All efforts to
knocaed a hole in her side.
a few years it might not be too much to exreached the
The
leak
failed.
the
ship
pect that it would disappear altogether stop
harbor where she is gradually sinking.
against Great Britain and all the world.
What Canada required was the development
of her great, her illimitable resources, and
Perils of the Sea.
not a tariff which would shackle her agricultural industries. The first thought of CanHalifax, Jan. 2.—Schooner Active, Capt.
ada should be to get a population on the soil,
Fisher, Louisburg for Halifax, with fish and
Industries
and so to create consumers.
scrap iron, sank Saturday night two miles
would spring up and prosper then, whether
off Guyon Island, C. B. The crew were
there was a tariff or not. He was in favor
the widest possible commercial union, not I saved. The barke Our Annie, arr ived today
only with the United States, but with the from Penambuco, badly iced.
Several of
world, a truly unrestricted reciprocity. It
the crew were frost bitten, and a number
was surely a restricted reciprocity which
The
would make a people dependent lor financial
were obliged to go to the hospital.
freedom on the government of the United brigautine Alice. Capt. Saunders, arrived at
with
would
be
still
Island
or
which
today,
States,
something
Lockport from Turks
more important—Canada’s political freedom.
nothing but lower masts standing. The capWhen tne slender tie that bound Canada
tain reports that he experienced on Christwith the mother country became a burden to mas day one of the most terrific hurricanes
the former country, then it would be time
lie ever met.
enough for Great Britain to consider a
measure of relief.
Senator Sawyer’s Opinion.
He was entnusiasiicauy cneereu uurmg
the delivery of his speech.
Chicago, Jan. 2.—Senator Sawyer today
spoke highly of Mr. Lamar, and said he was
Massachusetts Cities.
•atisfied that he |is loyal to the Union, and
Boston, Jan. 2.—To-day all the cities in the best man that could be got from his judiMassachusetts inaugurate their newly elec, cial district. He thinks Lamar will be confirmed and says that most of the Republited boards of government. The mayors’ adcans think so too.
dresses show general prosperity, most of the
increases noted in indebtedness being for
Earthquake In Mexico.

The Antis In Power.

Atlanta, Jan. 2.—The new city council,
which comprises five prohibitionists and ten
a’nti-prohibitionists, held its first meeting today. The license was reduced to $1000, and
the limits of p ermissible sale extended. The
hour of closing was changed to 10 o’clock.

the

Promised te Com-

in

Washington, Jan. 2.—The report of Mr.
Charles B. Morton, commissioner of navigation, which is just published, is a compendium of information relating to the shipping
not only of the United States but of the
world. It shows that the business is, more
than any other, governed by the competition

of
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THE LEASE OF THE K. 1. W. B. R.

The validity of the lease of the Katahdln
Ironworks Railway to the Bangor and Piscataquis is to be tested in the courts. F. O.
Beal, Joseph C. White and G. P. Smith object to the lease as void and also object to
any diversion of the profits of the Bangor A
Piscataquis to the use or Improvement of
the Katahdln Iron Works Road. They have
secured Orville D. Baker as their attorney.
Mr. Beal writes a letter to the Whig in which
he declares his objection to taking any of
the earnings of the Bangor A Piscataquis
road to run other roads until every dollar of
its obligations to the city of Bangor have
been paid. The Bangor A Piscataquis is in
Beal’s opinion, where it
a position, in Mr.
will soon be able to pay its indebtedness.
NOTES.

of milease tickets on the line of
the Maine Central has grown to such an extent that a system of checking passengers
Blank checks in six
has been adopted.
The

use

colors have been supplied all conductors,
with instruction to use the same by a carefully devised system, which will remain a
secret to the public. In the future the travelthese
er on a mileage will be given one of
checks to denote his destination, and the
conductor be able to determine at a glance
such destination.
MECHANIC FALLS.
A Portland Lady’s Christmas Clft to
the Baptist Church.

[Correspondence of the Press.)
Mechanic Falls, Jan. 2.
Mechanic Falls is having a course of lectures this winter, one of which will be delivered by J. P. McLean of Ohio, on th»
Western mounds and earthworks^ This will
be illustrated by steropticon vietfV
Work is still progressing on the Baptist
church. Tlie society was greatly pleased
with the 9100 check sent as a Christmas
present, by Mrs. Milllken, mother of C. R.
Milliken, of Portland.
The post office at this place has been thoroughly repaired, enlarged, more light obtained by additional windows, Ac., and
will hold its own with any of its size in the
Schools will commence Monday,
State.
January 2d, with the same corps of teachers.

_

Severe Loss to

a

New

Hampshire

Village.
(Correspondence of the Press.)
Rochesteb, N. n.. Jan. 2.
The shoe factory situated at Strafford’s
Corner, and operated by V. R. A A. H.
Jones of Lynn, Mass., was burned Saturday
The burnwith all stock and fixtures, etc.
ing of the shop, which was the only manubusiness
at
that
point, and emfacturing
ployed about seventy-five hands, will be a
The loss is
severe loss to the community.
It is supposed
between 97000 and $HOOO.
there
is
an
Insurance.
that
Mr. Moulton’s Lecture Before Buxton

Grange.
[Correspondence of the Press.)
Buxton, Jan. 2.
Mr Herbert F. Moulton deliverer! a lecture before Buxton Grange on the 31st ult.
The subject, “One of the Perils that Menace
our County” was handled clearly, cogently,
and eloquently. Mr.Moulton is a native of the
good old town of Scarborough, Is a student
in Westbrook Seminary, and a young man
of the very highest character and

promise^

—

TITK Vi? KSS
tpesday moumm;. jan. a.
do not read anonymous letters and conimu
The name and address of the writer
are m all cases indispensable, not necessar ly for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications tlrnt are not used.
We

ideations.

Corbin on the Reading seems likely to end
tbe lesson to the Knights of Labor that was
begun by Hoxie, on the Missouri Pacific.

failed in any case when the question has been
responsible.
presented to hold the offending party
Public men, however, claiming to be statesmen,
the
take
to
right
failure
Iheir
ground on
bv
have
this question, given encouragement to such orgarAgainst
tlie
nubile
attack
Interest.
to
thus
izatlon
such a failure of this kind I have urged rise Democratic party to take decided grounds Tills I did
a year ago In a well-kinwu letter to tlie Ilrooklyu
Democratic Club, and have since repeated this
view whenever I bail occasion to refer to the subject. The convention at Saratoga did not make
any declaration on the subject, so tar as I know.
It will be seen from the above that the
published report of his speech did the Mayor
no injustice. We venture to predict that after

these deliverances the Democrats will hardly
nominate him when they are after the labor
vote.

A Brooklyn paper observes that there was
less drunkenness in that city New Year’s
than at any corresponding holiday period in
recent times. An exceeding great abundance of water was also a feature of the day

CURRENT COMMENT.

A SUGGESTIVE

A DAI)

the

Supreme bench.

That is

a reason

which nobody,
whether lie resides at the North or the South
can gainsay. And yet there are not a few

instances where very ordinary lawyers have
got on to the Supreme bench. We fear Mr.
Lamar is to furnish another.
A correspondent argues in another column
that the effect of Commercial Union would
not ho to cut down the prices of Maine produce to the prices now obtained for Canadian produce, hut that the latter would rise to
the
price of *he former. The proba-

present
bility is, however, that the result of Canadibe prices somewhere
an competition would
between the two. The Canadians would gain
something and the Maine farmers lose something. TUe former would not gain to the
extent they anticipate, nor the latter lose to
the extent they fear.
Mr. Chamberlain in bis speech at Toronto
Saturday night strongly opposed commercial
union, claiming that ail the advantages tliat
would come from it could be gained by a
lowering of the tariff on the part of the
United States, which he felt soon would
come about.
He opposed any policy that
would have a tendency to destroy the integrity of the British empire, and declared that
Great Britain would never try to shirk her
responsibility to her colonies. What he said
concerning the fishery commission was very
general, but he intimated that negotiations
were proceeding satisfactorily and that there
was a good prospect of a settlement.

Unless tiie hill is smothered in committee
Congress is likely to have a chance to vote
on the question of prohibition lor tiie District of Columbia. Heretofore prohibitory
legislation in Congress has not gone further
than the exclusion of liquor from the Seuate
aud House restaurants, and it has never been
an unqualified success even on that diminutive scale. How it will work when applied
to the infinitely larger field of the District of
Columbia remains to be seen, but the experience with the Congressional restaurants does
not promise much. It is probable, however,
that the friends of the bill are pressing it
more for the purpose of puttiug Congressrecord than with the expectation
that it will extinguish the saloon iu Washmen on

ington.

__

The chief occupation during recess seems
to be the preparation of bills for the reduction of the surplus. Mr. Mills, chairman of
the ways and means committee, lias one under way, Mr. Browne of Indiana has another, Mr. Randall is supposed to be at work on
one, and numerous other members have tiie
subject on their minds. When the House
reassembles, therefore, there will be plenty
of raw material to work noon. It is believed
that vlie Democrats will make no attempt to
follow tiie President's suggestions strictly.
They will attack the internal revenue as
well as the tariff on imports. They are talking compromise again, and it is by no means
improbable that the ways aud means committee may evolve a measure that Randall
The recepcan support as well as Carlisle.
tion that tiie President’s message has had,
especially in tiie tobacco producing States,
has rendered the free traders less stiff and
w

exacting._
In the year just closed the experiment of
introducing women commissioners upon the
Board of Education has been tried in New
York City; and has been very successful. The women appointed, Mrs. Agnew
aud Miss Dodge, have, in the unanimous
opinion of their colleagues, shown themselves efficient and capable commissioners.
The New York Mail and Express says that,
so far as can be ascertained, they have manifested a spirit as judicial as any of their
masculine fellows, have not been controlled
by prejudice in any way, have worked well
in committee, aud have done their visiting
duty rather better than some of the other
Commissioners. Perhaps the best testimony
nf tho

fiiipnoat

nf thu pyiiprimpiit

w

ttiA nnrlAr.

of another similar one,—the introduction of women into the local boards of School
Trustees. A woman trustee lias begun her
duties in one ward; and it is altogether probable that for any vacancies that may occur

taking

during the coming year
will come forward for appointment.

in these boards
men

wo-

Western Crowth.

The immense upbuildingof cities that is going on in the west can hardly be realized by
who has not witnessed the growth.
When big figures about western enterprise
are put before the eastern reader be generally appears amazed or incredulous, but does
not always give signs that he appreciates
A million
wiiat the figures really mean.
means to many people an infinite number
one

essentially increased by multiplication by two or ten or twenty. The record ofJrttllding operations in the cities of StJL^ulaud Minneapolis for the year 1887
shows that very nearly twenty million dollars were expended in building. This means

DAY.

BEAR TEA

A

spoken of in the West as a possible candidate for the Vice Presidency.

on

show

[Chicago Tribune.]
Wliile we were at Fort Fetterman, W. T., I
got into conversation with a young man who
was waiting for the stage.
“Are you folks out here hunting?” he asked.
“Partly,” I replied.
“That’s what 1 came out for,” he continued,“but I’ve got enough of it, and I’m going
back. I live in Chicago, but I’ve got an nude living out west of hero on a ranch, and
lie wanted me to come out nud go
bunt with him; so I did.”

on

a

big

“Didn’t l'ke it, eh?”
“Well, I’ll tell you how it was. We had to
go up iu tlie mountains about thirty miles.
"Then we all got our horses and took our
We
guns and went out looking for game.
rode up aud down perpendicular rocks all

iln\

utwl

1

miPA

wAnt.

nn nnp

that

Ininff

nut.

over a little, but we didn’t see anything
one small owl and the track of a deer.
kept this up for two or three days, all
time liviug on cold beans, in
the
game dinner that we were

but
We
the
anticipation of
going to

big

have.
“After three days of this I began to get
enough, and said 1 would stay iu camp that
Up to this,
day and let the others go out.
time we had not had a sight of game, but
an hour,
more
than
hadn’t
been
they
gone
and I was lying on my back on the grass,
when I heard a little noise and looked and
saw a bear which loomed up in the air like a
wheat elevator coming right into camp, as it
I
had been her borne for the last ten years.
couldn’t find my gun. X might have been
time
had
had
more
have
1
able to
found it if
to look for it, but the length of time between
when I first saw the hear and when I was
perched up In a tall tree was so short it is
not strange that I overlooked such a little
thing as a gun. The hear found it, however,
and nosed it all over camp.
The old hear had brought two cubs witn
her and they immediately took full possession. They got up in the wagon, and scattered the Hour and groceries all around, and
ate what they wanted, and then rooted
around and got the tent down, and the cubs
rolled'ou it, and uppeared to have a pleasant
time.
Along in the afternoon I became
aware that it was the old bear’s day to receive. Other bears began t» drop in and pay
their respeets.
Most of them seen ed to l>«
warm personal friends, as they were not
content with a formal call, but settled down
aud acted as if they were going to stay to tea.
At 4 o’clock there were twelve distinct
hears iu camp, and more coming on the run,
“They sat around and conversed on such
subjects as are of vital interest to bears, and
looked up at me and winked at one another
and one old customer looked as if he wanted
to ask me if X was quite comfortable.
"X expected the hunters back about 6
o’clock, but they didn’t come. A few more
bears dropped iu, however, and I heard a
mountain lion screaming otf a short distance
It soon got so dark that I couldn’t keep tally
of the bear arrivals, but, judging from the
sound, I concluded that the convention was
only just opening. I thought I could hear
delegations arriving from California and
Maine.
“This kept up till about 4 o’clock the next
morning, the mountain lion m the meanti me
having worked along to the next tree tomine
where X could have a good view of his eves
and hear him licking his chops and getting
ready to lump over to my tree. About this
time the hunting party got back, they having
been on the trail of aaeer, which they didn’t
get, mid so were delaved. Just before they
cams the bears all left on the gallop, all of
them making a pleasant, sociable kind of
noise, ns if they were feeling well and hoped
I enjoyed the same blessing—or something
like that. As soon as it was light enough
one of the men climbed the tree with a rope
and let me down. I remained in the position
X had adopted on the limb for about two
hours, when I gradually straightened out,
got on a horse aud came to this place.”
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Miss Bertha I’iper has been elected journal clerk of the Washington Territory House
of Xiepresentatives.
Theodore Tilton is living In a remote corner of I’aris in by no means affluent circumstances. His dress is almost shabby, and
with Ills hair hanging about his shoulders,
he presents a peculiar appearance as he
walks about the streets of the French capital. He does a little literary work now and
then, hut writes with no regularity.
Miss Helen A. Shafer, Senior l’rofessor of
Mathematics at Wellesley, who has been appointed acting president at that college, was
born in Newark, N. J., but her home is in
Ohio, and she Is a graduate of Oberlin. For
olauon

irnora

alia lioa

liAAii

PpnfoafiArnf \fntli.

ematics at Wellesley, and is in full sympathy with Miss Freeman’s form of government.

She is a

thorough disciplinarian,

and

is remarkable for her executive ability. Wellesly is to be congratulated upon bavins so
at hand so worthy a successor to Miss
Freeman.
Despite the fact that, at the recant wedding of Prof. Palmer and Miss Alice Freeman, superstition was set at defiance by the
near

of Friday being the wedding day.
many people are completely under the thrall
of legends, traditions, and superstitious customs. Jewelers say that since the rage for
colored stones set in precious stones are selected as much for their supposed qualities
of warding off sorrow or securing success
and prosperity in various undertakings, as
fur any brifflucy, rarity or monetary value.
The great popularity of the moonstone alone
during the past year and especially during
the last holiday season, would attest that
fact, although no one feels called upon either to avow a faith or a disbelief in the talismanic property of the stones.
fact

which is not

that to th«* twin oltlaa havo bo«n added eight
and a half thousand houses and stores. The
St. Paul Pioneer-Press estimates that this
Increase of houses, many of which are double
r apartment houses fitted to accommodate
more than one family, means an increase of
more than fifty thousand people In the two
cities. It means, if the estimates are correct, that there has been built up in the
streets and outskirts of Minneapolis and St.

Paul this year a new city, more populous
•ban Perttend, nearly as populous as Portland and Bangor together. Perhaps some
allowance

ought

to be made for the local sta-

tisticians, who have had many temptations
to emulate in their figuring the fervor of the
mechanics and artisans who have been doing the marvellous works of which the greatBut as one of the
ness is now computed.
bases of the estimate is the number of permits issued for new buildings it is not probable that the exaggeration is very great.
Hewitt and the

Mayor Hewitt’s

Knights.
speech lias called

recent
down npon his head tiie maledictions of the
leaders of the Knights of Labor, who call
him an old woman, an old fogy, aud various
lu order
other uncomplimentary names,

that his views may be correctly understood
by the public the Mayor lias taken the
trouble to write them out as follows:
1 have not seen the reports of the speech to

wlilch you refer aud, as a rule, pay very little attention t« them. What you desire to know, however, Is doubtless the view which I really hold In
regard to the matter which was under constdcra
tion, namely, the right of secret trade organization to lute, fere with the duties of common carriers.
It Is a well settled principle of law that cornu on
carriers cannot set up as a defense against the performance of tlielr duty to the public that there Is
It is the
a refusal of their employes to work.
duty of the common carrier to secure the necessary labor for the work of t rauspurtatlon. I (i lien
the duty of a common carrier is so imperative,
any interference with this duty except through the
agencies ol the law is a direct attack upon public
property. My criticism was directed to this phase
of the question only. I do not object to trade orbut when thev undeitake to luterere with public rights they become criminal and
should be punished. In fact, the courts have nev-

f-anlzatlons,

ICRATCHEDir YEARS.
A

Scaly, Itching,
I#-.-

Skin Disease with KndCnr*4 bT CsllKrtsedics.

Ssttwlss,
curu

In EDGINGS and INSERTIONS, in Sets, Allovers
and Flouncings to match, in some of the
most exquisite designs that have ever
been shown in the market.

If I bad known of tbe Cuticura Remedies
ago It would have saved me

twenty-eight years

$200.1)0 (two buudred dollars) and an immeuse
amount of suffering. My disease (Psoriasis) commenced oniny bead In a spot not larger than a
cent.
It spread rapidly all over my body and got
The scales would drop off of me
under my nails.
Lai the time, aud my suffering was endless, and
without relief.
One thousand dollars would not
tempt me to have tills disease over again. 1 am a
but
feel
rlcb to be relieved of what some
man.
pour
of the doctors said was leprosy, some ring worm,
aud
etc.
I
took
Sarsaparlllas
psoriasis,
1 cannot
over oneyear and a half, but no cure.
too
much. They
the
Cuticura
Remedies
praise
nave made my skin as clear and free from scales
as a baby’s.
All I used of them was three boxes
of Cuticura, aud three bottles of Cuticura ReIf
solvent, and two cakes of Cuticura Soap.
you had been here and said you would have cured
me for $200.00 you would have had the money. I
looked like the picture In your book o' Psoriasis
(Picture number two"How toCure Skin Diseases )
but now 1 am as clear as any person ever was.
Through force of habit 1 rub my hands over my
arms aud legs to scratch once In a while, but to no
purpose. I am all well. I scratched twenty-eight
years, and it got to be a kind of second nature to
1 thank you a thousand times. Anything
me.
more that you;want to know write me, or any one
who reads this may write to me, and I will answer
DENNIS DOWNING,
It,
Waterburt, Vt. Jan 20th, 1887
....

Psoriasis, Eczema. Tetter, Ringworm, I.tclien,
Pruritus, Scald Head, Milk Crust, Dandruff, Barbers’, Bakers’, Grocers’and Washerwoman’s Itch,
and every species of Itching, Burning, Scaly, Pimply Humors of the Skin and Seal]) and Blood, with
Ixiss of Hair, arc positively cured by Cuticura,

great Skin Cure, and CUTICURA Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautltler externally, and Cuticura
resolvent, the new Blood Purifier Internally,
when physicians aud all other remedies fall.
the

Bold everywhere. Price, Cuticura, 60c. ; Soap,
26c.; Resolvent, $1. Prepared by the Potter
Drug and Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.
rySend for "How to Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
pages, 60 Illustrations, aud 100 testimonials.

n|MPLK8, black-heads, chapped and oily skin
11 Iff prevented by Cuticura Medicated Soap.

FREE FROM PAIN!
VI/ FREE!
minute the Cuticura
In

a

nr

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

1

HASKELL & JONES.

GENTS’ KID GLOVES!
In making your purchases for the Holidays boy that which w ill be
of value and service to the one who is the subject of your alfection.
Now there is nothing so serviceable to a lady as a set of Furs or a nice
Silk Umbrella, and a warm pair of Kid Gloves would be valueable to a

gentleman.

We have an elegant assortment of these articles which
at
ing reduced prices during the Holidays.

HORATIO STAPLES.
“Something very extraordinary is happening iu our
business Duck pond today.”
“Nobody doubts it! Something startling is forever
happening in liOUK pond;
what are you
quacking
about now!”
shall
“Listen and
you
hear.
“It’s an exodus of Christmas

$25.00 REWARD.
City Marshal’s Office, 1
Portland, Nov. 7, 1887.)
REWARD of twenty-five dollars will b paid
for Information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of auy person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or cliurcn in
EZRA HAWKE8.
tills city.
nov8dtf
City Marshal.
■

A

l-o-o-o-o

“W hen the Christmas tide
went out

styles,

textures,
tendencies and

HERE AND

“Pucker up the price of
the entire lot to 5 cts each.
Is gelling

as

a Good Fur Cap for $1.00.
Scotch Cap, 50 cents.

beautiful
“Seventy-five
Silk Hdkfs, some of them
worth a dollar, some less,
all shruuk up to 35 cts each.

(A Silk Hdkf bigger and brighter than
lopers

nose

COE
is selling all kinds of Ladies’ Furs,
very low, and guarantees to show
as large variety as any dealer.

a

“

“

“

11

“

11

“

11

“

“

to measure,
“
“
11

28.00
32.00

_“

JONES,
Congreu Street.
ecxttf

470

Building,

_

SUPPERS

great quantity and good quality

“Suspenders! oh Suspenders, Silk and Silklcss,
“Suspenders us elaborately wrought as Frank

COE

Stockton’s

yarns,

tough.
a pair,

3

and

will

see

good Fur Coat for $14.00.

a

COE

pairs for

40 cents.

“Elnstlc enough to com.
pete with the Democratic
creed, which stretches from
absolute Free trade to

will sell

a

Good Fur Kobe for

$3.50.

“That’s why wre manage
to have just
“Two commotions a year
in our store.
six months
“Each one

Remember, we give Return Car Tickets to all
customers living at the extreme ends
of the City and Deering.

Greene <fc

Co.,

BLOCK.

BROWN’S

decl6

our

(Follow each hue of this with your right
fore fing<
and let your eye accompany the Unger, for you won’t live to see
another such a bargain proclaimed; at
lea9t, 1 think not.)

“And any that have the
slightest defects are thrown
out as seconds.
“A lot of these seconds
drifted Into our hands.

They

are

now

on

“Staccato Counter” at
cts. each.

our

35

(That’s the unkindest cut of all, the cut
on the price of these vests, It is only
done to keep our Duck pond turbulent)
Field marshal
leading off the procession
“But

vi

“Is a new and
splendid
brand of Cotton.
“The Homestead Bleached Cotton.”
“We are its sole Agents here
“Heavier than Wamsntti*
or Fruit of the Loom
undressed Linen.
“Having smooth round
thread.
“Not a particle of dressing
“Works admirably on all
Sewing machines.
“To Introduce It here we
shall sell It for

“Send us your address
and we will mail you a
large sample of it.”

Chorus, “Blankets, Blankets, Blankets.”
Refrain: “Senator Shirts,
Revilo
Bonaza
Shirts,
Shirts.”
“Both chorus and refrain
to be repeated crescendo at
short Intervals.
“Our store is crowded so
full of bargains that when

they laugh they are obliged
to laugh perpendicularly,
room
not
there
being
enough to laugh horizontally.
“Our l>uck pond, where
the agitation is going on Is
Corner middle and

Cross

Streets; (Co-operation
ner they call It.)

cor-

HORATIO STAPLES.

Anti-Pain Plaster

\ T'A^Amatic,

Send for samples.

dec81

Genuine
Plymouth
Gloves for 75 cents.

Pack

eod8t

IN

PORTLAND

CHRISTMAS
COE
will sell

a

BY

M. A. JEWELL & CO.,
eod3m

oct27

PIERCE
Uecl7

Street,

sells Trunks. Bags, Shawl Strang, Silk
Umbrellas, Soft anil Stiff Hats
very low.

A.

EDWARD

SOMERS.

SOMERS.

SILK

SALE

dec7

eodtf

SILK HANDKERCHIFS,

Commences Jan. 2,1888. If yon cannot
Catalogues, which will be
mailed free on application.
Also, at same time, Annual January
Sale

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

such

as

Linens, Cottons, Towels, Blankets, (guilts, etc.

R.H. STEARNS & CO.,
BOSTON.

dec31

EPPS’S COCOA.

BBEABVAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
wbicn govern the operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It Is by the Judicious use of sucli
articles of diet that a constitution may he gradually
bmlt up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there Is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”—
Civil Service liazettc.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAHESKPPN At €>•., HOMIEOI’ATHIC
| T.SAtwly CHEMISTS, LmAm, England.

dec30dtu

G.

L. BAILEY, Chairman.

BROS.

MR.

Testimonial BeneBt to

E.

ARMAND,

F.

Baaja i'.wl,a«,
on which occasion a host of well-known talent
will appear.
Admission 26c. Doors open at 7; commencing at S
d3t
dco2

CMETAL

an-

TOSTON.

t?srr?«e! .*•?!•**

d6m

PI NANO! A I-

AN ELEBANT ASSORTMENT City of Boston
SO- It'll! 4 PER COT BOYDS

offer

can

a

finely selected stock,
sisting of

very

con-

Neckwear, Fancy Silk Suspenders, Silk Handkerchiefs, Silk and Cashmere Mufflers,

Wristers, Hosiery, Gloves, &c., in
fact,

a

—

MORGAN k

218 Middle Strut, Portland, Me.,
—

drawn and Letters of Credit issued,
available in all the principal
cities in Europe.

dec28_eodtl

Dakota

LOAN AND TRUST CO.
Paid up capital 1250 000; tt per cent debenture
bonds; principal and Interest payable In Boston;
7 per cent guaranteed mortgages; rail ou or address GKU.I. I.IIOinnv, Kent K.lule
dec2l>d2w
Agent, I wo l-'d Vliddle Wtrrel.

INVEST JANUARY DIVIDENDS
—

Elxcliange Street
dtf
in*

10

nt

ctoi

rivt~vt.ii

viunn

iu

ut

n«u

ir«

more

money

N" »rtiHel..l

flavoring.

_TTSStf
■

eodCrn

It don't matter what other people advertiNe,
I am the center of the world for

General

Agents for Maine.

•

marks

I

■

HnnK
Uwlv.

I tCkV/l
V/(|I U

FRANK B. CLARK,
dec23

513

Congress

Street.

dtl

7

—

_

_

rOB

8 A LB

BY

—

BANKERS.
32 Exchange Street.

'1*1

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4t, din 1927.
We will receive Porttand Water Co. 6a. due April I,
1888. in eichanga for the 4s, on favorable lerma.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

HANKKKM,:

Cor. Middle & Exchange

PORTLAND,[ME.
now

The AMERICAN INVESTMENT CO.
Established 1872.

Au.horixed Cupiml...«1,000.000
Pnid Up Capital.
OtM.OOO

SnrplUH.
71,000
and
| offers lor sale, at par and accrued Interest, 6pe
cent and 7 per cent first mortgage loans on farm
■
■
I
| In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
,
I rt
LJ H| mva $n
| at three and four times ihe amount loaned thereon,
I
I I I I I C I
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
U 11 LJ
; own 6 per cent debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
OhlNTEBm EXCHANGE,
collateral, with Mercantile Trust Co., of New York,
A supply of mortgages and bonds contrustee
nn
.. «.
On_ii
»•_
H7 I -i hxcliangc ot., 1ortlanu, ale* stantly on hand,which Investors are Invited to call
t_
and examine.
Coupons cashed on presentation.
Please apply personally, or oy letter, for list of
PINK
PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
arnuALXi.
riNt, JOR
JUh IHIIJunWA
references amfother information. C.C. CB A PAll orders by mall or telephone promptly atMAN, Gn. Agent, Oxford Building, IS3
Middle Nxreei, Hoorn ‘1.
novlleoatf
dec.Oeoutim
tended to.
—

FOLK, FIVE AM SIX TER CEXT.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

than Its most successfu

of Emraetsburg, Iowa.

Srcnrilies Ylrldliig

—ALSO—

eodtf

RE1.IABLE AGENTS WANTED in towns and districts where the company is not
dec20d2w

ST

mm

Canal National Bank Stock.
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter A Newport R. R. Co t Stock.

Prices Lower Than Ever.

NEW YEAR’S CANDIES!

represented.

wm.

>

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS WE OFFER FOR SALE

FITZPATRICK & JOHNSON,
■

a

INVESTMENT
—

competitors. The oldest company in the United States. It pays the largest dividends of any company
in the world. After two years Its policies are free from all conditions.

•

mm

an.l

decs

Assets 8118,000,000.

The largest Life Company in the world, having $40,000,000

or

the (sunriioarril J1 or »«!•*{«■ l.onn*,
7 and M prr real ialcrrmi.

runiLMin/a^M

OV19

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President.
*

a

Lrtffil leavikluiiDl for Nuviagm Hunks,

II. JU. PAY SON & to.,

The Mutual Lite Insurance Co. of New York.
Established 1843.

—

5 PER CENT DEBENTURE BONDS

Wt THOS. CARETS CIGAR STORE,"'CiiTiK'^.V. 'jre:

Hotel,

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

decl5

IN THE

Northern Banking Co’s

UCOIRMDLC

Furnisher,

Falmoutli

Securities!

which are

a«i>j

-«•

STERLINC EXCHANCE

180 -MIDDLE STREET-182

«••«*•«••

FRED R. FARRINGTON,
Under

DEALERS IN

Investment

which make a very nice Christmas Present, and
which we are selling at R ock Bottom Prices

Near

C0„

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

first-class line of Gent’s

Furnishing Goods, &c., &c.

—

\ l;«
YORK.
Uec3Q_d7t

dec9

Underwear, &c., &c.

The Clothier and

FOB SALE BY

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.

dGt

UBATCOIIL-IOMEOBTINO.

ESUm

Beats free to the public.
Fer order of the Committee,

Grand

••

—

come, send for

—

at Mechanic Hall, at 7.30 o'clock.
Sl'BJKf!T-“A TKIP lO IRRMCU.'

0% mm

Annual January Sale
Underwear,
Corsets,
Skirts,

BY

Mechanic Hall, Wednesday, Jan,4.

#

C. J. FARRINGTON,

MUFFLERS,

Temple

OF

—

E. II. EL WELL,

Overcoats, Suitings, Ulsters and Reefers,

R. H. STEAMS & CO., LARGE AND ELEGANT LINES OF ALL THE ABOVE GOODS.
Tremont St. and
Place,
—

on

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JAN. 4, 1888,

Tlie

COLLARS AND CUFFS,

Hatter,

197 MIDDLE ST.

THE FIRST LECTURE

eodtl

AT

dec!7

The

-A..

M.

will be delivered

from the factories
These goods have just
have marked
We
new.
are
all
and consequently
a
We
also
have
them very low.
large line of

GENTLEMEN’S NECKWEAR,

O OE,

O.

MAINE CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION

BLOCK..

arrived

Horse Blanket for 70 cents.

COE

a! Ham.

ItOl.bKVMOl'BB, Piuai.t.

Kesenred seats 75c and $1.00. Admission 60c.
Half
Now on sale at Stoekbridge’s Music 8tor
fare on M. C. K. K. to all holding concert tickets.

EXTRA SPECIAL SALES

Agents.

-OF-

as

lO cts. a yard.
9 1-2 cts. a yard by the piece
9 cts. a yard in ten piece lots.

SALE

tteo. C. Shaw A Co., A. L. Millett & Co., M. A. Dillingham, Small A Rleker, (ieo.
H. McKenney A Co., S. F. Hunt, (J. A. tluptill, M. J. O’Connell, J. F. Norton, John
yv. Smith, John S. Fitz, Johnson A Lambert, l’lunimer Bros,, F. W. Shaw, Frank
W. Buxton, C- W. Lombard A Co., James DeWolfe A Co., H. Woodside, E. C. Farrington, F. A. Billings, A. B. W'inslow, Sullivan A Osgood, C. A. Chase, Morrill A
Ross, B. E. McDonough.

COE
is selling

the

vurKuim

CLAPF’S

We

FOE

“The mills where these
Vests were made are very
about
their
particular

goods

TIR.

New HoMa) Goods! DREXEE,

codtf

will sell Bovs’ Winter Cap- for 25 Cts.
Men’s Winter Caps, same.

long.
“Therefore a disturbance
of great maguilude is central in our Underwear Department just now.
“Vou must know that we
have hundreds and hundreds of
“Ladies’ line soft Merino
Undervests, silk bound and
silk stitched.

TROnBVVK Hl'.IHTKTTE.

of the Course before the

COE

never

HTkVBl'BO.

New Year’s Matinee,

Sky.

ignates.

st

No.459 Congress

TURNER

at

high Protective tariff.
“Whoever agitates

First

GILBERT’S
Lupin’s 50-iiicli Black C.mel’s Hair $1.15, worth $1.75
.95
Henrietta at
Silk
$1.25
Warp
of
finest
We shall make the
Men’s, Boys’,
display
54-inch Black Broadcloth,
$1.00, worth $1.38
Ladies’and Misses’ Fancy Toilet Slippers this
“
“
for
2.00
$2.50
season ever seen in Portland, and at prices
Mouilajr Afternoon from 3 to *.
reduction.
at
as
lots
of
Black
Goods
other
Five
great
that will not admit of Slipper Cases nor valCombination Dress Patterns reduced to
$7.50 Assembly Wednesday Evening.
uable Chromos thrown in. These goods
<*tT
low
Dress
he
at
Goods
to
closed
out
Colored
prices dec31
will be sold strictly on their merits.
very
Closing out sales of Ladies’ and Children’s Cloaks.
MU ljiARUE\ T opp. Linroln Park.
Damask
and
Towels
Table
Maxaobk.
C. H. Kxowltox,
cheap.
Gentlemen’s Genuine Alligator Opera Slippers. Blankets, Quilts,
in
and
Gents’
Underwear.
Everet
Hosiery
Gentlemen’s Genuine Alligator
Slippers. Bargains
ONE WEEK. COMMENCING MONDAY, JAN. 22.
Gentlemen’s Genuine Seal
Opera Slippers. Ladies’ All Wool Hose, finished feet, 25c, worth 38c.
Brennan and Quinn’s
Everet Slippers. A limited quantity of regular $1.25 Kids at 75c.
Gentlemen’s Genuine Seal
dtf
dec30
Gentlemen’s Genuine Embossed Coat
Slippers.
DRAMATIC COMPANY
Goat
Gentlemen’s Genuine Maroon
Slippers.
In a strong repertoire of popular plays.
SKYLiGnTS
Gentlemen’s Genuine Embossed Plush Slippers.
At popular Prices, IO, W nud :|W reuln.
and
Stores
And
for
VENTILATORS,
Mills,
Dwellings.
Velvet Slippers.
Gentlemen’s Genuine Silk
Galvanized Iron and Copper Corniced and
Monday, Matinee, “Streets of New York;’*
Evening, "Galley Slave;” Tuesday, “l.ed Astray;’’
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Work
Harvard
Tie
Gentlemen’s Velvet
Slippers.
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.
Wednesday, “Tlie Silver King;” Thursday,
"Streets of New York;” Friday, play to he
nounced; Saturday Matinee, "Our Boys,” EvenI. VAN NOORDEN & CO.,
Ladies’ and Boy $’ Slippers too numerous to
decZdtf
ing, “Retribution.”

Wyer

al-

By the following Artists:
IIOWH STKWiBV, Nepraaa.
appearance since her two years study
abroad.

nl*"

the Violin Virtuoso, and the

y4

flying

are

SOMERS BROS.,

20.00
24.00

-

-

RECITAL!
•

“.16.00

“

mention.

they

about at 35 cts.

35 cents

“

14.40

-

)

“When

most us

“

in

“We bunch the batch to-

“W'lint ho ! without there!”
“Without what my Tragic !”
“Why, without u Silk
Hdk’f to be sure.

“

sell-

GRAND

dec2#dtw

“.12.00
“

CHRISTMAS

gether,

big

“

dec81

preferences to start a rival
multiplication table.

ns

“

“

—

nillKKIDhK,
the celebrated New York Tenor.

regu-

$ 8.00

-

we are

WYER GREENE & CO’S.

religious
political

“That’s a bargain
a Burdock leaf.

“

“

Lanea§ter

WINTER IS

“It stranded on our Holiday tables
“Handkerchiefs enough
to cloud the moon,
“Hkfs of enough shapes,

“

for
Overcoat
“

HASKELL &

debris,

“And something else better still.

15.00
18.00
20.00
25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00

or

AT

HB.WHimv

We make this offer to reduce stock and also to
prices.
give our customers the advantage of very low prices.

$10.00 Suit
“

CITY ADVKKTIMEIflElVTM

13th STOCKBRIDGE

.V1B. l.fcOIMM.D I.H

our

in.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Jan.4th.

lar

dlw

1an2

for CASH onl) at SO per ceut below

HALL,

MECHANICS’

Tuesday, Jan. Jd, at 8 o’clock p.

—

Commencing Monday, Jan. 2J, and continuing until March 1st, we
will sell Winter Weight Clothing of nil kinds, both ready made
measure.

—

_ll3t

dtf

and to

AT

A limited number of Ticket* <5<>c, may be found
Htock bridge's. W. 8. Hanks, and at the Halloa
the evening of performance.
dec3l

STREET.

janl!

Umbrellas !

Silk

—

A**«M*iaiioii
—

jxisr3xrc>XTiNro3is3va;E!nNrT.

one

relieves RheuSciatic, Sudden, Sharp, and
Nervous Pains, Strains and Weak1
ness. The first aud only pain killing Plaster. 26 els.
W&8&w2w
»
jan4
1

EXCHANGE

4:0

BY THB

—

at

halll7davis,

CAMBRIC, NAINSOOK, JACONET AND SWISS MUSLIN.

“Soft

....

full line of

MESSIAH
Haydn

of every description through this company, which is the largest and
most reliable house in the United Stales, estimates given on UugruvSatisfaction guaranteed.
ings of all kinds.
Samples furnished.

PARTY.

Chicago Young Man in a Wyo.
mfng Hunting Camp.

The

a

LADIES' FURS I

of

just opened our Spring Importation
HAMBURCS, and are now prepared to

We have

there

[Mobile, (Ala.) Hegister.J
It will be a bad day for us when we go before the American people as advocates of
lower wages. And yet tha.t is precisely
what we propose to do wlieti we bnre the
heart of tlie American market to the vultures
•
*
Tlie jiarty that
of the Old World. *
attempts it will meat with overwhelming defeat—not only in the national elections, but
very speedily in the State elections of even
these Southern States.

have little trouble in securing re-election.
The Republicans will have a candidate, probably Hon. Wr O. Bradley, who has also been

certainly the soundness of

HAMBURG EDGINGS. ENGRAVED BONDS

Afii-wr *ik vr«.

HANDEL’S ORATORIO

AGENCY
FOR THE STATE OF MAINE.
Having been appointed Agent by llie American Bank Note Company
of New York, I am now prepared to furnish

[Albany Journal.]

The Kentucky Legislature now in session
in Frankfort has before it the duty of electting a United States Senator, Mr. Beck’s
term expiring March .'id, 1889. As the Legislature is Democratic Mr. Beck will probably

good faith, and opposes his confirmation on
the single ground that lie is not a thorough
lawyer, and therefore not fit for a place

E. B. & B.

FACT.

Wnerever a factory is established
free trade finds a bitter foe.

the last.

The Boston Advertiser waives the objection to Mr. Lamar that he was a rebel and
has not acarpted the results of the war in

TRUE.

[Syracuse Standard,]
To think that a Democratic President lias
split tlie Solid South!

Massachusetts people arc about settling
down to their annual tussle with the General
Court. That body meets Wednesday, and
from then till tlie Fourth of July or thereabouts it will grind out legislation, good,

principally

IF

IMPORTANT.

in Portluud.

bad aud indifferent,

_____________

nnxcuuiioD*.

■nciLuriBODs.

ni«CRU.AivEoi,i*.

er

Fruit Bon Bons, Chocolate Almonds, Chocolate Nugatines, Chocolate Pineapples, Chocolate Jellies, Chocolate Caramels, Chocolate Marsh Mallows, Chocolate Operas, &c.,

&c., 60 cents pound, regular 80 cent goods.

d*c31

SCHLOTTERBECK &d2HT^Tislf^
FOSS. I

Stf.

LOGAN CO., COLO., WARRANTS FOR SALE.
bearing ten per cent Interest: "•“"TjJ?.1 Mf,'. an
tl.4UO.U8S.UO; total tudebteducM «14,000.00,
SA >1 I.
excellent sale luve.tmenl; lull partleu arj.
Patterson, 37944 congrec* nreei. inrtumi.
ilec 28
l,,*._
__

SWAN ft BARRETT,
BANKERS,
poimtNP—

nt.

...

AGE.NT8 FOB

—

AMERICA* EXCHAXGE IX EIROPE.
(LIMITED)
l.ellerx ui Crrdlt Ixxueii and Bill*

of Exrtinngc drawn,

available In all the principal cttte ■>( Europe.
Have alwaya on liaml and offer
tor vale a lull line ot

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURIIIES for

We

INVESTOR*

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. 3.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Fall and Winter

Arrangement

Mall

OFFICE HOCUS.
a.
Cashier's Office, (Sunday excepted). 7.30
9 a.
to 7.00 p. in.; Money order department,

m.
m.

to 6

to 6 p. ill. Registry department, 0.00 a.
^
General Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. m.
to 7.00 p. in. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. in.
m.

Carrier's Deliveries, (Sunday excepted)-In
business section of tlie city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in., 12.30, 1.45 and
and15
Ep.in. In other sections at 8 a. m., 1.4*
window, 9 to
p. m. Sunday delivery at Rost Office
boxes
(general)
street
from
10 a. m. Collections
6 p. m.
at 7 and 11a.m., 4 and 8 p.m. Sunday
AND DEFARTUBE Or MAILS.
and Western, via Boston and Maine

ABEIVAL

Southern
Arrive, 12.15. 4 p.
railroad (Eastern division)
and 11 i>. ill.; Close 8.00 a. III., 12 in., 6.30 aud 9 p.
10 p. m.
and
12.30
m.; Supplementary.
Boston, Intermediate offices and connections,
Maine
(Western
&
railroad,
Boston
division)—
via
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.16 p. m. j Close 8 a. in. aud
—

via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
^XaJtorn,
and 9 p. m.;
and 1 p. m.; Close 12.00
2
m.

a. m.

and 10 p. m.
Auousta, intermediate offices and connections,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 and 9 a.
12 m.
m„ 1 and 8.00 p. in.; Close at 6.80 a. m.,
4.30 aud 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.15 mid 10 p.

Supplementary.

12.16

m.

Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 1 p.
m.; Close at 12 m.; Stipiilemcntary 12.16 p. m.

Hoekland, intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
p.m.; Close at 6.30 a. m. and 12 m.; Supplementary, 12.15 p. in.
Skouheaan. intermediate offices aud connections, via Maine Central railroad-Arrive at 2 a.
m. and 1 p. m.; Close at 12 in. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.15 and 0.010 p. ill.
2 and 9 a.
a. m., 12 m., 4.30
12.16 and 10 p. in.
llanoor.—Arrive at 2 a. ui. and 1 and 0 i). 111.;
Close at 6.30a. in., 12an. aud 9 p. in.; Supplementary 12.16 and 10.00 p. m.
Canada, Intermediate offices mid connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 12.18 p. m.;
Close at 1.00 p. III.
Gorham, N. //.. Intermediate offices and connecAuburn and

m.

Lewiston,—Arrive

and 1 and 6 p. in.; Close, 6.30
mid 9 p. m.;

Supplementary,

and 12.15 p. in.; Close at e.30 aud a a. m. and
1.00 p. m.
and conBwanton, Vt., Intermediate offices railroad—
nections, via Portland and Ogdensburg
Arrive at 8.60 p. m.; Close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett. A. II., Intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Ogdensburg rallroad-Arrive
at 11.10a.m. and 8.50 p. m.; Close at 8.00 a, m.
and 2.30 p.m.
Rochester A. H,. intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive at l.sop. in.; Close at 7 a. m. and 12 in.;
Supplementary 12.30 p m.
Eastvort, (trl weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. m., Tuesday,
Thursday aud Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. m.
Monday. Wednesday and Friday.
Chebeague, Long, Couscn’s and Peak's Islands—
Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close et 2 p. in.
m.

Stage Malls, Ac.
Puck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond,
and .South Casco—Arrive at 11 a. in. ; Close at 2

p.

in.

Bowen/Beach, Ocean House and KnightviUc—
Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close at 3 p. m.
South Portland, Perry Village and Willard—
Arrive at 8 a. in. aud 2.30 p. m.; Close at 8 a. m.
and 2.30 p. m.
East Peering—Arrive at 7.30 a. m.; Close at
6.30 p. m.
WIT AND WISDOM.
A

Sunday school teacher in

one

of our large

cities has a way of expressing approximation by
using the adverb principally, as "principally this"

"principally
One

and she has an imitative
Sunday she asked;
“Do you always tell the truth,JTommy?”

or

scholar.

Jobbers and manufacturers are very
generally eugaged In stock-taking. The results
of the year's business in staple lines at the larger
distributing centers, particularly at Chicago, Kansas City, Omaha, St. Joseph, St Louis, St l'aul
Minneapolis, Louisville, New Orleans and Denver
have been very sa tsfactory, and the outlook is
for continued Increases.
Leading money markets continue generally
Arm. as tlie banks have not cared to loan funds
except to regular customers, where produce and
live-stock dealers’ demauds are very heavy. Mercantile collections are slow at Kansas City and
St. Ixiuis, but are fairly prompt at Denver and
Cleveland and exceptionally so at Omaha and
St Paul. Funds are easy at Milwaukee, Detroit
and Omaha. New York exchange is par at Galveston and at a premium at Kansas City,St. Louis,
St Paul, Milwaukee and Chicago,but at a discount
at New Orleans and St.
Joseph.
The New York stock market Is very dull, but
lias shown considerable strengili in resisting the
bearish influence caused by the Keading strikes.
Tha total bank clearings at 38 cities for the
week ending yesterday Is $748,952,697, or 18 per
cent, less than hi the previous week aud 6 per
cent, less than In the closing week of 1886. Kernfor
ings Der miie of 67 railroads in November,
four years, show an increase for 1887 of 4.6 pey
cent, over 1886, against 6.1 and 7 per cent over
1885 and 1884 respectively.
Our report from the Treasury this week show
that the government’s gross receipts were $5,580,283, a decrease of over $800,000 against last
week. The available balance Is $66,812,960, an
the year.

PRESS.

that”

“Always, miss,” he responded promptly.
“Always, Tommy?” she repeated, doubtlngly.
“Well, principally always, he replied.

When Baby waa sick, we gave her
Castoria,
When ahe was a Child, she cried for

Castoria,
clnng to Caetoria,

When the became Miss. she
Whan ahe had Children, ahe gave them Caetoria,

increase of over $3,300,000.
The exports of wheat and Bour, both coasts,
fell tills week to 1,623,913 bushels from lover 2,700.000 bushels last week. This makes total
exports for the latter half of 1887 equai to 74,500.000 bushels of wheat against 78,000,000 bus
Our calculation as to the stocks of
iu 1886.
of wheat and flour at ports of the United Kingdom, Dec. 3. 1887, with stocks afloat for the
United Kingdom, poiut to a total, in wheat [equivalent, of 83,640,000 bushels, against 32,414,297
one year ago, -and 39,978,658 two years ago, aud

33,207,712

three years ago.

Keflned sugar has advanced Vic on a good general Inquiry aud strong cables, despite light demand for raw and light purchases of refined.
Light trading in Kio coffee contracts, which Is
seasonable, offset by firm holdings, produced an
irregular market, whicn leaves oft srlth uo special
change from last week.

“Have you seen the Inscription on the new
asked Mr. C.
"Iso, I have not; what Is It?” answered Ills
friend.
"it is a Batin word, I think,” replied Mr.
C. “I cannot pronounce It, but I can spell it.
It Is MDCCCLXXXVII.”

Dyspepsia In Its worst forms will
yield to the use of Carter’s Little Nerve Pill*,
aided by Carter’s Little Liver Pills. They not
only relieve present distress but strengthen the
stomach and digestive apparatus.
Doctor—I was informed last night that your son
my daughter propose to wed if there is no

aud

objection.

Undertaker—So I beard. Good idea, ain’t it?
Doctor—Think so?
Undertaker—Yes, dou’t you see? It won’t matter then whether you lose patients or not, the
money will be in the family.

Corrected by Swan & Karbett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
160
Canal National Bank.100 158
148
Casco Nat, Bank. .100 146
118
First National Bank.100 116
51
50
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
128
Merchants’ National Bank.. 76 121
140
National Traders’ Bank.100 138
100
96
Portland Company...
65
70
Portland (Jas Company. BO
BONDS.
104
State of Maine 6s, due 1889 ,...102
116
Portland City 6s,Muutcip’l vanouslOO
126
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907.. .123
106
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
103
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various—101
—113
116
R.
aid
R.
Bangor City Os, long
<26
Bangor City Os, eng Mun.123
lOrt
Belfast City 6s, K. R. aid. 104
104
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 103
111
Portland A Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896- 109
111
Leeds & F'arming’tu 11. R. 6s.109
120
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .118
134
Maine Central R. R. C< nsol 7s....132
106
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund Os. 108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s—lOOVj
<•
106
2d mtg 6s.106
•
tl2
3d mtg 6s... .110
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Jan. 2.1887.—The following are to
day’s quotations oilProvislons, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 17 60@18 Ojshort cuts 17 75®
18 25; hacks 18 25g 18 50. light backs 17 25;
pork tongues 16 00.
Lard—Choice at 8ViC D lb in tes; 8»4@9c In 10lb pails; 9@9Vic In B-lb pails.
Hams at lo<A®U^e according to size and
cure; pressed hams 11 V4®12c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed liegs 73Ac p tb;countrv do at 7c.
Butter—Western extra fresli made creamery at
290,30c; do extra firsts at 26«28c;' do firsts 23®
25c; New Yorkjf-11 mace creamery, extra at 2 (g
28c: Vermont extra cmry 28a2Uc. do firsts 25®
27c.
The above quotations are receivers’ prices
for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices J@2e
Cheese—Northern choice at 12 ® 12 ’/a c; Ohio
choice ilVi ol2c; Northern sage at 13®14c. Jobbing prices V5c hlvher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh 26628 pome fancy higher:
do firsts 24cl25,■; extra; Vt and N H 26®28c;
choice Canada 21® 23c; good to fresh Western 23
®24c aMleliigan fresli 24®25c; Nova Scotia 24c,

Jobbing price Vi® le higher.

Beaus—choice small N Y hand picked pea|at
60 t> bush; choice New York large hand
do 2 40®2 60;.small Vermont hand picked do
at 2 75®2 85.
prime hay at 17 00618 00; fair;to
good at *16 00®,$16 00; Eastern line 812® *15;
door to ordinary $106*14; East swale 10,/*11.
Rye straw, choice, 17506*18 50, some fancy old
higher; oat straw *868 60.
Potatoes—Houlton Rose 80®83c p bush;do Ifehrous 85c; Aroostook Rose at 80c; do hebrons
at 85c.
Poultry—Northern young fresli killed turdeys,
fair to good 10®12e; Western
choice 1
voting .fresh killed turkeys, choice, at 11® 12c;
Northern
chickens, choice 13614c;
fair to good ll@12c.

2|55®2
ed

May—Choice

l®13c;Jdo
freshJcilled

“Does your mother wear felt slippers?” asked
an old lady of a little hoy.
“Yes, ma'am, she do. I've felt ’em,” answered

the lioy,

significantly._

Over 1,000,000 bottles of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup arc sold every season, aud thousands of perThe price is
sons saved from an untimely grave.
35 cents.
Mr. Thomas McDonald, of Balto., Md., recommends Salvation Oil “with all his heart” for
rheumatism.
The people of the United 8tates are known
among the natives of Alaska as “Boston people.”
Not long since a mining company brought to Alaska some donkeys. One of the boys, who had been
reading in school about rabbits having long ears,
wanted to know if the donkey* were “Boston rab-

Say no III of the Year till It be Past.
The winter brings you chapped lips, sore nose,
cold cracks, etc., but a box of Hop Ointment
(endorsed by leading society ladies) will prove a
friend in need. Severfailt. At all druggists, 2G
cents, or mall stamps to Hop Co., New Loudon,
Conn. Sample free.

PORTLAND. Jan. 2. 1888.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
drain. Provisions, Ac.:
Cram.
Flour.
68,069
11 Mxu Core.
Superfine suu
low grades.2 76*3 76 Corn, bag lots_70071
Meal, bag lots... 67008
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 16*4 35 Oats, ear lots
42043
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
44@46
Wheats.i Vb®6 50 Cotton Seed,
car lots..24 60026 00
Hlch. straight
do bag... 26 60@26 00
roller .4 60*4 76
clear do_4 25*4 601 Back'dJBr’n
stone ground4 25*4 361 car lots. .23 On a 24 00
do bag... 24 00025 Oil
lit Louis si’gt
roller.4 75@6 00 Middl ngs. 24 00026 60
dear do— 4 76*4% lo bag lots,26 00027 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions.
Patents.6 00®6 26 PorkBacks... 18 6001900
Fish.
Clear ....18 00@18 25
Cod. © qtlMess.10 00@16 60
Large Shore 4ys*4 251
Larue Baak3 76*4 001 BeefSmall.3 00*3 601 Ex Mess. 8 000 8 60
9 00,09 26
Pollock.2 25*3 261 Plate....
Ex Plate. 9 60010 00
Haddock.1 60® 2 oo
Hake.1 76*2 00 CardTubs t> p..H
®8V*c
Herrmu
Tierces.... 8
Scaled © bx. -15* 18c
@8%c
Ho 1.
8*14 Palls.8 (69 c
Hams *ltb 10%@11%
Mackerel © bbl—
Shore 18.16 00*1800! do coveredl 1%@H%
Shore 28.14GOS1HOOI
Oil.
Med. 38.11 00*13 001 Kerosene—
KeC Pet. 7 V*
Large ..12 00*14001 Po
>
Produce.
Pratt*:,Ast’l.PbbC 10%
Cranoerries—
Maine— 7 00® 8 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. lOy,
CapeCod 8 00*10 00 Ligonla. 8%
Pea Beans...2 05*2 76
2 45*2 60 Centennial. 8%
Medium
Raisins.
Herman mo2 26*2 40
Yellow Kyes.2 00*2 16 Muscatel.... 2,2503 36
rotatocsbusb 76c®80c 1 •ondon Cay’r 2 6003 00
K imlura Cay
969%c
7% @8
St Potatoes 4 00* 6 00 Valencia.
Onions © bbl 8 76*4 OOi
Sugar.
Turkeys.14*17 grnnulaieu p lb.78/s
Chickens.10.®13 Extra C.6%
Fowls. 8*12!
Seeds.
Heese.13*14 Ked Too. ...82% e;«2V*
Ducks.16®161 Timothy Seed 2 76@,2%
Clover. 8%@12%s
Apples.
Choice earing 3 00*3 60
Chese.
176*200 Vermont_ lo @13%
Common
Fancy Baldns2 60®2 76 N.V. factory 10 @13%
Evaporated ©lbl2 a, 13c
Butter.
Lemons.
Creamery p m...24020
Palermo.4 oua4 60 Hilt Edge Ver....23626
Messina.4 00*4 CO! Choice.19@20
Hood.17018
Malagers....
—

Wife (to husband who lias Just returned from
Europe)—Did you see anylwdy whom you knew
on your way uptown, dear?
Husband—1 saw llrown. He said I was looking
thinner than when I weut away.
Wife—Anylxidy else?
Husbaud-Yes; I met ltoblusou. He thought
fre m the amount of flesh that 1 had gained that
my trip must have done me good.
The usual treatment of catarrh is very
unsatisfactory, as thousands of despairing patients can testify. On tills point a trustworthy
medical writer says: “Proper local treatment is
positively necessary to success, but many, if not
most of the remedies in general use by physicians
afford but temjiorary benefit. A cure certainly
cannot be expected from snuffs, powders, douches
aud washes.” Ely’s Cream Balm is a remedy
which combines the important requisites of a
quick action, specific curative power with perfect

safety

and

pleasantness to

the

patient.

Wife-Oh. doctor, Benjamin seems to be wandering in his mind!
Doctor (who Knows Benjamin)—Don’t trouble
about that, he can’t go far.
There are many forms of nervous
debility in men that yield to the use of Carter’s
Iron Pills. Those who are troubled with nervous
weakness, night sweats, etc., should try them.
“The single scull race!" exclaimed an excited
old lady, as she laid down the paper. “My gracious! I didn’t know there was a race of men with
double skulls.”

___

■Store.16.016

Oranges.
Florida.... “.3 f>0a4

25
Eggs.
O VO®'-' OU KWtiim i,.3 -.25®26
* dlCUlilO
Messina and Par
Can Si Western. .24d25
Palermo l‘ln.3 00S3 60 Limed. 20®2l
Lena.
Urraa.
.Sheet.
Pilot Sup.7V4®»
8® 8Vi
do sq.6Vi®0
Pipe.7 ®71a
52
6
00®5
Pig...6
Ship.4V4®
l.rntber.
Crackers t>lb.. 0*6 Vi
New York—
Coal.
Cumberland..
*6 601 Light. 21® 22
Mia weight. 23® 24
Acadia.
@
Chestnut.
23® 26
*7 60 Heavy.
8
60
Slaughter
33® 85
Franklin.
;*
@7 60 Gooad’mgd. 21(d 22
Lehigh.
Ain call. 90®1 00
Coffee.
I
Lumber.
Eio. roasted 23*28
Java do.... 28
@32 ! South pine ,30 00@40 00

I

Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Hlihd shooks and lids— I Uppers.866®865
Mol. city...l 60® 1 76’ Select.*46® $55
Sug. city... 86*1061 Fine coinmou$3r>®$42
Sug. s’d silk 60® 70| Spruce.*13®*14
Hemlock.*11®$12
P ne sugar—
Box shooks
@ 451 Clapboards—
3 tear Heading—
Spruce. X.. S28@$30
Spruce 36 in 18® 20, Clear.*26®$28
Pine
18® 20 2d clear.*20® *23
201 Not.
Hard pine
22! Pfne.|26@$60
Mol. heading
Shingles—
Hoops—
8261 X cedar... af«.®376
New 14 It
Clear cedar.d j0®3 25
Old
$20*8231 X
No 1....
00®2 60
Short do 8 It 810®$12
7 It
*81 No 1 cede* .1 25a 1 75
160
...126®
staves
Spruce.
812@$l4i
Pop’r
121 Latli»—
3pruce rough
Spruce- 2 00@2 16
Oak nna
Lime-Cement.
staves
812 60@$14|
1 Ob
Lime *> cask..
Cordage.
1 60
11
Amer’nip Ib
j Dement.
1
11
Itussia.
Manilla
12V4@13Vi I
Manilla Bolt Hope 14 |

Sisal.llVi@12Vsi
t
If rags aud If yes.
j
Acid Oxalic
12*141
tart...
60@ 621
Ammonia—
r
••

carb.

15@2G

Ashes, pot.. 6s,4(®
Bats coaDia.. 66®
Beeswax. 30®
Bleb powders
Borax. 10®
Brimstone— 2Vi®

Cochineal_

40®

Copperas.lVi®

fw&wTT&S&pwtopofctftlily

FINANCIAL

AIIDJOMMERCML

STATE OF TRADE.

Prom Bradstreet’s of Saturday, Dec. 31.
to Bradslreet's show that the
movement of general merchandise has declin'd in
all directions as compared with the previous week,
as is customary during holiday week at the end of

special telegrams

Metal*.

copper—
14x48 com
14x48 planished.
Bolts.
Y M sheath
YM Bolts..

Bottoms....
ingot.
51 rm—
121 Straits.
3| English.
451 Char. 1. C..6
3i Char. X. X. .8

60
33

39®

50
41

26

®

28

27
17

20

30®32

20

38®

37®

40
40

76®6 26
00®8 60

Terne.... ..6 25® 770
12® 17i Coke.6 25® 560
Humarabtc... 70®i26> Antimony. 14® lo
Aloes cape.... 15® 251 Zinc.7 00®8 00
22
26® 281 Solder V2xV2.
Camphor....
i71oliiaiw*».
Myrrh. 60® 651
Opimn.4 50*4 76 Porto Kico... 28@ 40
Shellac. 26® 30 Barbadoes.... 28i® 30
Indigo. 86*100 jleilfuegOS.... 24.0/ 26
@20Vi
Iodine.4 25*4 38 Boiling.
Ipecac.
38^40
2 00 Fancy Ponce..
NmiIh*
Eieonee. n..
15® 20
lari ex. 84* 40 jasK.22 16@2 26
Nuvnl Niorw.
Morpniue.3 10®3 361
Oil bergamot.2 76®3 OOi Tar ** bbl.... 3 25(a*3 60
Cod liver.1 60®2 00! Coal Tar—3 26—3 60
Lemon.2 26®2 50| Pitch (C Tar)3 26(&3 60
Olive.1 26*1 761 Wil. Pitch....300^3 26
Penui.3 00*3 601 Botin.3 00^4 00
Wmtergreen.,2 20@2 30i Turpt’ne, gall 43<& 60
Potass br’mde 46® 53’
Chlorate. 20a 22
Iodide.3 10®3 26 Linseed. 64® 67
72 Boiled. 67® 60
Quicksilver..,
66S70 Sperm.100®1 16
Quinine.
Ktriiuebarh.. 75®1 60i Whale. 60® 60
Kt snake. 36® 10 Bank. 30® So
Saltpetre. 10® 16 Shore. 28® 33
® 33
Sennit. 26* 30 Porgie.
Cream tartar.
Ex. mgwood.

myb

81

VI alchl'H.
gross

jtar,
Dingo—'—

40®

20®
White wax... 65®
0®
VltroL blue..
Vanilla, beau.* 10® $16
Suirar

lead...

Eng
Kelt

“Did n’t Know’t
Loaded”

Lead
7® 7Vi
Einz.6 00®7 00
Uocbelle Yellow_2V»
...

I Am.

Duck.

33
Klee.
30 Rice, $> lb.... 5Y4@7
120 Rangoon. 6V4@68,i

No 1.
No3.
No 10.

;t6

8 oz.
10 oz.

Naleralue.

Saleratus.
6® 6Vi
Buupkwder—Shoe
Npices.
Blasting.3 50®4 00 Cassia,pure.. 15® 17
Sporting.6 26®66 60 Cloves. 33® 35
Uinger. 13® 16
Drop shot
7
Mace. 75® ko
Buck.

Nutmegs.

75®

liny.
Pepper. 22®
Miarrh.
Pressed.$12®| 14
Straw—.... 2 8®| 10 Laundry.8V4@

Iron.
Common. 2Vs®2Vi

80
28

Souctinug.

households keep Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, which is at onee pleasant
to the taste, aud the most searching and
effective blood medicine ever discovered.

6

18® 60

30
60
80
40
60
40

30
70

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

FOR

K ausas.New Yot k.. Liverpool ...Jau 3
Cepbalonta.Boston.Liverpool ....Jan 6
Santiago.New York..Cieufuegos..Jan 5
Cliy Alexandria..New York..Havana.Jau 6
Moravia.New York..Hamburg ...Jau 5
San Marcos.New
La Bretague.New

York. Havana.Jan 7
York. .Havre.Jan 7
Etruria.New York..Liverpool... Jail 4
Pol&rla.New York..Hamburg....Jail 7

Alps.New York..Kingston—Jan

7

■Elbe.New York..Bremen.Jan 11
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra. ..Jau 11

Republic.New York.-Liverpool_Jau
York..Glasgow.Jau

11
14
York..Rotterdam ..Jau 14
York..Liverpool.. .Jan 14
York..Havre.Jau 14
Bothnia.Boston.Liverpool—Jau 14
Thingvaila.New York .Copenhagen Jan 14

Anchoria.New
Leerdam.New
City of Richmond New
La Normandie....New

Nathan S. Cleveland, 'J7 E. Canton st.,
Boston, writes :
My daughter, now ill
years old, was in perfect health until a
year ago when she began to complain ol

fatigue,

and loss of appetite. I Concluded that all her complaints originated'
in impure blood, nnd induced her to take
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicine soon
restored her blood-making organs to
healthy action, and in due time reestablished her former health. I And Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla a most valuable remedy for
the lassitude and debility incident to
spring time.”

Brooklyn Power
Castright,
N.
:
"As a

J.

Brooklyn,

Y., says

42!

ortuB-«L®3te{

Co.,

Spring

Medicine, I find a splendid substitute
for the old-time compounds in Ayer's
Sarsaparilla, with a few doses of Ayer's
Pills.. After their use. I feel freslier and
stronger to go through the summer.”

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED BV

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price

Jau 18
Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool ...Jau 1U
Suevia.New York..Hamburg ....Jau 1»
Ohio.New

headache, debility, dizziness,

indigestion,

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool....Jau i7

W rra.New York..Bremen

intelligent

all

Tea*.

Neflued. 2V4®23/* Ooloug.... 20(5!
4
Rorwny...
®4V4| do choice.. 35®
..12
Cast steel
® 151Japan. 25®
German steel 5
do choice.. 35®
®7
Tobacco.
Shoe steel....
3
Sheet iron—
Best brands.. 60®
Common.... 3%®4Vi Medium. 30®
H.C. 4® 4 Vs
Common. 25®
Russia.13V4®14 Half-p.
BGalv.
7fa8Vi Natural teat.. 60®

was

do for a stupid boy’s excuse ; but
what can be said for the parent who
sees his child languishing daily and fails
to recognize the want of a tonic and
blood-purifier? Formerly, a course of
bitters, or sulphur and molasses, was the
rule in well-regulated families ; but now

20

$1; six bottles, $5.

Worth $5

a

bottle.

....

York..Liverpool....Jau

Finder will
rewarded
Lout—a silk. CONUKKSS
STRKE f.
leaving

1.

i

64

t

I

M
3
£

si
•<

JSTEWST

R
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OF PORTLAND

MONDAY, Jan. 2.
Arrived.
Barque Guy 0 Goss, (of Wareham) Doane,
Hlogo, Jap, July 20, with rags to SD Warren*
Co. Vessel to ltyan * Kelsey.
Barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Baltimore—coal
Vessel to Gallagher
to lianuall & McAllister.
& Co.
Soli Cinderella. Nichols, Hound Pond.
Sell Freeman. Torrey, So-West Harbor.
Sell Mollie Phillips, Kay, Rockport-llme ashes
Sell Lucy, Sprague, Calais for Fall River.
Soli Willie, KnowltoD, Green’s Lauding for
Washington, DC.
Sch Emma S Briggs. Gray, Wiscasset for New
Haven.
Soli Marcia Bailey, Cole, Addison for Boston.
Scb Henry, Falkingliam, Wiscasset fOrProvidence.
KETURNKD-Sch A K Weeks, hence of Glen
Cove. Slipped both anchor chains off Cape Elizabeth lights; will probably be recovered.
Also returned, sch M L Crockett, St John, NB,
for Boston, with loss of jibs.
OUTSIDE—A three-masted schr, supposed the
Bertha Warner, from New York.
Cleared.
Sch Jeruslia Baker, Chase, Machias—N Blake.
..

_

women who was seen to take
a poek»t book from the hosiery counter at
evening
OWEN, MOORE & CO'S storo
will return the same there before Tuesday night;
asked.28 1
no

WANTED—The
questions

|

army
at once.
street ,clty.

salesman who Is well
the trade In Maine. New
and understands the
Hampshire
wholesale clothing trade. Apply to HASKELL
& JONES, 470 Congress St.. Portland, Me. 2-1
WANTED—One having'experience in the Cigar and Tobacco business
for
a wholesale grocery house.
or
as travelled
AdNone but first class salesman need apply.
dress, SALESMAN, Press Office.31-1

111

WANTED- By a young man
ill a retail grocery store; have had experience;
would take any decent Job; Is a good writer aim
can work for moderate
an accurate acoouutant;
Address
wages, and give the best of references.
30-1
"B. F.,” this office.

Memoranda.
from New York for New
Orleans, with cement and slates, put luto Key
West l st Inst leaky aud with live water in hold.
Part of cargo damaged.
Barque 8 K Lyman, Plnkham, at New York
from Paysaudu, reports, Dec 2ft. off Hatteras, had
from WSW to NNW, lasting twelve
a heavy gal
Hours: lost aud split sails.
Brig Don Jacinto. French, at New York from
Demai ara, reports a succession of heavy NW
gales oil the passage ; had a hurricane Dec 21st,
In tbe Gulf Stream, and lost and split sail;
Sell Joseph Wilde. Beilatty at New York from
Baracoa, reports severe weather on til- passage;
lost and split headsalls, and carried away lore-

Ship Cora, Appleby,

___

reliable man in tile grocery
store; must have experience In the business;
MILK
call at 34

WANTED

who wish first-class
permanent employment at good wages, to
call and Investigate the business located at No. 73
Union street, Just below office of the International

WANTED

TACOMA—In port 26th, ships Reaper, Sawyer,
and Win F Babcock. Murphy,for Great Britain;
Alex Gibson, Speed, do; Two Brothers, Hayden,
for San Francisco ; Oregon, Pritchard, for Los

Ac¥diU25th,
Francisco.

ship J B Walker, Wallace, for San
....

NEW ORLEANS—Ar 31st, sch Jas B Jordan,
Marlin, New York.
MOBILE—Ar 31st. brig Maria W Norwood, Atwood, Barbadoes.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st, sch Lizzie Dewey, Clark,
Baltimore.
BEAUFORT, SC—Ar 1st, BCh Stephen Bennett,
Spear, Charleston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 31st, seb Jehnie S, Sinclair
__

NC—Ar
E,\V1LMINGT0N,
Look. Perth Amboy.

31st. sch

Millford,

NEWPORT NEWS—Sid 31st, sch Nalson Bartlett, Watts, St Thomas.
ALEXANDRIA—Cld 30th,sch F L Richardson,
Belauo, Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Cld 81st, barque Francis, Bonner. Rio Janeiro.
Sid 31st, ship BenJ F Packard; barque Mendozo; schs Helen Montague, Mary Sprague, laud
Almeda Willey.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 31st, sch Falmouth,
Clark, Cardenas.
Newcastle—In port 31st, schs AH Cross, from

Georgetown, SC,

for

Philadelphia.

Passed out 21st, barque J B Kabel. from Philadelphia for Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st,barques R Lyman,Pinkham, Paysaudu, 68 days; sch Ira Bliss, Hudson,
Providence.
Ar 1st, ship Soltaire, Sewall, San Francisco, Aug
30th;
brig Don Jaciuty, French. Demarara;
Caroline Grav. PillsLury, PortMorant; sch Jos
Wilde, IBellatty. Baracoa; Helen A Chase, Southard, Fernandina via Savannah.
Cld 31st, 6hip Andrew McCalluin, Tattersall,
Liverpool; schs Carlton Bell, Jordan, Porto Bello
auu San Bias; Fanny H Stewart, Lane, Norfolk.
FKOVIDENCE—Ar 31st, sch W L White,Whip
more, Newport News.
81d|31st, sch J H Cross, Rowley. Clark’s Cove;
J S Beacham. Ginn, Wood’s Holl.
Ar 1 st. sell David Faust, Alley, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 31st, sch Maud H Dudley
Oliver, Richmond.
Ar 1st. sch Webster Bernard. Marshall, Bangor.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 31st, barque John R
Stanhope. Norton, Pensacola for Boston; barque
Kate, Crowley, Charleston for Boothbay; sobs
Ada A Kennedy, Acborn, Philadelphia for Foil
land; Berllia Warner, l.athwaite, Hoboken for
do; Lottie, Marshall, do lor do.
Sid 29lh, sells Alice Archer, Belle Higgins, S W
Lawrence, Satilla, and Jona Bourne.
Sid 31st, sens Grace Andrews, -arali Potter, C
W Lock, Elvira, Ada A Kennedy, Bertha Warner,
and Lottie,
...
EDGARTOWN-Ar 31st. schs Hope Haines,
Sawyer, Port Johnson for Portsmouth: Nat Meador, Brown. New York lor Boston; Louie,Marshall, Weehawkea lor Portland; Nellie Graut,
Dodge, New York for do; Nellie E Gray, Piukliam, South Amboy for Rockland; Red Jacket,
Arev, Hoboken for Danversport.
UYANNIB— 111 port bist, sens J B Knowles,
Nickerson, New York lor Portland; Wm Mason,
Hamm, do lor do; Frank Herbert, Herrick, do
for Boston; Mattie J AUes, Crockett, New York

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Great Medical Work for Young and
Middle-Aged Men.

f.,,,,,

o

uo to

Police Notice.
the Police Examining
the Common Council
Boom,
City Building, on TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 3,1888. at 7.30.
FRANK W. ROBINSON, Chairman.
dtd
dec92
ol

regular monthly
board will be held at
THE
in the

8

D. ill.,

to MIA
24-8

Send for
Agent fort be

Miss A. L. Sawyer. 537

ALICE C.

Delsarte Expression
Moses

School of Oratory.

do the housework

on

may

CARDn.

HARE—Near Park Square and Common,

smartest boarding and lodging house in eity j
FOR
fifteen well furnished rooms; nice dining room;

feeding 250 daily, net weekly profit 60 dollars;
this is no humbug and to a smart man and wife
will prove itself a bonanza. For further particulars address PUTNAM & CO., 11 Court St., Bos-

__29-1

Ml'ST

tne fine Pebble Goat Boots on
exhibition in the show window of BROWN’S
one
Snoe Store?
large lot of our regular $3.00 custom made Goat Button to be closed out at $2.25

HAVE

vou

seen

pair..30-1

perfectly gentle and kind,

Coplea Hold.
** treats upon Nervous and
Physical Debility. Premature Decline. Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood, Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, and the untold miseries consequent thereon.
Contains 3UU pages, substantial embossed bindipg, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt,
published in the English language. Price only $1 by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
Illustrative sample free if you send now.
PITBI.ISHED by the PEABODY MEDICAL.
INSTITUTE, No. 4 klnlfiticli St.BoMton,Mn»M.
WM. If. PARKER. M. II., Consulting Physician, to whom all orderM should be addressed.

eod&wly

my 10

Vhl 1

£}

CAJ3 be cured of

your

^HEUrt/mSM^El/ffAL^IA
orHer/ous Headache byusin^

/1TH-LO-PHO-ROS.

for vjears
it has

thorough hf
tested or,P
s

is

Today the

only Successful.

HS

I

diseases

_

picture

1CAL STUDIES
Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

J.

COLCORD,

143 PEARI. STREET.

eod&wlvnnnceod

Plaster

acts directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.
FDK AI.L

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
tlitQ nlaatar

I

t;

1\L

wilf

lto fniinn

fAnf
»Jto give instant relief by
*
'•i t applying between tbe
|
1
blades.
shoulder

■

KHAKI*.

1 -ap \ jgge-For Kidney Trouble,
H lliheumatism, Neuralgia,

■Ljl'ain ill tile Side and Back
-HAebe, they are a certain

p
v

lW;,„d speedy cure.

A»o

W

»AC*

Pain.
Bold by druggists for 25
i nI ICTFD
1
1 cents, or five For $1.
I
R
ft
J
|
[K
*
Mailed on receipt of price
P * fcr,w *
Trade mark, Patented by Oeo* c*
& Co., General Agents, Boston,
eodGm-nrm
nuvl

dale

Tuiiion Fees to members of P. 8. of A. or any
member of their lamilles.

and

Antique,) $20, non members $25

Even g Class
By the month

6,
10,

6
10

3,

3

The evening class has been arranged expressly
to accomodate those whose occupation or engagements prevents their attendance on the day class.
The only differences In the classes (excepting OH
Painting of course) is in the number of hours
available for work. Those who intend to become
members of either day or evening class, or to furnish scholarship t for friends, and who have not
already given notice of such intention, will confer
a favor if they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard,
97 Emery St., Immediately or leave word at the
Society Rooms, Deeriug Block. For more complete information, apply to any member of the
committee in charge.
E. R. Pierce, C. F. Davis, J. C. Stevens, Inez A.
novl7eodtf
Blanchard, Committee in charge.

HAEE—One yoke 6-year old Hereford
steers; girt 7 feet 8 inches and 7 feet 9 inches;
weight 5806 lbs; extra beef. CHA8. POOLE, Yai26-1
moutb, Mil_

FOR

HAEE—Cheap, a heavy work horse; also
D. F.
FO a new milch Jersey cow. Apply to 26-1
PALMER, West Falmouth, Me.
HAEE-Air Tight Weather Strips.

MR.

Packing Company.

DAVIS BAXTER & CO.,
PORTLAND PACKING CO.
jan2dlw
Portland, January 1st., 1888.
ARTHUR K. HUNT is this day admitted
a partner in our firm.
GEORGES. HUNT*CO.

MR.

Blaisdeli
FOR

Berry, 67 Cross street,

&

are now

dust in

as it keeps out the
67 CROSS
summer.

cold in winter and

ST._- Lb
Village, 120 house

9 corner lots, alllaid out and
FO lots including Saccarrappa
houses with
also 2
R H A I.E. at

arranged

dwelling

streets;

on

sebago water and good drainage; ail within seven
minutes walk from Post Office; price $6000; terms
easy. Apply to E. J. PENNELL, Saccarappa. Me.
23*2

eWC/Jv, cURreCOVWl

I a II

fe* J

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with

HAEE—1

Sores,<3^®

Heslorcs

THE
good

Senses

made to

trains eacu

way

ABA
or

aug22eod&wtf

the premises.

on

FOR SALE.
“Beal

We have kept the same make and quality
years and have sold them regularly
at »3.00 per pair.

TO

y

and Smell.

TRY the ClRK.H/n>FEVER
|is
particle Is applied into eacii nostril
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists; by mall
registered, 60 cts. ELY.BKOTHKK8. 235 Greenwich St.. New York.
sepSeod&wlynrm
and

A

at

__

LET-A nice lower tenement of five rooms
all newly repaired and in first-class order at
99 Lincoln street.
Inquire at 126 FEDERAL
STREET, left-hand bell.
_2-1

eight
sunny
LET-Up
TO96modern
conveniences; location central. ApELM ST.31-1

Come Early Before the Sizes

LET-Lower tenement of 6

rooms

No. 229

IlO B. street. Enquire of 8. H. JOSE, 24 Bramhall street.31-1
mo I, ET—Lower tenement of eight rooms 232
A Oxford St., near Elm, all in good repair.
Enquire of J. B. PIKE, 81 Union St.31-1

TO

block.26-1
AlaKNTM WANTED.
«■

hpeciai. partner with
New York

selling agency

corporation

a

with

established and profitable business; absolute
Address P. O. Box 2895
safety guaranteed.
Boston, Mass.dec23eod2w

an

Ml OF MASHlOTU

for

New York

New

a

or

pany.

com-

Any staple

jan2d3t

broadway. New York City.
NI8EELLANKOD.
town

look in the

see

30-1

_

Trunks or Bags, to call
at E. D. REYNOLDS’ Manufacton’, 554 &
from 10 to 26 per cent.
save
and
St.,
666 Congress
Trunks repaired.29-1

People

in want of

the show window of
BROWN’S Shoe Store: one lot line Pebble
from
first-class stock,
Goat Boots made to order
to be closed out at $2.25 per pair; regular selling
price $3.00. BROWN, 461 Congress street. 30-1

NOTICE

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS!
—

Other

AND

—

Points

West!

PEBNONALLY CONDTCTIiD..
The following dates are announced for the Union
Ticket Office Excursions to California and other
Jim. Dili, Alt.I. Prb. Mlh,
Western Points:
UTih, march l‘J«h, 2«ili. Only excursions at
rates named through to Pacific coast in llrst-class
For price and further particulars, call or
cars.
send for circular to

Union

Ticket

Office,

the

bargain

in

OPPORTUNITY—Is ofa
Invest-

fered to anyone wishing for
A8PLENDID
good
saleable arttclo. pays
Is
a good
profits. Call or write

ment.

very large

KOBEtlT EVANS, 30
Free street, Portland.28-1
BOOTH for Ladles exceed all others
ill wear and are very appropriate for winter
to

GOAT

being overstocked, we are closing out a
per pair;
large lot of flue Goat Button at $2.26
BROWN, 461 Congress
regular price $3.00
street.

Books.)

With the New year, many new
mence to learn the
Piano; to
teachers we commend

HAVE

REMOVED TO

New

Mussey's
Opp. Head

dec3l

eod2w*

of

Block,

Merrill’s Wharf.
dlw

WANTED—Newfoundland

orders for fine custom shirts
no fancy prices asked, but substantial well
made shirts at low prices; also repairing such as
Fitting large men a
new bosoms, cuffs etc.
specialty. H. H. HATCH, 16 Temple St. 27-1

WANTED—Your

port,
i». in.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
from PHILADELPHIA every Tuesday and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wnaxf,
at 12 m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

From
,-Is

i* ti j

p.

TffcrPse-•

m.

Philadelphia,

18»
edSirjj^jiEga^saiHiiK

vessel.

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. it., and
South by connecting Hues, forwarded free of commission.
Ksuad Trip 81*Passage 810.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
If. H. NA.VfPMO!*, Aural,
70 l.aug Wharf, Haslaa.
81dtf

oct21dtl_Portland.
Kuiuford Falls He Buekfield Railroad.

IS*7-*

WINTER AKKANOEMENTS

—

—

Leave Portland, via U. T. Railway, 8.45 A m.;
Lewiston 0.60; Mechanic Falls (mixed trala) 10.60; arriving at W. Minot 11.15Hebron 11,80;
Buekfield 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford
12.40; Canton 1.00 u. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Kalis 3.15; arriviiy; at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buekfield 3.50; E. Sumner 4.08;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; UllbertvUle 4.36 p.

1**7-*

VEKPOOL *KK VICK,(via Londonderry)

9.15
“returning—Leave Canton 4.30.
12.1ft

Nulling Daten:
From

]

I

Liverpool.

aralvino

IFriiin Portland,

utw.uvuu
o I r. A M r. U.x.

via Halifax.
; November 24.
[ December 3d.

Kales of

From

Portland.

1 December 23.

fnMagVi

Return. 60
Intermediate... .30,
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov4dttFoot of India Street.

oct27

at 1.00 y. as.
Tor H»chc.lrr,Mpria*valr, Alfred, W atria
barn, and Maca Hirer at 2.30 a. a., 1.00
and (mixed) at 0.30 y. aa.
Per Gorham at 2.30 a. aa., 1.00, 3.00,
0.30, ai d (mixed) at 0.30 p. aa.
Par Maccarapya, t'uaaberlaad Mills, Wtiy
I IbrooU J unction and Woodford’s at 2.30
and Io.ooa. aa., l.oo, 3.oo, 0.30 and
(mixed) *0.yo p. at.
Par Parrel A enne Deeriag) lO OO a. as.,
StOOand 0.30 p. in.
The l.oo p. aa. train from Portland connecti at
Ayer Janet, with II SOS It c Taaacl Home for
the West, and at laisa Drool, W arrester, for
New York via Norwiek l.iac, and all rail,
via Mpriagdrld, also with N. Y. Jr N. B, H. K

Internationa!
STEAMSHIP CO.,
FOB

—

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N.B.. HALIFAX N. S
—

AND ALL PARTS OF

—

New Brunswick, Neva Mcalia, Frinrc Howard* Island, and (tape Hreten.

(•‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
Baltlmac. tVa.hiaglsa, and the Moath.and
Albany K. K. for the West.
Close connection made at Westbrook Jones
with
Ben
through trains of Maine eutral R. R. and
it Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
Trunk Railway.
of
Grand
Crains
Through Tickets to all points West and South
B.
H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Port,
of
may be had
and * Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PBTKB8 Suet.
oct22dtf
With Haslaa A

(WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 P. M„ for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Tnruugb tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, sf—Freight received upto 4.00 P. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLK.
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
novl4dtf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

SAVANNAH

.MONDAY, On 34, 1882,
Passenger Trains will leave
Portland as fallows)
For Ankara aad l.ewiataa, 8.80 a. m.,
12.50 4.60 p. m.; l.ewiataa via Briar
wick, 7 ’>5 a. m„ 12.66 til. 16p.m. For Balk,
7.05 a. rn., 2.65 and 4.56 p. m., and on Saturand
diys only at 11.15 p. m. Bochlaad
Hass and l.iurela H. K„ |7.06 a. m. and
12.66 p. m., Braaawieh, Gardiner Halim
well, and Augusta, 7.05 A m., 12.66, 4.66
and (11.16 P. m. Paratiagtaa via I.ewlstaa, 12.60 p. m.; via Hraaswlek. 7.0t»
Maaataalh, W lam. and 12.56 p. m.
a
th rap. Hrt,(Ifield, Oakland and North
Aasaa, 12.50 p. in., Wmervllle aad Mkswbegaa, via l.ewisloa. 12.50, via Aagusta,
7.06 a. m.. 12.66 and (11.15 p. m., and WalerBelfast
ville Saturdays only 4.56 p. m.
12.50 anti til,15 p. m.
aad
Dexter,
Hangar via l.ewiataa. 12.60 p. m.; via
Aagusta, 7.06 a m„ 12.55 and (11.16 p. m.
Hangar Ak Piscataaats K. K., 7.06 A m.,
and (11.16 p. m. Kllrwatth and Bar
p. m. Ml.
(11.16 and 12.66
Harbor,
tsaatf.
Mlephea (Palais), Aroestaak
Prevlaces,
Ml. Jeba, Halifax, and Ike
m
12.66
and
(11.15 p.
12.60,
Z’9T~ A11 trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at
Da and after

Freight and Passenger Line,

Fast

STEAMSIIII* CO.
CITY” and “CITY
OF tl GOV’rrm THIKMU % V, ml. ;i
M
tVANNAII
trim
PIE*,
P.M..
4'oiagrrs* Hlreet, Ho-lon.

Slrnwhip. ’«*TE

A UK MV-

from New York.

tMAMPMON, ft. K. Agrut,
‘JOl WaahinyfoM iMlrcr I.

nov2___eod3m

ALLAN LINE.
via

1888.

Winter Arrangements.

1887.

Liverpool]

|

Halifax/

sn- nivu
STbAMEK

Mrrvicr.

Nov. 24.

CONOKE9S ST. STATION.

I •'tom

eight minutes later where through ticket* and
baggage checks may be obtained lor principal
points East and West. JThe night express with
sleeping car attached .runs every night Sunday*
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbeon Monday
mornings or to Belfast and
xter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as follows: The moth,
Ing train from Watervtlle, Augusta and Math
0.46 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.60 a m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40. 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon tratni Irom Bangor, Watervtlle,
Bath, Augusta and Rockland at 5.40 p. m.
Lewiston, 6.60 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60

Portland
via Halifax.

1

THtRaDAY~

THURSDAY,

Doth 15.

Parisian.

Dee. 2u| Polynesian,
Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
*50, *66 and *75 ; Intermediate, *30; steerage,
*20.
For passage apply to H. & A. ALLAN. General
Passenger Ageuls, 80 State St., Boston; and C. PWALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. MCGOWAN,
422 Cougress St., or .or passage or freight to II.
& A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov21

has held the lead for many
years, and, unaffected by the appearance of other
undoubtedly excellent Instructors, still sells like
anew hook. Price $3.

a

peerless book, which

CHILDREN'S DIADEM T» Srffl
and beautiful Sunday School. Songs, and Is

B. THURSTON &

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Me.
feb9

The newest book.

a

CD.,

PR ACTTfAT, PRINTERS.

_eodtt

CHEW FOREE’S

UNITED VOICES uishes abundance of the best

School Songs for
book.

whole year. Tmo newest

Books,that 'sell everywhere and all the time:

eod&wtc

Old Orchard, Me., Water Go.
SINKING FUND

6 PER

BONDS,
Due 1007.

Principal and Interest payable in Boston.
We offer the above at IOO and accrued
interest, and after careful examination

BREWSTER, COBB & ESTABROOK,
3£mCongre88 st» Bo?£i?£-

NOTICE.
nection with my Plum Street Stable, the
Cushman Street Stable so-called, where
I aui prepared to give particular attention to boarding horses; also a first
class Livery in connection with both
stables. Ail orders promptly attended

HAYES,

Proprietor.
dec29d2w

BOSTON & NEW YORK STOCKS
Bought and told
and upwards.
Orders by mail

on

or

a

margin of

telegraph

a

2 per cent,

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
JOSEPH CLEAR

24 Congress St.,

T, Manager,

Boston,

Nlasj.^

HAINES,RICHARDSON
—

DEALERS IN

We know that finer leal anil sweetening than is
used In Koree’s Rainbow does not exist. "To dealers in tobacco who do not sell Koree’s RainDow,
we will, on application, for, a limited time, sent
free of charge a «0 -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitc hell * Co., Boston, Mass.
nodd3tn
oclO

EIERY

WEEKJfU

AIL IMS.

tickets and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine AC. 11., Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all poluts West and
dec20dlff
South.
For

sails Saturday,

OHiiBial

kinrsirN'rii

k mi

m.

Information

Far Owk.a, Slow I real and.Ckiraga,
m. and 1.30 p. in.
Fer tiaekec, 1.30 p. m
Far Hackdeld aad t'aataa, 8.46 a. m.
1.30 p. in.

address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS *

or

8.46

A

Ml., BmMm.

dtf

Fron t.rwtalaa aad

TRAMKKS.

street; E. W.
corner Congress and Farris
Streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Middle and Franklin streets; D.
P. Horr,Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and Free
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Danforth
street;Cook, Everett* Pennell;John W. Perkins
& Co.; H. H. Hay * Son. and A. W. Smith, DrugW. W.
gist, 107 Portland SL, Portland, Maine.
Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square, and WoodMe.
Jlylleodly
ford*^ Comer, Deerlug,

gist; 787 Congress,
Stevens, Druggist,

and

During the next

tomers 8 per cent,

1.46 p.

12.16 p. m.
Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
rarlor cars on day train between Portland and
Pullman

Montreal.
Tlt'BKT

Lowest (ares from* Portland. Yarmouth JuneIon and Danville Junction as follows: To Chlcaio. (21.00 and (10.00: Detroit, (16.75 and
116 00: Kansas City, (32.50 and (28.88; St.
hull <32.50 and (28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
125.00and *21.26; St. Louis via. Chicago. (28.60
md (24.00; California. (82.50 and (83.75.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
WM. KDGAK, G. P. A.,
J. 8TKPHKNSON. Supt

Portland

Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders un<l
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from Qeneral Debility with Loss of Appetite,
■

<

etc.

New

Investor’s

_

(Trade Mark.)
lie only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
and
prevent an Apoplectic Shock.
reliev.you
it i> a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart Disease, Angina Pec-

toris, Chronic Bronahltls, Liver
Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

Send 15 cents for “100 emergencies and how to
treat them.”
augSeodly

Windham. Standlsh, Umlngton. Set,ago, NapParsoustleld, Kezar Falla. Denmark, Lovell,
,ml Conway Comer; also for No. Brldgton, liar rlou and Waterford via Hndgtou.
so.

monials.
Dor aalt

by Druggists onJ Dtaltrs

in

Trains Arrive la Porll’kad.
<

BERRY,

$oob) Job at(qouL SfoitUet,
87 Plant tttr—t.

To Vessel Owners.
has been thor-

Hallway
in readiness to
THE
oughly rebuilt, aud is
take out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
Port

Clyde Marine

—AND—

< KUItfNKSS’

FOR STRENGTH USE

BOVININE

l STANLEY & SON.

Bush’s Fluid Food.

IMPORTERS.

410

Address.

dacl6dtf

satisfaction guaranteed.
W. 0. BTIMPSON. Jb.,
Fort Clyde, Me,

and

Fore

rttf

FIST U LA ri:“

detention from huaine**, also all other <11*
of the Rectum.
Cure gnMrnntc«d.
tKAD (14. D. Harvard 1*42) and HOP.KRT
tKAD (VI. D, Harvard l*7fl), Kvana Hoium*. VOm
175 Tremont Street, Roaton. Reference* given,
joneultatton free.
Office
Bend for
lour*, 11 A M. to 4 P. M. ibanday* and holiday#

inifc

or

*:**»»•*

pamphlet.

KMtetedaJ

__end tf
without the u*e of knife
ligature, or detention from
bu.ilhefw.
All ilhitilW of the
Kvctum *ucce**fully treated
by Dr. I. T. FI*H. »

cured
or

receipt of One Dollar.
A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston. Mass.
on

octlO

THIS PA PEI i

eotlCm

Street.

U<>v24

Pneumonia, Amentia, Marasmus, and all Diseases
of Children. Builds up the system idler severe
surgical operations. Soothes aud alleviates
ulcerated aud cancerous conditions of the
stomach and rectum. Is the only nutrient that
will permanently cure nervous prostration and
debility. Feeble Infants and children and their
exhausted mothers thrive wonderfully. Contains no medication whatever. 12 os. contains
the strength of 10 lbs. of meat. If your druggist
does not keep tt, we will send a 12 os. bottle,
express paid,

STOUT,

For Sale In the Original Package by

The only raw food In the world. Keeps In any
Climate. Does not become putrid like most
other meat extracts. Is retained by the most
Irritable stomach. Creates new and vitalised
blood faster than any other preparation. Sustains life for months by Injection. Is dally saving
life In cases of Phthisis, Typhoid aud Relapsing

now

dispatched quickly

0.33 a. ok. from Bartlett and way stations.
1.33 p. as. from Montreal, Burlington and West.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
'HAS. U. KOYK, G. T. A.
Oct. 7.1887
OCtTdtT

Bass’ English Ale

Mcdiciut

Fever, Diphtheria, Bright’s Disease, Neuralgia,

STEPHEN

Frycburg,

I es,

will

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HtrrcmtfsoN A Co..
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price$i.oo a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testi-

DR.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
saararlai HOVOtV, on. IO
INtf.
; mil until further notice, Pajwenaer train* will
leave f*«rll»u«l .1* follow*: &.A3 Me
fur BrulKton.
No. CouBethlehem. Laucaaf Zllll
-*■«-“-t. r, Whltefleld, Littleton. Wells' Klvir. Montpelier, St. Johnsbnry, Newport, Sher1 irooke, St.Johns. Montreal. Burlington, Swanton,
I Igdensburg and West.
3.13 p.m. Local, Portland to Bartlett and In
ermedlate stations, with Stage connections for

1

Remit with advice to, JOHN 1». KNOX
& CO., Investment Bankers and Loan Agents,
Topeka, Kan. Boston Office: Room 24, No. 38
dec6eod*wlm
Bromfield Street.

Medical Rooms 96 Frackllo St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as lucurable by the allopathic aud homeopathic physicians, I will take their case to treat and cure
them. I find that about four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp aud *2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, *1.00.
Office hours 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tt

Canadian Pacltlc Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

V'^^way.FabyHii’ii,

us

our

Qgdensburg R. R.

PORTLAND and MONTrEAl LINE.
)uly line making direct connections with

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Spots before
lieart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation. Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or

Mortgages in Kansas.

Write for

OFFICE

35 Eiolunga St., and Oaool Fool tf India SttaL

Nov. 28. 1887

days we shall give our ous
on any money they may send

Guide.

•

m.
I ram tfurkrc,

On and after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.46 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.16; East End.
Great Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk’a, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Ltttle Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portlanu at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portlaud for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
seplOdtf

90

for Investments we have for sale. We have on
hand First Mortgages and applications for money
upon Hist mortgage loans, mostly upon 180 aero
farms, amounts ranging from *250 to *500. We
have also mortgages in amounts *1,000 to *20,000
at 7 per cent, which wo offer. How much mouev
They are A 1
can you furnish us for these loans?
security. The stringency in the money market
enables us to cut down amounts applied for in
each case to an amount that is safe beyond a
doubt. Now Is the time to get a nice line of small

8.48 a. B.

m.

Freak Gorham, H.45a.ill.. 111. 15and 8.46 p. n.
Fraat Chicago aad .vioatreal, XS.16 and

corner Grove

8 Per Cent First

Aakara,

12.16. 3.16, 5.45 and 8.46 p.

LADIES!

Mo

EXCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA.

nr

own

—

PORTLAND, MK

to

VaaRRiin

re-

after MON DA Y.Nar. 4M, l»S»,
traia. will raa a. f.ll.w.i
DEPABTl'BI*
.80 and 8.46
F« t Ankara aad l,ewi.taa,
a. m. and 12 46 and 5.20 p. m.
Far Gorham, 8.45 a. in. and 1.30and 6.20p,

Dyeing, at borne, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everyThey
where. Price I Oc. a package—40 colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
in packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fad
Do yonr

A

no29eodtf

apply

rvciohi

sale at

aad

Oa

.sails Tuesday, Jan. 10, Noon

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

&CO.

Office 322 Commercial St.9

Vo*

aa

Oct.20.1887.oct21dti

■vriwnttin

Great reduction In rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and Uhlan.

CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO,
Jan. 21, 2 p. m.

Ike Provinces

BRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANAlJ.

From New York, pier toot ol Canal 8t„ North
River, for Han Frnncinea via The Isthmus nf

ISLANDS

gilt edge loans.

F. C.

Portland.

and South America and Mexico.

COLON

palais in

duced rales.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. E. BCOTHBY.Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt

ABBIVAL8.

Boston.

$60,000
FIRST MORTGAG

all

—LINE FOB—

«10

KINKKL’S COPY BOOK [75 cts.] with the
Elements and Exercises to be written, is a useful book for teachers and scholars.
Any Book Mailed for the Retail Price.
dec24

a. m.

Limited Tickets. Best aad secaad class, fee

__«tf
COMPANY’S
STEAMSHIP
PACIFIC MAIL

■ 13 SMM Mtreel, Car. Bros.

50 cts.. War Monga 60 cts.,
Jabile* and Plantation Manga 30 cts. Min
atrel Monga. new and old $29 Good old
Monga we lined to Ming $1.

(.’•liege Monga

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

Ki

California, Japan, China, Central

cnd tuc DiANnrnDTP

THA'MS.

Of

ARRAN6EMENT

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

From

J. F. MERROW 4-CO., Proprietors.
eod3m

a.;

On and after Monday, October 34, 1882,
Passenger Trains will l/esre 5* Ttlandi
Fsr Worcester, t liman, Ayer Junction.
Nashua, Wladbaaa and Kppiag at 2.30
a. in. and 1.00 y
at.
Par Manchester, t'sacerd, and points North

For NEW YORK.

Liverpnnl and Periluml

nouns fko.h 91,00 a

A

D. ID.

Portland & Rochester R. H*

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Ocean Steamship Co.

respect.

III.

..

Remodelled, Refnrnlslted, Newly Decor,
ated, and now kept on the

*

It.

PORTLANDS WORCESTER LINE.

Cabin.$50, *60,$76..Return *100,*125,*150

RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Agents, Savannah Pier. A. De W. SAMPSON, Agem. Central
R. R..2D1 Washlncto » St.. O. G. PF-ARSON,
Agent, 8. F. & W. lt’v 211 Washington 8t.,
OR VIA

EUROPEAN PLAN.

ut Portland H HI)

MTACSK CONNBCTIONM.
DAILY—From W. Miuot 3.30 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; Buck held 3.60 p. m. for W. dimmer
and Turner: Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Fern
5.30; Dixfield d.OO; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also lor
Breitun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leavn
Mexico 6.00, DlxBeld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Portm.
L.
L.
LINCOLN.Bupt.
land 12.06 p.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A._octBdtl

Vancouver
November 3d.
November 17th. | Sarnia
1st.
December
[Oregon
[December 24.
BRISTOL MICK V ICE. (Avonmouth Dock.)
STEAMERS.
From Avonm’tlil
December 3d.
( Toronto

28,

8sr.

1807.

and Portland, via MoLiverpool
Sailing betweenvIIIm
-a ml II :il iflix
1.1

Arrangement—la Kffect

(Vinter

DOMINION LINE.

WE WILL DO IT WELL*

full assortment of sizes and lengths of timber
and plank in stock at our yard on Brown's Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

HARRIS, GAGE & TOLM,

Portland, me.

1.00,8.00 p. m. Perlsmeuth, NewbaryHa leaf, l.yna 2.00, 9.00 a. in., 1.00, 8.00
Aauesbnrv O.OOAm., 1.00, 8.00p. m.
tConnects with Rail Lines for New York.
(Connects with Hound Lines (or New York.
"West Division-North Berwick to Scarborn
Crossing.
Through Tickets to ail points Wsst and South
(or raie at Per tlasd Mtaiiea Tirket Odlce and
at A aien Ticket t*«cc. III ku haap •treat*
JAB. T. FUKBEK, Uen’l Manaver.
Bos to a.
D. J. FLANDERS, uen. P. & T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent,
a.m.,

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business and places
of amusement.

1VE WILL I>0 IT QUICKLY.
WB WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

I»R. SHERMAN lias taken
rooms at No. 135 Free street, near Congress
Joints aud Nalls treatBquare. Corns, Outgrowing
Do not look tor her aded in a skillful manner.
her
but
for
sign.30-1
vertlseinent

WANTS

HOUSE,

them

SOLTHLRV FIVE LUMBER.

dog pup; must be
a good one; address, stating color, age, and
Me.
28-1
Falmouth,
West
Box
Lock
“K,"
price,

STREET,

REVERE

will compupilsand
their

WANTED.

WANTED—Mrs.

EASTERN DIVISION.
daily,t9.00a.m.,

Per Beslan atfg.OO a.m.,
11.00.
10.00 p. 111. Beslan far Pertland 7.30, 9.00 a.
m. 12.30 p. m. ("7.00 p.m. dally). S’eee Plica
belli. ‘.1.00 a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. Dtv. Pass.)
Mace 0.00 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Biddeford 2.00.8.00

Boston iPliiladeljiliia
DIRECT

Crossing.

boro

NEW ENGLAND AAH SAVANNAH

Mquare.

HICUABDSON’S NEW METHOD

_30-1

REMOVAL"

dec21

EXCHANCE

Directors,
business that may come before them, will be held
Refinery Office, Fore St.. Portland, Maine,
on TUESDAY, January 10,1888. at 3 o’clock p.
JOS. P. ’THOMPSON, Clerk.
m.
dtd
dec20
at the

As the musical New Year heaves in sight, we
greet it witli the “sound of Cornet,” (or any other
musieat instrument, for all of which Oliver
Dit»on A- i.., provide the very best Instruction

wear;

D—The name of the gentleman who
delivered a package at house rear of 709
Congress street, Portland, Me., about Christmas
time, 1886, intended for Mrs. Mary Hargadon.
Address above named, 124 GREEN STREET,
Portland, Maine._38-1

40

Market

show win-

you go up
the
dow of BROWN’S Shoe Store and
WHEN
wonderful bargain in Ladies’ Goat Boots; reduced

from $3.00 to $2.25.

HOLD BOOT.

Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dtv. to Hcarboro Crossing.
MONDAY THAINM
[or Beslan 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dtv, to Sear-

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrivlug.in
season for connection with earliest trains for
points beyond.
Through tickets for Pravidracr, l.awcll,
Worcester, Sfo Vsrk, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 5 o’clock,
J. B.COYI.K. Manager.
novltl

Refinery

Stockholders of the

in every

I, the undersigned have opened in con*

agency
Enghouse
manufacturing
BY land businessoffice,
article. J. D. WI1J.ETS, 150

Allen

Eagle Sugar
that their annual meeting
THE hereby notifiedand
action upon any other
for choice of

The Musical 1888.

28-1

WANTED.
a

THe

Mnverkm,

(via So.

Dec. 8.

CENTS

Maine.

National Traders Bank.

461 CONCRESS STREET,
dec31eodtt

WANTED—For canvassing in an
established business. Address giving age
and previous occupation, BOX 1298, Portland,

A

Meeting of the stockholders of the
Bank, of Portland, for the
election of seven directors, and for the transaction of any other business that may legally come
before them, will be held at their hanking bouse
on TUESDAY', the tenth day of January, 1888, at
11 o’clock a. in.
dec9tdGEO. C. PETERS, Cashier.

p.,m._ KaetCT,

12.40, 3.30, *6.80

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

Annual
THECaual
National

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men's cafe aud billiard-room added, and first-class

recommend them for inreatmeat.

Active
$36000 to $50000 wanted in the
of New England

TUE8

DAY, tne tenth of January, 1888, at 10 o’clock a.
m., for the choice of Directors aud the transaction of any other business that may legally come
WILLIAM H. SOULE; Cashier.
before them.
Portland, Dec. 10, 1887.deelodtd

Broken.

are

BROWN,

rooms;

ply

Portland,

on

AKKA.KUEY1KNTM.

FIBST-€LAS0 STKAMEltfl

TUB

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of

TIIE
the Cumberland National Bank of
will be held at tbeir Banking Room,

BOSTON.

NO HUMBUG.

LET-Furnished house ou Congresss St.;
is well adapted for boarders.
Apply to
2-1
L. TAYLOR. 505 Congress St._

LET-Three good tenements of six rooms,
with Sebago water in each, all in nice order,
situated in rear of 227 Danfo'tli street; also Dree
rents of three rooms eacli; price $4.00 to $9.00 per
month. Apply to JOHN F. PROCTOR, Centennial

__-od&wnrin

CIMBERLA.M) JAT10M BAM.

one

LET.

stairs rent of

for

Look In the show window of Brown's Shoe Store
and see that these goods are Just as advertised, and a rare bargain.

of the best of Its class.

Hotel,” Norway,

m

order by one of the best manufacin the country; aU new,fresh
and regular, at

yst.25 PER PAIR.

on me awuw veuwM

CUHHMAN, Auburn, Me.,

our

turers

_

__

ine many

R. R. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
Kor particulars and terms Inquire of

we

Goat Button Boots

oc6tf

homestead of the late Captain Thomas
Morse, in Cray, Maine; house new and modern ; commodious barn and out buildiugs, all in
condition; three minutes walk from post ofthe farm
ce and Maine Central K. K. Station;
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
all excellent
between wood, pasture aud tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and farm crops;
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
in
the
business
doing
city.

lVIKTEB

are

gsj TO
of Tnsli‘fftNU,vf:t-5%Q*)^B
Ilie®

and transaction of any other business which may
legally be presented, will be held at the Bank on
TUESDAY, Jan. 10,1888. at 10 o’clock a. m.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Dec. 10, 1887._deelodtd

EAGLE SUGAR REFINERY.

offer One large lot of Ladies fine OH Tanned

one

^fnted^S!?drWir^tSrEai5.^irtt^r^^t ^o5^r:
FARM FOR SALE.

<

of the Stockholders of

E Annual

Meeting
the Merchants’ National Bank of Portland,
TH
for the choice of Directors for the eusulng year,

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY.
Being overstocked,

9-4

TO
&A

ammmlon,L™Yf

lfeals Ilie

MERCHANTS' NATIONAL BANK.

SPECIAL.

January 2,1888.jan2dtf

HAEE—Hardware business: satisfactory
address

reason for selling. For particulars
FOR
A. N. GOODWIN & CO., Bridgtou, Me.

oi tne

shareholders of the National Traders
Bank, of Portland, are hereby notified that
annual
their
meeting will be held at their banking
room on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January
o’clock
a. m., to choose live Directors
11
at
next,
for the ensuing year and to act on any other busthat
iness
may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
dec'Jdtd

R

weather
filling orders for tlieir patent air tightdoors
aud
strips. It takes the place of outside

Meeting oi tne stocicnoiuers

on TUESDAY,
their Banking
day of January next, at 10.30 o'clock a. m.t for
the purpose of electing seven Directors for the
eusulng year, and for the transacting of any other
business that may legally come before them.
J. E. WENGHEN, Cashier.
deelodtd
Portland. Dec. 1), 1887.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Per Hasten 7.30, 8.40 a. m„ 12.40. 8.SC p. m.
Hasten far Pertland 7.30. 8.30, A in., 1.00.
1.00 p. III. (5.00p. in. arriving No. Berwick at
1.00 p. m., connecting with 0.36 p. m. train lor
Hrnrere Brack. Pine Paint,
Perliftad.
Care, Biddeferd 7.30. H.4(>, 10 25 a. m., 3.30,
Old Orchard, 7.80, 8.40,
>5 30 6 15 p. ill
Nerth
In 26 a. m., 12.40,8.30, *5.30. B.15 p. m.
Berwick,Ureal Palls, Bevel 7.10, 8.40 Am.,

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

Canal National Bank.

H. C. Baxter this day retires from the
Arms Davis Baxter & Co., and Portland

MKAHEK, 80 Exchange street.28-1

A.

bargain. For particulars,
ELYS
Catarrh address GEO. L. BEAL,
CREAM BALM MB? <ll. ^JJB Norway, Me.
dec24d2w

rassaKeS.l|^f/?Ay^HEAn]
Allays PaluamlJK|]^rvi°(g;^

Annual

Bank of Portland will be held
THEFirst National
the tenth
Booms

effect Huuiluy. Oct. -J'J, INM7.

in

STEAMERS.

at

Dec. 118»7, and continue
V. W. Hen non. of Hoalon.
of Faria, France,) Inatractor
and Critic#

Day Class, (Life
By the month

PORTLAND.

Or

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART.

FOR

a

Cl e tiiiscs t li
Kasai

meeting of the Stockholders of the Stroudwater Hall Company, will be held at their
Hall. In Stroudwater, on SATURDAY evening,
January 7,1888, at 7.30 p. m., to bear the report
of its officers, choose officers for the ensuing year,
and to transact any other business that may
legally come before them.
WALTER FIOKKTT, Clerk.
Jan2d3t
Stroudwater, Jan. 2,1888.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

dtf

jan24

HAEE-Apotliecary Store. For sale at
a bargain, a druggist’s stock of goods and
fixtures in a good location in Portland, Me. Price
$1200. Apply t i.IOHN J. PERKY, or DENNIS

DRY, Biddeford. Me.

?11 ^m.ophoHo^coLm Wall Si NewYork.
This

29-1

street-_

OJIPAm.

A
INSTRUCTION III ENGLISH AND CLASS

HAEE—St. Bernard Pups; pedigree
To be seen at STABLE rear of 308

known.
FOR

Danfortb

FOR

keerrts

MARINE HOSPIT29-1

at

AL.

engine, and

for the beautiful co/or>

t

phaeton, sleigh,
in good condition. Apply

windows,

been

ANNUAL .11KKT1N« MTKOU VWATl K

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

BOSTON

come before them

STEPHEN K. DYER, Clerk.
dec31dtd

eodtf

re

or

More Than One Million

legally

HALL (

CO._

KNOW THYSELF.

on
ing
said wliarl, SATURDAY, January 7.1888, at 10
o’clock In the forenoon, to act on the following
articles, viz
1st—To choose a President.
2nd—To choose a Clerk and other officers (or
the ensuing year.
3rd—To act on any other business that may

FOR HAEE.
HOED at once, at some price,
two good business horses. Inquire at No.
38 PLUM STREET. Portland, Me.31-1

Union Wharf

Corporation
proprietors
are hereby notltled that their Annual MeetTHE
will be held at the office ol the Wharfinger,

Specialty.

a

True Brown, Boston

decs

to

WANTED—An

ton.

Literature.

commence
fiwr months.

a

BV8IME8S

eodtf

IHO8E8,

aud

Kekek«nck—Prof.

Will

(100H
j
girl of some experience to care
WANTED—A
for child two years old; good wages. AdP. O. BOX 698, with reference.2-1

wages

St.. Portland, Me.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Elocution

p.

NOTICE.
ol

Culigrnpln

Congress

jyi*

MRS. J. P.
BAXTER, 61 Peering street.2-1

WANTED—Apply

circular.

DRAWING SCHOOL

HAEE—Pony,
children to drive, with pony
fit for lady
FOR
harness, two lap robes, complete,

2d. sell Nellie V Hokes, Gould, Providence.
SALEM—Sid 2) st, seb Katie J Barrett, McLeod
coal port.

Sept 4. lat 12 03
Clara. Irom Manila for New York.

to

FOR

"lid

Spoken.
N, Ion 120 OC E, ship Santa

and 8.80

HAEE—One Kranicli & Bacli piano, and
one lot old Mahogany furniture. 10 a. in.,
Saturday, Dec. 31st, at 18 Exchange street. F. O.
30-1
BAILEY &

_

24, sch Maggie Dalltng,
Dalling, Pensacola.
Cld at Nassau, NP, Dec 21. sell William Green,
Crockett, Fernandina.

ut,

JOHN BROWN, 6 Tolman Place.

MELLEN PLUMMEB, Treasurer.
Dec. 2(1, 1887.
dec28dtd

Pupils thoroughly Instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

WANTED—A

per

Kelley,
Adams, do lor do.
BOSTON—Cld 31, sell Cornelia Soule, Francis,
Tenant’s Harbor, to load lor New York
Sid 31st, seb Lizzie Carr.
Ar 1st, brig Jennie Hulbert, Norton, Philadelphia; schs Laura E Messer, Gregory, Charleston,
E C A Trua, McLaughlin. Hoboken; Jas Nichols,
Blake, Damarlscotta; Ellis P Rogers, Moore, from

Leonard. New York.
AratCardeuas Dec

Stenography.
_

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

TuThS&Awly

MASS—Ar 2d, schs W B Herrick,
f°FALMOUTH,
Boston lor Baltimore; Andrew Adams.

_.

28-1

gentleman of good address,
who can give good references and who has
energy and perseverance; a good salary If suitable ; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
o

thirty

_

Foreign Ports.
At Adelaide, Nov 30, ship 8 F Hersoy, Bennett,
lor Port Darwin.
At Melbourne Nov 30, barque Adam W Spies,
Field, for Boston.
Passed St Helena Nov 30, ship Wacliusett, Oakland, Hong Kong for New York.
Ar at Honolulu Dec 10, barque St Lucie, Ersklne, Utsalady.
At Buenos Ayres Nov 18th, ship Enos Soule,
8oule, from Tacoma; barques Shetland, Haskell,
Auburudale, Wooster, from
from New York :
Portland; John E Chase, Park,do; Corypbene,
Gross, from New York; Virginia, Pettigrew, from
Montreal.
Ar at Surinam about Dec 2d, brig C A Sparks,
Harris, Boston.
Ar at Ilavaua 27th, barque Havana. Simmons,
New York.
Cld 26th, brig Tcneriffe, Tracy. Matanzas.
Ar at Matanzas Dec 24, barque Jose E Moore,

CUMBERLAND M'F’G CO.

Express Company.

CREAT DISCOVERY!

Domestic Rotes.
ASTORIA, O— Passed out 24th. ship Nancy
Pendleton, from Portland for Sail Fernando.
PORT TOWNSEND-Ar 23U, ship Ed O'Brien,
Tavlor, Port Blakeley for San Pedro.
Ar 24th, ship C F Sargent, Barker, San Diego.
SEATT LE— 1II port ZDlll, snips IJIUO afluiri,
and Gen Knox. Libby, for San Francisco; Highlaud Light, Sawyer; Geo F Manson, Morse, and
Geo Curtis Sproul, for do, ldg.

men

__

Sp ay, Maloney, from Ne e York f r
Lynn, was struck by a squall 31st. while passing
through Hell Gate, aud lost ttylug Jib.

iis,

STREET.28-l_

the

Brldgtop, Me.,

Portland School of

A

—Oood

of

meeting
Bridgton Savings
Bank will he held at the office of the Bank,
THE
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 4.1887. at 3 o’clock

BOV

fice__29-1

Company.

mHE stockholders of the Ocean Insurance CoinM.
pa»y are hereby notified to meet at the Company’s office on Wednesday, the fourth day o(
January. 1888, at 3 o'clock p. m., for the following purposes:
1st To choose seven directors (or the ensuing
year.
2d. To vote upon the expediency of closing the
concerns of the Corporation and dividing the capital among the stockholders, or of making any oilier change that the stockholders may see lit.
3d. To transact any other business that may legally come before them.
By order ol the President and Directors.
( HAS. F. FI.AdCi, Sec’y.
decl4_

on
m.

K4ll.ltO.4bH.

STEA.8KKM.

BRIDGTON SAVINGS BANK.

WANTED—To work In offlce and
around store. Write to A. C. D., Press Of-

stating

Sls'cii Sliver

Sch M A Drury, from Norfolk for Providence,
before reported ashore at Point J udlth, went to
pieces 1st Inst, during tbe storm.
Sch Emma A Cutting, from Boston for Bath,
parted chains at Gloucester Sunday nigh* and
went ashore, bilged and filled wilh water. Probably a lotal loss. Crew saved. Tbe vessel was 68
tons and was owued by C'V Mluott, Plupsburg.
sell Helen, from Rockland for New York, arrived at Edgartowu 1st wilh cargo of lime on fire,
aud probable loss of vessel.
Jonesport, Dec 20- During a severe gale last
flight, eighteen vessels were driven ashore at tins
port. Sell Ada Barker is badly chafed, and the
Carrie C Ware, is badly cut. Sen Josle, rudder
aud bottom chafed. Sch Ella Brown adly
amaged. Sell Centennial, bowsprit and headgear
gone. Sell J C Nash, badly chalod and lylug In a
bad position. Sell Bat. bowsprit gone aDd bottom
chafed. Eva & Bell, lost two anchors, shoe, and
Nettie B Dobbin, shoe,
is ashore In a bad place.
Scbs Freeport, and
fore foot, and rudder gone.
Elle
Marla, slightly damaged. Ned P Walker,
and Orrie V Drisko, collided and both lost topaud chafed sides. Ocean Romp
masts, stove r.
lost two anchors, bowsprit, and damaged head.
Yankee Maid, rudder gone, keel partly gone, aud
lost one anchor.

EDUCATIONAL.

SITUATION

office.__26-1

days.

LAUNCHED-At Bath 2d, from the yard of the
New England Shipbul ding Co, the four-masted
double-decked centre-board schr Blanche M King,
1156 tons, to be commanded by Capt Theodore
Anderson, of Port Richmond.

TO

SAI.ENMAN

to

removed In
to three hours.

LET-A very pleasant furnished front
room with bay window on first floor at 161
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOD8E. 17 tf

WANTED—Traveling
acquainted with
and Vermont,

a

Dr. JOHN F. TBUE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
»9-Tape Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
mlnutea
from one hour and

TO

Insurance

Ocean

annual

g

Sold toy all Di*xisk1»1»PRICE 35c* 50e. and 81.00.

LIT-Store Nos. 117.119 Middle St., one
of the finest stores In the city; suliablefor
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely baseineut; dry and lighted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of IE E. THOMPSON, 164
Brackett St.__24-4

HKI.P.

MALE

—

STKEKT._211-1

28-1

intelligent Protestant woman
Apply at
to assist in the care of a family.
124 PEARL STREET.27-1

It Is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent and effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease._

TO

CONGKKSS

lent my
It to my
81 Vi Exchange

sword and
old
Attention—TUe
JOHN C. COBB,
fflee

for
small family,
WANTED—Domestic,
Miuijoy Hill. Address,
be seen, E., Press
and where

‘A

LKT-Two sunny front rooms, without
board. In Congress Square. Apply at 599

to whom I
belt will return

man

dres,

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Queenstown Dec 30, ship Columbia, Ho-

Francisco,

Saturday

O
B

FROM

gau, San

evening

FEItlAEE HELP,

X

<

by

27-1

L\ts*T—Saturday

M1N1ATURK ALMANAC.JANUARY 3.
Sunsets.4 14 Il.gbwater

be

Dec. 24, a brown fur
I cuff. The finder will confer a favor by returning it to the office of the PROVIDENT AID
SOCIETY, No. 80 Exchange street, Portland,
27-1
Maine.

u...i

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR !

21

seal-skin muff lined with

brown
brown
It at 159

May

gone

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
A burk test of greatness is to be nsed as a Stan
dard, and when the countiy doctor or cheap grocer tells ttie consumer that this or that Flavoring
Kxtracts belter than Burnett’s, we consider it a
victory for Burnett’s.

I'ainu.
22 Pure gro nd ld660®7 00
60 Pure dry ieadti 00ail 25
8
Veu Ked.
3a 8Vi

Sulnur.2V4®8Vil

\1ABINE

Portland Dally Press Stock List.

higher.

academy?’'

■

NKETIMUR.

ANNUAL

HOOSIM.

loot and found.

MISCELLANEOrs.

4®4Jil?^rtl. 60® 70
Cardamons. 1 00,a 1 76ICastor.1 25@1 30
® 6% INeatsfoot. S»o®i 00
bi-carl).3%
Soda,
Hal..2 Vi® 31 Elaine. 62® DO
Canary seed-.

I

•*lr*«aai *i. tubiirn. YIr.

ure

U. 8. Hotel, Portland.Koom
Referin to 4 p. m.
Consultation free. Send for paiapb
experience. Hundreds cured.
codtt

guaranteed.

At

i 8,every Saturdayfrom 0 a.
nces given.
>t.
10 years

nrartsEE f sepU

_

—-

CITY GOVERNMENT.

Ti l 1C. PHTCBS.
TUESDAY llllllMM., JAN. 8.

The

Regular Monthly Meeting

of the

City Council.

QF1TLAND AND VICINITY.
Ordinance

to-i»aw

HW

Western

on

Cemetery

Passed on Third Reading.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Portland Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument.
For Sale—Grocery and Provision Store.
Will You Do It—Corulsli Brothers.
For Sale—Hack and BlvighHack.

New Ordinance

The

on

the Collec-

tion of Offal Recommitted.

Bros.
Merchants’ Marine Railway Go.
Atkinson House burnishing Go.
Removal—Kendall & H hitney.
Wanted-All to Gall and See.

Hamburg Edgings-Sines

Masonic Relief Association.
Ira F. Olark—The Clothier.
Co-Partnership Notice.
M. G. M. Associalion.
Wauted—Partner.

The regular monthly meeting of the City
Government was held last evening, and action was taken on n number of matters of

interest.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Mayor Chapman presiding; absent, Aider-

_

Gatley and Smith.
Two insane persons were committed to the
asylum at Augusta.
The Mayor appointed Henry A. Jackson

men

Backache Is almost immediately
relieved by wearing one of Carter's Smart Weed
and Belladonna Backache Plasters. Try one and
be free from pain. Price 25 cents.
d&wlw
jauS

and Edward A. Miles special policemen
without pay.
Miss Aunie Thompson
A protest of
against the change of North street, was referred to the committee on laying out new

__

Thou Shalt Not Covet
thy neighbor’s box o( Hop Ointment. Go totby
druggist, buy a box for,25 cents. Take no other.
Insist on having It. -Vever falls. Try it. You
decSXeodlw
will praise It.

streets.

The monthly report of Recorder Dyer, of
tlie Municipal Court, was examined and or-

DON’T
let that cold of yours run on. You think It Is a
light thing. Bui II may run into catarrh. Or Into

pneumonia.

Or

dered
The

relating to the Western
Cemetery was passed to he engrossed.
A communication from the City Solicitor

consumption.

Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia Is dangerous.
Consumption Is death itself.
The breathing apparatus must be be kept
healthy and clear of all obstructions and offensive
matter. Otherwise there is trouble ahead.
AU the diseases of these parts, head, nose,
throat, bronchial tubes and lungs, can be delightfully and eutlrely cured by the use of Boschee’s
German Syrup. If you don't kuow this already,
thousands and thousands of people can tell you.
They have been cured liy It, and “know how It Is
themselves.’’ Bottle only 75 cents. Ask any

druggist.

voted to give the Electric Light
Company a hearing at the next monthly
meeting of the City Government on their petition to erect poles in various streets of the
city.
TIIE CITY LOSES 810.71.
A report of the committee oil the number
of hours that the electric lights of the city
It
were out ttie past month was presented.
showed that of the arc lights, all told, the
number of hours they were out was 509J; of
the incandescent, 410 hours; making a loss
to the city of 810.71 lor the month of De-

xiiuiiiiJauu.

1). W. Snow, S. Sirout.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

APPROPRIATIONS

received.

ft.nl ttia

pended,

gave them

a

good drubbing.
The hose carriage of No.

5 was sent down
on a still alarm to Commercial wharf last
eveuing to extinguish the flames that had

broken out again.
We have received the calendar for 1888 of
the Quincy Fire Insurance Company, of
which Joseph II. Webster is agent. It is
of the handsomest we ever saw and is
beautifully decorated in gilt and colors.
one

Yesterday, New Year’s Day, was observed
by the public oflices and hanks as a holiday,
but the w holesale stores were generally kept
Tlie Middle street retail stores were
closed in the afternoon.
The masts of a small ninety-ton schooner
protrude above tlie water, about eight miles
from Cape Elizabeth. They are supposed to
be tlie masts of tlie John James which
open.

foundered several weeks ago, filled with corn.
There were 187,000 tons of coal handled in
Portland last year, of which 153,500 was hard
and 33,500 soft. There were 114,600 tons consumed here and tlie rest in Maine and New
Hampshire towns, representing a total of

$1,028,000,
The music box, given by L. J. Perkins &
Son to tlie person guessing the nearest to the
number of matches shown in tlie jar, was
obtained by Mr. Fred B. Ricker, he guessing
8.765, and the number in the vase being 8,762. James Crawford was next with 8,750.
A horse and sleigh driven by two hoys, belonging to Kilpatrick on India street, while
turning the corner of Exchange and Fore
streets broke down, throwing the two boys
out. They escaped with slight bruises. Tlie
horse started to run but was

caught before

going far.
It was Mr. IV. Henry Anderson of the
New York Life who had the life insurance
on Mr. W. H. Sanborn.
During his seven
years agency a death lias never occurred upof the policies written liy him until
the death of Mr. Hobson (wlio bad a $10,000
policy) and Mr. Sanborn's was tlie second.
This afternoon, at 4.30 o’clock, Mrs. Bellows wii! read, by request, the following
on one

selections from Browniug’s poems: “Saul”;
“Any Wife to Any Husband”; “Doubts and
Scruples”; “Home Thoughts from Abroad,”
and “The Bishop Orders iiis Tomb at StPraxed’s Church. This will be the last of
the

_

readings

in Mrs. Bellows’ course.

Missionary Meeting.
The missionary meeting of the Woman’s
Auxiliary for Foreign Missions, held at High
street church yesterday afternoon, was one
of more than ordinary interest. Mrs. W. H.
Fenn conducted the exercises. The vestry
was filled with ladies eager to iiear one who
could speak from a thirty years' experience
in India as a missionary of the American
Board- Mrs. Capron. This veteran missionary gave an inspiring address, the central
thought of which might he expressed as
“The power of God’s Word.” Around this
thought clustered descriptions of daily work
among the women of Madura, a city of 75,000
inhabitants. The essential feature of Mrs.
Capron’s work is carrying tho Word of God
Into homes and there leaving it to work upon
heart and life.
Women of all castes are included In the
visitation. Bible women (native) carefully
trained in the Scriptures assist in the work,
these being allowed to teach no other book
In their visits. No allusion is ever made by
these visitors to the heathen religion, idol

gods

or

temple worship.

the Word of God

placed
superior

Rel’unce Is

as a

-o

power
that when read it shall drive out the inferior
and foolish. It is found that these Hindu
women, many of them iut**:. gent aud refined, though encased in ignorance, are
quick to gras)) spiritual truth when their
eyes are opened. This was illustrated from
actual experience in Mrs. Capron’s work. It,
on

quite impossible to give an adequate report of this rich and suggestive address, but
all who were present can but remember the
is

helpful words.
The annual thank-offering in behalf of the
famine and file sufferers of Turkey amounted
to more than 8120, and it is expected that it
will reach 8150. This is a creditable offering
from our

Congregational

ladies.

from

Japan.
The bark Guy C. Goss, Capt. Hoane, arrived at this port from Iliago, Japan, yesterday afternoon after a voyage of 107 days, a
Arrival

veryjgood passage. The Goss brought a
__large earijo of rags for the Cumberland Paper
Mills. The voyage was not especially
eventful. The last ten days it was very
stormy and the men suffered from cold.
Upon her arrival at the lower roads, in tow
of the Belknap, from Wood Island, she was
visited by Dr. Meserve ol the Board of
Health, who after examination of the papers,
and vessel, authorized her to come to the city
today. The crew are Americans except two

Japanese.
Amateur Journalists.

The fifth convention of the iMaine Amateur Journalists’ Association was held at the
A
Falmouth Hotel yesterday afternoon.
large and enthusiastic number was present,
and seven new members were admitted.
Resolutions endorsing Portland as the seat
of the next convention of the New England
Association were passed, and that body will
probably convene here next July. Tho following officers were elected:
President—A. 1!. Leach, Porll .nd.
First Vice President—F. S. McDonald, Tlioniaston.
(Jfilelal Editor—Miss K. W. Itlpley, Deering.
Secretary— C. F. Magoun, Bath.

Hamburg Edgings.
Eastman Brothers & Bancroft have just
opened their spring importation of Hamburg
edgings, and have a full line of cambric,
nainsook, jaconet and Swiss muslins, in
edgings and insertions, in sets, all-overs,
and Bouncings to match in most exquisite
designs. The trimmings put upon the market
by this firm have gained a great repute
among the ladies.
«

nnrnnri of 1 An moilu far

received and

]

placed

on

file.

The following orders were passed:
That a committee of two be appointed to
procure the printing of the voting lists for
the municipal election in March next.
That the City Auditor be authorized to
transfer, at tlie close of the financial year,
all balances of unexpended appropriations
to “moneys unexpended,” and with tlie same
to balance the accounts where the expenditures have exceeded the appropriations, so
far as tlie same may be adequate to the purpose; and to make the necessary transfer of
appropriations for closing the accounts of
the financial year.
That the Mayor attend tlie annual meeting
of the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, to
be held Jan. 17th, 188#, and cast the city’s
vote for tlie present board of directors.
That the use of the Common Council room
be tendered to the Maine Press Association
for its meetings on Wednesday and Thursday, tlie 25th and 26th lusts.
That th6 sum of $10.37 of the sewer assessment on the estate of Daniel Cronan’s
heirs be held in abeyance until Mr. Cronan’s
dower right in said estate ceases.
That the City Treasurer pay to the Widows’ Wood Society $240, the annual interest
of tlie Clapp Trust Fund, for the benefit of
poor widows and others.
That in accordance with tlie recommendations of the committee on drains and sewers,
the sewer assessment for a sewer in Pine
street, on the south side thereof, being assessed to tlie estate of J. H. Brown, be abated to the umonnt of one-half of the amount.
That tlie committee on Fire Department re
new the contract heretofore existing between
the city and the owner of tlie steamboat
Mary W. Libby for fire service during a time
not. to exceed one. year from January 1. 1888;
and, further, for such service by said steamer or its substitute, a sum not exceeding $15
per hour for each boat.
That the City Treasurer pay all claims
and bills, approved by the several committees, to tlie committee on accounts and the
Mayor, which are or may be in excess of
specific appropriation; and the city auditor
is hereby authorized to allow and charge the
same to the proper appropriations.
That tlie City Treasurer pay to tlie various
persons named in the reports of the committee on laying out new streets, the sums severally awarded them for damages sustaiued
by them in laying out certain streets, $100,
aiid to the heir of Jacob C. Barker, $289.20.
These sums when expended, to be charged
to appropriations for contingent.
That it shall be unlawful lor any person to
coast upon any street except those assigned
and designated for tlie purpose of coasting.
That the City Solicitor commence legal
proceedings to recover of John C. Schwartz
the amount of sewer assessment due from
him as owner of land on Newbury street
unless a satisfactory adjustment of the same
shall be made.
Thai to carry into effect an order of tlie
City Council approved Feb. 3, 1885, the City
Treasurer give to Clark A Chaplin Ice Company a deed of a lot of land containing 88,112 square feet; and that the City Treasurer

ropolvw

frntt.

voiil

pnmnnnv

M!ss Etta Given of Lewiston,

the young
thrown
lady
out of a carriage at Augusta, some weeks
ago, is still confined to her room and most
of the time to her bed. Miss Given becomes
easily confused and it is feared she will lose
so

in full

tion and payment for said lot a deed of certain lots of laud containing 88,115 square
feet. All above lots referred to are located
in CapeJElizabeth, in tho vicinity of For
est City Cemetery.
That the Commission of Public Grounds
be authorized to expend $150 iu excess of
their appropriation, the same to be charged
to unexpended balances.

the use of her right arm.
Miss Julia Folsom, of Augusta, who has
been in the clerk of court’s office for a number of years sailed one year ago the llth
inst. on a voyage round Cape Horn to California, accompanied by Miss Maud Gould.

their passage by the
They were delayed
cargo shifting and din’t arrive until September 5th, somo eight months’ voyage. Miss
Folsom arrived home on Wednesday last
after a year’s absence.
A petition to Gen. B. F. Franklin, president of the board of managers of National
Hoiims for Soldiers, is in circulation by the
friends of Rev. G. 1{. Palmer, of the Methodist Church, Augusta, a veteran of the war,
having been a member of Co. 1, Nineteenth
Maine Regiment, for the appointment as
chaplain at the National Home for Soldiers,
at Togus, vice Rev. C. L. Wells of Gardiner,

The following petitions were granted:
Of James Torrington and others, to grade
Island Avenue, Peaks’ Island.

Of I). Welch & Co., and of Ingalls Ilros.,
eacli to erect and maintain a steam engine.
Of Winfield S. Sanborn and John Murphy,
eacli to maintain fish markets.
Granted,
subject to the approval of the Board of

Health.

Of certain parties, for the erection of incandescent lights at various places, and also
a formal petition for the erection of an incandescent light at the corner of Park and
Spring streets. Referred.
In Joint Convention.
was

joint convention the health ordinance
considered.
City Clerk Burgess stated

that he had received bids from different par.
ties for the removal of the city offal ranging
from $200, the lowest, to $450 per month, the
highest bid. $1200 per year is the price now
paid for the collecting of the city offal. This
includes only house and retail fish market
offal, but the collection for which he received
bids not only includes that but also all
offal from fruit and grocery stores; hence
the advanced price charged by the bidders.
Alderman Briggs said that bo far as a site

fora stable .was concerned the committee
had come to no conclusion, but there are two
places where it might be erected, one near
the foot of Hancock street, where the city
owns property, and another on Back Bay,
near the stone crusher; a new stable for the
street department is very much needed. He
also stated that the Board of Ilealtli|does not
care to have anything to do with a health
department, and if they did tiiey would
want a salary of some $500 per year for their
labor in looking after the affairs of the department. The Board of Health is a State
board and in a certain extent independent
of the city.
acted on the
convention
Before the
ordinance, lie said that it was the desire of
the committee to be allowed to make certain
alterations in it and asked that it be laid on
the tabic until the next meeting. By vote
of the convention the ordinance was recom-

mitted.
Fred C. Clark
lumber.

was

appointed

surveyoi of

In Common Council.

Absent, Messrs. Hutchinson and Mc•
Clutchy.
Mr. Laughlin offered an order authorizing
the Commissioner of Public Grounds to expend $150 above the appropriation, and
charge the same to the unexpended balances.
The order was passed and sent up. Mr.
Laughlin explained that the Commissioner
needed the money to put the Oaks in condition for skaiing.
Mr. Laughlin offered an order, which was
passed, that the use of the Council Chamber

be

tendered to the Maine Press Association
for its annual meeting.
Papers from the npper board received concurrent action.

Adjourned.
Woodford’s

Episcopalians.

The Episcopalian Sunday School children
of Woodford’s were pleasantly entertained
at the residence of Mrs. C. T. Ogden, on

Clifton street Saturday evening. The little
folks had a lively good time playing games
and enjoying refreshments.
This is an interesting and noteworthy
school. It w as started three years ago with
but three scholars, it now numbers an average attendance of thirty, and has acquired a
small library. These are fine bright children, constant in their attendance, and are
highly favored under the instruction of one
well educated and capable as Mrs. Ogden.
Mrs. Ogden lias held the school in her parlors and has been assisted by Mrs. Tryon
so

and Miss Chad well.

__

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
PARK GARDEN.

Brennon & Quinn’s Dramatic Company,
like that of J. S. Moulton’s, is an organization that produces popular plays at popular
prices. The company is well balanced and
of good quality, is well dressed, and the
play? in which it performs are well mounted. The Streets of New York was given
with much dash at the matinee yesterday,
and in tlie evening “The Galley Slave,”
Todrew' a large and delighted audience.
night ‘‘Led Astray” will be presented.
THE MESSIAH.

The list of attractions in the Stockbridge
entertainment of tomorrow evening, is very
large. Mr. Whitney Mockridge is the lead-

ing concert tenor in the country; Miss Rose
Stewart is a great favorite, as is Mr. Lichtenherg, and the trombone quartette always
pleases. Tickets at Stockbridge’s.
armand’s benefit.
a largejaudience at the complimentary benefit to he tendered Mr. E. F.
Armand, the banjo player, at Mechanic’s
Hall tomorrow night. A host of local talent
will appear.

There will be

A TRIP TO BERMUDA.

Mr. E. H. Elwell will open the Mechanics
tomorrow evening with his lecture
Whatever Mr. El“A Trip to Bermuda.”
well talks about be makes particularly in-

course

teresting.

OF

from the ocean and a toppling state of
the huge wave crests that told of a counter
storm at sea that would soon overwhelm the
off-shore one. Meantime a large three masted
schooner was discovered between the two
winds, and being tossed about at the mercy
of the waves. At 10 o’clock she had drifted
so dangerously near the rocks, only a few
yards west of where the Australia was
wrecked that her auction were let go and a
signal for help was hoisted. The lile-saviug
crew launched their boat aud pulled alongside, but their proffered assistance was declined, and either the cutter or a tug boat demanded. Although sent for neither cutter
Night
nor tug came to the schooner's relief.
was now approaching and with it came the
threatened southeast tempest.
At 0 o’clock p. m. it was blowing a living
gale right on shore with raiu falling in torrents, placing the vessel and her craw in
most imminent
peril. The light-keepers
and life-saving men were all of the belief
that the schooner most soon sunder her
cables and be cast on the rocks, aud every
proper preparation was made for saving
the crew which in the face of the terrihe
storm and awful sea promised small chance
The life-savers hastily drew
of success.
their gun and breeches-buoy apparatus to the
cliff overlooking the apparently fated vessel,
and thus fortunately averted the catastrophe.
At 8 o’clock the crisis came, the vessel s
cables had surely gone and she came with
sterm-forenwst with the speed of a racehorse toward the rocks. Now with a sudden
swerve it is seen that her head turns quickly
to the east, her jibs are hoisted, her sails
swell to the gale fore and aft, she careens
nearly to her raiis but soon gathers headway
aud an involuntary cry of joy goes forth
from the anxious watchers on the shore when
it is seen that the danger is past.
The writer has since learned that the vessel was the A. It. Weeks, Captain Alpheus
M. A. H.
Henley.
roar

GBAY.

At a regular meeting of Sebago
O 1

4l,n

fnllnndnn

THE COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS.

officers were elected:
President—J. H. Dow.
First Vice President—C. B. Belknap.
Second Vice President—J. F. Marston.
Seeietary and Treasurer—M. A. Holden.
Directors—E. L. Jordan, G. W. Tenant, E. I.
Hall, H. H. Jones. A. E. Perry, L. B. Roberts, A.
E. Snowman, Clias. McNeil, CUas. H. Osgood,
Lewiston; 8. AV, Whitcomb, Baugor.
Auditing Committee—8. C. Lang, VV. F. Weeks,
F. T. Potc.

lowing

a

large

number of tickets sold. The members and
guests are requested to meet at the Preble
House as early as possible. Dinner will be
served at 8 sharp. Ex-Lieut. Dow lias prepared a brief history of the company, which
will be read.
Speeches will be made by
m am
nlkn..
—---

WEDDINGS.
D YE R -JOHN SO N.

The last evening of 1887 was celebrated by
the nuptials of Mr. Fred L. Dyer and Miss
Lizzie M. Johnson of this city, whose friends
gathered in goodly numbers at No. 7 Vesper
street, their future residence, to witness
their marriage. Tbe ceremony was performed by tbe Rev. A. H. Wright, of the St.
Lawrence street church, after which a collation was served. Mr. and Mrs. Dyer have
entered upon the new year in a pleasant
home, and with every prospect of happiness.

They desire to express their grateful appreciation of the kindness of their many friends
who remembered them with substantial and
useful gifts. Mr. Dyer is an employe of the
Grand Trunk Railroad Company. His bride
is the daughter of William D. Johnson of
this city._
In

Memorlam.

meeting of the vestry of St. Stephen’s
the following action was taken in
reference to the recent death of John Farwell Anderson, a member of the vestry for
At

a

parish

twenty years past;
Almighty God having taken out of this .world
the soul of our late associate in the parish and
vestry of the 8t. Stephens’, we desire to place on

record our sense of the great loss we have sustained ill his death. Our dear friend and brother
will long be affectionately remembered by us for
his uniform courtesy, ills fidelity to principle, his
consideration for others, his friendliness to all
and Ills unusual affection for Ids friends to whom
Sincerity was perhe was always loyal and true.
haps his most marked trait, a virtue not uncoma sense
mon and we could desire, Blnce it Is in
The services
the common bond of all virtues.
were
which lie rendered St. Stephen’s
numerous,
and will be held in grateful remembrance. He
showed ills faith by his works.
What Mr. Anderson was to his native city and
State is well known and widely appreciated.
With one of our most important public works,
the Portland & Ogdenshurg Railroad, his name
will be forever identified, as the engineer, of
whose genius and industry it must remain a monument more enduring than marble.
Voted: That a copy of tills minute be transmitted to Ills sorely-bereaved family, witli our
assurance of sincere sympathy In their deep affliction.
A. Dalton,
I Wardens
S. T. tORSKR,
ua
George H. Starr, J
Casco Steamboat Company.
The Casco (Steamboat Company has organized for the purpose of doing business in
Casco Bay, and elected these officers:
President—Montgomery S. Gibson.
Treasurer—John F. Liscomb.
Directors—Montgomery 8. Gibson, John B.
Curtis, Charles B. Rogers, Ben). J. Willard, John
B. Coyle.

Capital stock, $1K>,00«; paid In, nothing;
par value shares, $50.
Bramhall

Lodge.

On Thursday evening next Bramhall Lodge
K. of P., will publicly install its officers and
give a line entertainment. The Gland Chancellor will be present and conduct the installation ceremonies, alter which the entertainment will be given, which promises to surpass anything of the kind ever attempted by
Let the Knights give
the order in this city.

the Grand Chancellor

a

good reception.

The A. R. Weeks Safe.
The schooner A. R. Weeks, which was reported in a very dangerous position off the
Two Lights iu the storm of Sunday night
arrived in port safely the same night. Capt.
Henley said the vessel was so near the rocks
after she anchored that if she had been 75
feet to leeward nothing could have saved
her. When the change of wind came she
slipped her anchors and chains and ran in to

Portland without accident.

llfll-

CONFESSION

OF

FAITH.

By Which It Is Hoped Any Injustice
May bo Corrected.
To the Headers of the Press:
In common with many

publishers

ami edi-

CLARK’S GREAT IANUARY SALE

hnve been accustomed to look upon
certain statements which we have seen in
our columns as merely adroit advertising.
Consequently we feel justified in taking
the liberty of printing a few points from a
private letter recently received from one of
our largest patrons, as a sort of confession of
faith to our readers. We quote:
tors,

we

CLOTHIN G
—

“We have convinced ourselves that by telling what we know to be true, we have produced at last a permanent conviction in the
public mind. Nine years ago we stated what
the national disease of this country was, and

given it.

040

We have

“The statistics of one of the largest life insurance companies of this country shows
that in 188a and 1884, the mortality from kidney disorders did not increase over the previous years: other companies stated the

coats then
to next

thing.

stated that the ravages of Hright’s Disease were insignificant
compared with other unsuspected disorders
of the kidneys of many misleading names;
that ninety-three pereentof human ailments
are attributable to deranged kidneys, which
fills the blood with uric acid, or kidney poison, which causes these many fatal diseases.
“The uric acid, or ktdncy poison, is the real

and

we

Black,

good

anticipated.

time is

Worth

Knowing.

Which life insurance company furnishes

possible cost
protection
and at the same time guards against possible
misfortune or inability to continue payat the

sure

lowest

The Mutual Beuefit Life Insurance Company of Newark, N. J., guarantees in its
contracts four (4) distinct options which are
plainly and definitely stated in its policies:
First—Cash (surrender values) any time

paid.
after two years’ premiums
Second—Casli loans to policy holders.
Third—Extension for the full amount of
the policy till the last cent of the reserve is
used (the timfe being stated in years and
days.)
Fourth—Paid-up policies.

Its

policies

are

free from all restrictions after two years.
Having done business in Maine continuously
since 1845 we can furnish reliable testimony
from our numerous customers that the. cost
of Insurance in this Old Company is as low
as the lowest. Correspondence solicited,and
full information furnished by the agents,
Aug. H. Ford, C. F. Dunlap, 28 Exchange

street._
“Lady, by yonder blessed

moon

1

swear,”

I’ll buy no soap but the Index.

Dec. 31, by Kev. A- H. Wright. Fred
Miss Lizzie M. Johnson, both of

Ill this city.
L.:Dyer ami
Portland.
In Wind hem. Jan. 1. by Eev. K. J. Kyle, Howard
H. Boody of North Windham and Miss MaryC.
Wescottof Btandish.
In Cumberland Mills, Dec. 31, by Rev. E. M.
Cousins, Isaac M. Farrar and Miss Mary A. Lawrence, both of Westbrook.
in Cumberland Mills, .Jan. 2, by Rev. E. M. Cousins, A rthur 8. Rowe and Miss Edith M. Colley,
both of Cumberland Mills.
In Hootlibav. Dec. 21, James K. Auld and Miss
Allie L. Montgomery.

In this city, Dec. 31, Miss Maria A. Edwards, of
Gornam. Me.
In this city, Jan. 2, Charles E. Fierce, aged 36
years.

[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 36 Mayo street. Burial private.
In this city. Jan. 2, Hattie K.. wife of Rosvoe G.
Barbour, aged 33 years 11 months.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at No. 18 Cumberland street.
Hi this city. Jan. 2, ltobie W., son of Charles J.
and E lza D. Anderson, aged U years.
[Funeral service Wednesday forenoon at 10.30
o’clock, at No. 6 Cumberlaud Terrace.
In this city, Jan. 1, Carlotta. daughter of Cbas.
E. amt the late Caroline B. Abel, aged 24 years 5
months.
[Funeral service tills Tuesday afternoon at 2.30
o'clock, at No. 32 Brattle street. Burial private.
In this city, Jau. 2, James Hogan, aged 69 years
8 months.

[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Jan. 2, Walter, only child of Thofuneral hereafter.]
Jan 1, Kose Mains, aged 48 years 11 months,—
wife of J. DeL. Smith. [San Frauclsco and Philadelphia papers copy.
In Deering, Jan. 2, Mary L„ wife of Harry C.
Berry, aged 26 years 4 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 1 o’clk,
at her late residence, Deering.
In Cape Elizabeth. Dec. 21, Olias. G. Allen, aged
Dec. 31, Mattie G.
30 years 1 mouth 21 days,
Alien, aged 2 months 22 days.
In Denmark, Dec. 20. suddenly, Fanule, wife of
Allban Bradbury, aged 38 years.
lu Brunswick. Dec. 24, Kev. Josiali P. Stiucbfield, aged 60 years.
In Otlsfleld, Dec. 8, George Hill, aged 30 years.
In Casco, Nov. 18, William Hodgkins, aged 68

[Notice

of

uiv lurm uvnsu wi
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state that his fatal rheumatism was caused
by kidney acid in the blood.
“If the doctors would state in official reports the original cause of death, the people

of this country would be alarmed, yea, nearly panic stricken, at the fearful mortality
from kidney disorders.’’
The writers of the above letter give these
facts to the public simply to justify the
claims that they have made, that "if the
kidneys and liver are kept in a healthy condition by the use of Warner’s safe cure,
which hundreds of thousands have proved to
be a specific, when all others failed, and that

100 doz. 25c Braces at only
Tho bes. bargain In New England.
00 doz. 45c Blue Ribbed Hose at

1 lc
25c

39 doz. 75c Common Sense Overalls 39c
The best bargain In the State of Maine.
72c
20 doz. 81.25 Cardigan Jackets at

at

low

equally

Look at

ence.

We

certain they have awakened a wideinterest in the public mind concern-

are

spread
ing the importance

of the kidneys. We believe with them that they are the key to
health, and that for their restoration from
disease and maintenance in health, there is

nothing equal to this great remedy.
The proprietors say they “do not glory in
this universal prevalence of disease, but having started out with the purpose of spreading the merits of Warner’s safe cure before
the world, because it cured our senior proprietor, who was given up by doctors as incurable, we feel it our duty to state the facts and
leave the public to its own inferences. We
point to our claims, and to their public and
universal verification with pride, and if the
public does not believe what we say, we tell
them to ask their friends and neighbors what
they think about our preparations.”
As stated above, we most cordially commend the perusal of this correspondence by
our readers, believing that in so doing, we

fulfilling

are

a

simple public obligation.

Will YOU IIO It?
in our back
shop which we would like to keep
bnsy through the winter months
we shall offer our

Having

a

large

crew

In 8aco, Dec. 31, Miss Sarah A. H. Wbitteu,

After

Diphtheria

The patient recovers strength slowly, as tlie system is weak and debilitated, and the blood poisoned by the ravages of the disease. What Is needed
is a good reliable tonic and blood purifier like
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which has just the elements
of strength for the body, and vitality and richness
for the blood which sson bring bark robust health.
After scarlet fever or pneumonia It is also of great
benefit.
“After recovering from a prolonged sickness
with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up, I took two bottles of Hood's Sarsaparilla.
It seemed
I felt good results from the first dose.
to go from the top of my head to the end of my
Is
a
toes. I know Hood's Sarsaparilla
good thing.’'
G. H. Stbatton, Druggist, Westfield, Mass.
‘•Upon our little girl, who lias been sick witU

scarlet fever, tlie use of Hood’s Sursapailla was
marvellous, entirely removing the poison
her blood and restoring her th good health.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla deserves our higher pralge.”
E. G. Stbatton, Swainpscott, Mass.

most
from

Hood's

HEM WEIGHT WOOLENS
at prices which the most economiWill
ical buyers will appreciate.
yon please see our goods and get
our prices before buying.

Very respectfully,

Cornish Bros.

IOO Doses One Dollar.

eodtf

jan3

KOVAL.

R

We have Kemoved to

Sarsaparilia

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Prepared by
C. I. HOOD, & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

ARE

OVER.

Thousands upon thousands have been
made happy and in turn have made
thousands upon thousands happy. To do
this millions of dollars worth or all
kinds of goods have changed hands.
Some of these mementoes will long he
remembered and give lasting pleasure
to the recipients, and grateful hearts
have poured forth their acknowledgments to the doners. Liberality at this
season of the jcur is always to be commended, but let us see where the dealer
comes in.
He, of course, must make
presents and in the majority of cases
delights in so doing, and ushally gets
through at the end of the Holidays.

BUT

TheATKINSON

SALK—One of the best Groceries and
Provision Stores in the city; stock, fixtures
and team all in (list class order; business about
£ 1 ooo per month, can e;isi!y lie doubled; reasons
Adfor selling, the owner Intends to go West.
dress, A. B. C„ Press Office. _8-1

Building,
Whitney
Federal and
Temple St.,

Corner

Kendall &

and see the bargains
Just
hi sample boots, shoes and slipper
Come b and
W.
DEAKBOKN'S.
at
F.
received
get our prices.
_: v

WANTED—Autocall

_

TT
one

ness
with a

preferteil.

MAI.E—A hack; also for sale a sleigh
hack. Enquire at Wilson’s .stable, ot J.
DUNNING.
_3-1

IXOH

after doing their share of making everybody happy now propose to almost
give away the

ODDSandENDS
left over.
Here, then, is an elegant
PLUSH SOFA, the rest of the Set was
sold for a present, and we shall sell this
ordtnarilly it
odd piece for $15.00;
EASY CHAIRS,
would bring $25.00.
from our regular Sets, worth $20.00,
LADIES’
we shall sell to-day for $12.
PLATFORM ROCKERS. In Plush, old
price (18.00, to-day we shall sell them
Small PLUSH PARLOR
for $12.00.
CHAIRS, nice to 1111 in with if your parlor is not full already, to-day for $5.00;
they are worth $8.00, but the suit to
which they belong is broken up and they
must go for whatever they will bring.
Handsome LEATHER CHAIRS for$(i. 00,
$7.00, $8.00 and $<.M)0, that sold in
the Holidays for $8.00, $0.00, $11.00
and $12.00; and odd BUREAUS, odd
COMMODES, odd BEDSTEADS, and doz-

Special
-OF

CURE

flick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of tho system, such a£
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, Ac. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

Headache, yet Cartor's Little Liver Pills are
pro
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and also
venting this annoying complaint, while they
the
ortho
all
disorders
stomach,stimulate
correct
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Merchants’ Marine Kailway Company will be
held at their office, No. lt»7 Commercial St., on
TUESDAY, the 10th day of January. 1888, at
ten o’clock a. m., for the election of officers, and
the transaction of such other business as may
legally come before them,
JOHN H. KUSSELL, Clerk.
jan&itd

THE

^PARTNERSHIP "NOTICE.
tlie undersigned, have this day formed a
partnership under the firm name of Kmart
& Doten. for the purpose of carrying on the wholesale and retail Lumber business at No. 860 Commercial St., head of B. & M. It. K. Wharf, heretofore carried on at the same place by S. M. Smart.
S. M. SMART.

WE,

“

Uiiifi

uuu

ui

iiuc’i

uriuugiuF,

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not bo willing to do without them. But after all sick head

Sale !

ACHE

Is the bane of so many lives that hero is where
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to tako. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
usethem. In vials at 25 cents ; flveforfl. hold
Uy druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.

UHL SmallOose. SmallRw*'

Relief Association.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Masonic
Relief Association, will be held at the office
of the Corporation, on TUESDAY, January to,
1888, at 7.30 p. m., for flic purpose of hearing the
for the en
reports of the officers, electing officers
suing year ami for the transacting of any other
business which may legally come before It.
Per order,
aLBHO E. CHASE, Clerk.
janSdtd
Portland, Jan. 2, 1888.

before It.

Per Order, CHARLES W. ROBERTS,
Recording Secretary.
dlw
jan3
and
Express copy.
CyAdvertiaer

HINES BROS.
PRIZE

F. 0. BAILEY t CO..

Remnants of

10

Remnants of

12 yards.

.Remnants of

15 yards.

lli^li

And all sizes and kinds of CARPET
Remnants at your own price. Tapestry
Velvet, Body Brussels, All Wool, Cotton
and Wool, all will be sold to dose up
the stock for the new year; then we have
All Wool Carpets that we can’t duplicate; the goods are the best In the market and are sold regularly at SO cents
per yard, but tomorrow they go for 57
cents; lots of them are handsome for a
Bailor, a Chamber, a Bluing Boom, a
Hall, or any part of the house; and we
have enough of these for any sized room;
now please consider your best interest
remember we are not
and come early;
doing this to make money, our only object Is to dear ont these Remnants and
make room for a dean spring stock.
Come to the OBHS and ENDS and REMNANT SALE, and don’t be late; you shall
have the goods at most any offer to
close them, at

CIunsi,

House Furnishing

Marseilles‘Quilts

$l.00each; worth $1.50.

—

COB. CONGRESS AND BROWS STS.
dec20_dtf

SITTINGS

n-nny

nr i

win

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
(if weather is fair at the last of the week;
give a few for

peupiu

All these true and important
facts must he ingeniously woven
together in the form of an advertisement, and the following list of

Friday and Saturday,
Dec. 30 and 31,
—

AND

WILL

—

ON

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and

Thursday,

Jan. 2d,

.‘Id, 4th and 5th,
AT

—

3 O’clock

—

Each

Afternoon.

A Few of theArtists

Represented:

PIIHCHARD, Paris.

rilAA. H. do

BEI.LKVAIX.

HOUSE

PEZANT,

E.

HU.I.EK, Munich.

A.

KBANMB,Munich.

and

F.

NORR, Munich.

F.

nCUI.ENINI.iEH. Munich

%

OCHER, Munich.

Contestants must seud in their
Ads. with their name and address
on or before Monday, Jan. 9th, and
the name of the winner will be
announced the following Wednesday, Jan lltli.
We reserve the right to publish
the Prize Advertisement during
the week.

A. D.

IIETZ. Munich.

HONTEMEZZO, Munich.

W. F. HULK, London.
and IOO alhcrs.

ilec29il6t

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission
Salesroom 18

FURNISHING CO’S

-—

THE ATKINSON

The sole agency of this world renowned instrument.

Exchange Street.

COR. PEARL AND MIDDLE STS.,
PORTLAND, 1*1 E.

illt

YOU

IF
H.—Ask for ikr|Ul'K»KTT:OKGAN

—

ARE

uine

THINKINC

OK HAVING A

are

—

HIGHLY ENDORSED

Life

Si*c

Crayon

or

Colored Picture
ot

yourself, your friends,theor your children,

HOTEL

SANITARIA,

BELLEVIEW,
niiEiov

co.

ri,oRiD.i.

Those wishing a pleasant home (or the whiter
a delightful climate will find It l» their
advantage to consult Uie proprietor, l>lt H.
KftlUIIT.
Also furnished houses and rooms^or light house
nov22eod2m
keeping.
months In

Medical Profession.

!

FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peerless asa Preservative.
Perfect as a healer.
At

druggist., ‘Skill-Sucre..’
25c. A 75c. ‘Skln-Surce*. Soap*
25c. l’almer ChemicalCo.,N.Y.
TOKTUKK of Skin eruption Is allayed by tbe
use of Sklu-Success Soap.
Try It.
HEALTH Is Impossible if the pores be clogged.
Skin-Success Soap cleanses and.stimulates them.

STXJ3DIO,
and examine those

Opp. the
sep28

ou

exhibition.

Falmouth

This is the
exact label on
each one of the

Pearl
call ut

Hotel.
dly

Top

Chimeys.
The dealer
may say and
think he has as

BV VMS

EVENINGS.
'Itt
Jai.3_

OPEN

“

imitations.

dtf

In nil ruses of pimply eruptions the salutary
effect of Skin-Success Soap is quickly apparent.
skin uml Menlp diseases cau be cured by
Palmer’s Skin-Success. Soap cleanses, ointment
heals.

-?

t-

THIS is the top of the genPearl Top"
Lamp
similar
all
others
Chimney,

PORTLAND,

Jau2

MAMMOTH STOKE,
Jyl5

C. W. AI.I.EN
4tf

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Poniano.
TUNING TO ORI1KK.

Merchants

HouseFurnisiiingCo.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
,q.

Paris.

Paris.

A.

BAII.EV.
inarl4

PIANO!

—

—

F. O.

ATKINSON

BE

SOLD By AUCTION

PROF. CARL

THE

—

HEACttVEl'ME, Paris.

DINNER SETS.

dtf

St.,

A. (.EVEN DECKER. Paris.

TEA, BREAKFAST

514 CONGRESS STREET.

OX

—

E. A.

DRAPERIES,

decl9

—

PARLOR

SUITS,
CHAMBER SETS,
for presents
STOVES and Ranges,
Before
it
is
A Last Gtiancs
CARPETS,
HANGING LAMPS,
TOO LITE
CLOCKS,
SEWING MACHINES,

Photographer,

AT

vrnv

goods mentioned:
We have thus far been able to keep up wiib our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we have
had to do, which still gives thoso who wish to sit

—

227 Middle

FIRST-Why is it for the inter-

SHINE’S,

Tlodcrn

GALLERY OF F.O. BAILEY & CO.,

and most telling advertisement
embodying the following facts:
est of every laboring man
household
his
to
buy
goods of us?
SECOND—Why is ours the
best stock to buy from?
THIRD-Why is it the most
expensive yet the cheap*
est stock?
FOURTH-Why should everybody see it before buying
elsewhere?

AT

—

FIVE DOLLARS

at

—

ATKINSON PAINTINGS!

$5.00.
50 pairs Silver Grey Blankets, at $1.00 pair; reCOMP-A. 3VY,
duced from $1.50.
Blan50 pairs heavy Grey
make the following special offer,
kets at $1.25 pair; reopen to all children under loyears,
duced from $2.00.
whose parents are customers at
50 pairs 10-4 White Blan- their store. Any article of
at
$1.50 and
kets
$2.00 pair; reduced
from $2.00 and
in value will be given to the Hoy
$2.50.
or Girl w ho shall write the best

ALL

OF

European

pairs 11-4 California
Blankets $3.25 pair;
marked down from

yards.

Remnants of 20 yards.

EXHIBITION
—

25

100

AUCTIONEERS

I

COMPETITION I

NewYorkStore.

we can

THE

come

cheap.

buy from it be pleased?

11HE

PORTLAND MOI.IMKIC* A MAII.OKS
nowcmtiT association.
Annual Meeting of the Portland Soldiers
& Sailors Muiiuinciu Association, will be
held on MONDAY evening. Jau. 9.1888, ut 7.30
o’clock, at Reception Hall, for the election of
officers and such other business as may properly

are

—

MADS

jan3dlw

Jlii.enic

price.)

lleefers at $3.24

At the same time we shall place on sale several
different lots that have been in the store for a short
time, at such prices that everyone will know they

FOR THE LOMU WEEK.

tv

E. A. DOTEN.

Portland, Me., Jan. 2,1888.

Keversible Collars and Cuffs
at 20c. a box, (wholesale

To-day, Tuesday, Jan. 3d, we invite attention to
opening display of Hamburg Edgings.
The goods were manufactured expressly for us in
Saint Caul, Switzerland, and are marked at very low
prices.

BLANKETS

full sets that have been broken which
we shall sell for less thau cost to manufacture; and If you want any of these odd
pieces you must come at once; price is no
object; we shall close out these odd
pieces at most any price.

Whitney.
Railway Go.

prices.

our

SHINE’S

FURNISHING CO..

Ui

***l

■

HOUSE

PUS

i» Manufacturing
established and pays good preles;
.f
aln
out
with
moderate capital
3-1
Address S. B. C.. Press Office.

TAT ANTED—Partner 111

]au3_dtf

Merchants' Marine

$3.24

HAMBURG EDGINGS!

Foil

Carpet Department.

—

years 10 months.

aged 66 years.

Christmas Holidays

M.C. .n. AUKOCIATIO.V.
A stated meeting of the Maine Charitable Meeiianic Association, will be held in the Library
Boom, Mechanics’ Building, on 1HLBSDAY
EVENING. Jan. 5th, at 7.30 o’clock.
B.B. SWIFT, Secretary.
jan3d3t

LARGE and FASHIONABLE STOCK
OF

Neckwear, Collars and Cuffs,
Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear,

prices.

CJray

our

He

_«*
THE

Our readers are familiar with the preparation named.
Commendation thereof lias often appeared
in our columns.
We believe it to be one of the best, if not
We know the
the best ever manufactured.
proprietors are men of character and influ-

10 Hoz. 25c. Mittens at

Hundreds of other Overcoats

has received the endorsement of the highest
medical talent in Europe, Australia, and

America, many a life would be prolonged
and the happiness of the people preserved.
It is successful with so many different oases
because it, and it alone, can remove the uric
acid from the blood through the kidneys.

Keefers,

etc.

$10.40

Blue and Brown

in prices of

Hoys’ Overcoats,

etc., at rock bottom

v «

the cause of death. He was not frank enough
to admit that the apoplexy which overtook
him in his bed, was the fatal effect of the
kidney poison in the blood, which had eaten
away the substance of the arteries and brain;
nor was Logan’s physician honest enough to

Ilii? reductions

only $19.84

80 $0.00 Overcoats at

the victims of consumption are first the victimsof diseased kidneys.
fT lieu

have

40all woolBeaverOvercoats in

of the majority of cases of paralysis,
apoplexy, heart disease, convulsions, pneumonia, consumption, and insanity; over half

official of the United States was announced,
his physician said that although he was suffering from Uright’s Disease, that was not

Our entire stock of Ulsters
to be sold
at wholesale
prices to close.

want to carry

we

season

Lined Overcoats at

neys.
we

Over-

more

of those elegant $30. Satin

as, ten years ago, chemical analysis to determine the condition of the kidneys was not
required, today millions of dollars in risks
are refused, because chemical examination
discovers unsuspected diseases of the kid-

“Nine years ago

GOODS !

decided to sell the balance

It is not presumptuous for us
to claim credit for checking these ravages.
“Seven years ago we stated that the condition of the kidneys was the key to the condition of health; within the past five years all
careful life insurance companies have conceded the truth of this statement, for, wheresame

—

FURNISHING

GENTS’

that it was rapidly increasing. Five years
ago we stated that a marked check had been

AND

cause

DEATHS.

C. K. Miller.

«.:iu„-.,
..—
J

Lodge, No.

alonfrlH

for the ensuing year:
C. C.—Albert .J. Small.
V. C.—George Pennell.
Prelate—James Morrill.
K. of It ami S.--G. M. Edwards.
M. of E.—William Cbitmau.
M. of F.—James Libby.
At a regular ineetiug of George F. Sliepley Post, No. 78, G. A. It., it was voted to
hold a camp fire at Cobb’s Hall Saturday
evening, January 7. An invitation has been
extended to the Ladies’ Relief Corps. A

THE CADETS.

At tlie annual meeting of the Portland
Cadets last evening the following officers
were elected:
President—J. H. Dow.
Treasurer—Serg. F. AV. York.
Clerk—Priv. Charles Collins.
Asst. Clerk-Priv. AA7. A. Ulmer.
IJ. M.—Priv. G. C. Jose.
Armorer—Priv. H. A. Power.
Executive Committee—Corp. C. E. Davis, Priv.

A

innrn

MARRIAGES.

At the meeting of the Mnine Couimercial
Travelers’ Association last evening, the fol-

_

noronna

cers

OFFICERS.

Chaplain—Rev. A. W. Little.
The committee on reunion reported

OUR

BEACH.

are

STOCK BRIDGE COURSE.

ELECTION

BOWKBY

The gale of Wednesday last was a hard
have
one, and the sea ran very high; but we
experienced a number of southeasters hero
of far greater event.
The storm that ushered in New Year’s day
rewas in several respects one of the most
markable, and one liable to prove most disthese
astrous to shipping that has visited
Bliores for a loug time. Between three aud
four o’clock a. m. it began snowing with the
wind blowing a fresh breeze from the north.
This kind of weather continuned until noon;
but during the time there was an ominous

ments.

Tickets for the Messiah, which will be
presented by the Haydns at Mechanic Hall
tonight, can be secured at Stockhridge’s*
Banks’s and at the Hall. The soloists will
be Messrs. Pennell aud Coyle, Mrs. Fellows and Mrs. Morrison.

PETITIONS.

Iu

severely injured by being

oam

OliPKBS.

niglit.

sparrer,

was

present.

City Auditor,

eteries, public grounds and buildings, electrical appliances, schools, schools for the
deaf, and new schoolhouses, have been ex-

Two roughs made trouble on the 8 p.m.
boston & Maine train Saturday night, but a
a

n

Hotel, is open to congratulations. He was
married Sunday, at Bridgton, to Miss Ada
Morrison. The happy couple have gone on a
wedding tour South and West. The best
wishes of all follow them.
Mr. Thomas D. Hitchcock, a native of
Yarmouth and a graduate of Yarmouth
High School.'dass of ’77, more recently a
teacher in Oskaloosa High School, Oskaloosa, Iowa, has accepted a clerkship in the
War Department at Washington, at the office of the Surgeon General.
By the retirement of Lieutenant Colonel
Collins, Twenty-first Iufantry, January 1,
1888, Lieut. C. C. Cusick gets the promotion
to a captaincy in the Twenty-second United
States Infantry. His friends will congratulate Lieutenant Cusick on his New Year’s

resigned.

EXPENDED.

A communication from the

Hooper & Co., grocers, Deering, are reported as owing $1200.
Schlotterbeck & Foss’ new apothecary
store at Kuiglitville, opened yesterday. It
is one of the ftuest in Maine.
Ten men took the chief degree in Macliigouue Tribe, No. 3, Improved Order of Red

young passenger,

was

cember.

-"mm. Vi’-.'rV Record for January has been

from the effects of
in the head. lie belonged to Portlaud Lodge, Greeuleaf Arch
Chapter and Portland Commnudery.
Mr. John K. Martin, of the Falmouth

clerk, died yesterday
Bursting a blood vessel

on

ELECTRIC LICiHT COMPANY.

It

BEFORE JUDOK WEBB.

last

C

file.

taken in the lower branch.

Monday—The hearing In tile case of the libel
of Horace M. Sargent vs. Castner et als., a claim
tor demurrer, was continued until tomorrow.

Men,

John
on

A box of fine oranges was received from
the Florida orange grove of Mr. John A. M.
Varnham, formerly of this city, and.'acceutConcurrent action was
ed with thanks.

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

4

ordinance

assessment of
regarding the
Schwartz for a sewer, was placed

__

woi uiii.in a

file.

on

The employees of the Consolidated Electric Light Company yesterday gave Manager
Frank A. Sawyer an elegant diamond ring.
Mr. C. E. Fierce, the post office mailing

NKW A»VKBTIHK.lIRjmi.

»KW ADVIiBTIKEMKNTR.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

PERSONAL.

but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

good,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

